
CHAPTER 1

lAm Born'

Except for the frustration and embarrassment of incontinence,
infancy was a perfectly delightful experience. Soon after I learned
to walk, it was discovered that I was afflicted with Perthes' dis-
ease in my right hip. Perthes' is a serious bone malady that
crumbles the topmost part of the thigh. In order to prevent com-
plete disintegration of my hip socket the doctors ordered me off
my feet and back into the crib. This was fine with me. It meant I
could comfortably lounge undisturbed for many hours each day,
drifting blissfully in and our of consciousness.

Unlike able-bodied children who, as soon as they begin to
walk and talk, lose the precious memories of their pre-linguistic
inner-life, my Littlebrain was allowed to crystallize and perma-
nently register tho e thoughts and image . As long as I was quiet,

I My brother tells me that when our parents brought me home from
the hospital, the nanny who had cared (or him picked me up overher
head, looked into my drooling face and said, "I wonder what he was
in his previous life?"My mother snatched me from her hands, called
her a witch and fired her on the spot.
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my mother was quite atisfied to leave me to my semi-conscious
musings.

Among these were visions of myself as an adult man
crouching in a dirt trench with a balf a dozen other men. It
was night, but the sky would brighten flam time to time with
brilliant explo ions. Oddly enough, this image wasn't particu-
larly frightening.

The most frequent recurring picture that projected itself upon
the screen of my bedroom ceiling wa triggered by the smell of
night-blooming jasmine that my father had planted near my
nursery window. I saw myself (again as an adult man) stepping
into a car (that 1 would later determine was of tbe late 1920s or
early 19305 vintage) and driving outh on (what I would later
discover was) the Pacific Coast Highway 101 from anta Monica
to Ensenada, Mexico.' 111e night was bot and all I could think
about was the woman Iwa to meet there.J was in love. [ phy ¡-
callyaebed to be with my lover. My infantile mind couldn't vi u-
alize what exactly I was going 10 do with her, but certa:in parts of
my newly acquired baby body informed me in no uncertain terms
that there were many things tbat could indeed be done.'

The reader who may be theorizing that these feelings and
images were uggested by thing I had seen on television or in
the movies must remember tbat as a bed-ridden infant in 1945-
1950, I had not been exposed to either medium. J am Dot shar-
ing this information with you in order to prove anything about
reincarnation or genetic memory. (I can't even put up a good

1 lo 1980 I visited a palatial old gambling casino/hotel in Ensenada
built by boxer Iack Dempsey in the early 30 . I instantly recognized it
as the destination of this vision.
) Naturally, another reward for enduring long hour of privacy was
the ecstasy of physical self-discovery and experimenrationI must con-
fess, I discovered this all-important aspect. of life at a ve.ry early age
and applied myself diligently. The mental images that evoked this
behavior were dear, explicit, and decidedly adult.
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argument for the reality of life after birth). I only want you to
know that the overriding character of my self-identity was that
of an adult trapped in an infant's body.

Istill possessed the emotions of a child. I couldn't read or
write-I couldn't do calculus or play the violin. Iwas as stu-
pid, naive, and crabby as any child. I simply couldn't wait to
grow up to feel like myself. This created a level of tension
whenever I interacted with family members. J detested being
patronized like a child and cursed my helpless condition. I
vividly remember after one particularly agonizing event (prob-
ably relating to food or poop) vowing in passionate babbles,
"I hate being a baby! If Iever grow up I'll never get myself in
this position again!"

Without a doubt, the most profound of these crib medi-
tations was an exercise I practiced daily whereby I pondered
the nature of my own existence. Without the benefit of words
to frame the questions, I somehow asked myself "Was I off
before I was mI? If I weren't who I am, who would I be?" 1
then tried to imagine myself not "on." I never succeeded. Each
time I imagined myself switched "off," I instantly found my-
self switched "on" in another consciousness center-my
brother, my mother, or father. or someone-anyone-else. This
frustrated me no end because if there was one thing Idid know
it was that I was ''I'' and nobody else. Nevertheless, I played
this game every day in hopes that Iwould someday break out
of the helicalloop. 1 finally gave up.

It was also in my crib that I was first exposed to religious
propaganda. As soon as I was old enough not to eat them, my
mother gave me copies of The Upper Room, a tiny booklet pub-
lished regularly by the Methodist Church," The cover of each
issue displayed a famous painting depicting incidents in the life

4 She mayas well have given me a loaded gun to play with.

pre ido por dar
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of Christ-walking on water-knocking at the door-the cruci-
fixion-reaching for a lost lamb-the Last Supper, that sort of
thing.

At first I wanted to like this Jesus character, but I was very
disturbed by my mother'sinsistence that Iwouldn't really get to
know him until Iwas dead. Moreover, she told me that he looked
down from heaven and saw everything Idid. He even knew what
I was thinking. She warned me if I didn't believe in him or was
naughty that terrible things would happen to me when 1 died.
Jesus and his father would put me in hell, a place he de cribed
as a lake of fire where you'll have nightmares and nev r be able to
wake up. Every night after tucking me in she "led" me in prayer-

Now I lay me down to sleep.
I pray the Lord my soul to keep.
If I should die before 1wake,
I pray the Lord my soul to take.

This prayer did not comfort me at all. It was an oath I was forced
to take against my will. It terrified me and plunged me into a
nightly crisis. My soul was very real to me. As a person who drifted
in and out of objective consciousness all day and night, I knew
my soul to be my only real identity. Being a baby was humiliat-
ing enough, but the thought of this ghost-god coming down from
the douds to steal my soul before I could grow old enough to
use the toilet was horrifying. I could not put this dreadful thought
out of my mind and sure enough, shortly after my 4th birthday,
the "Lord" would come to my bedside my soul to take.

M aterial protegido por derechos de autor



CHAPTER 2

My Vision of Christ

My mother was born in 1913 in the barren sand-hills of western
ebraska. Her mother, Clara, whose ancestors fought in the

American Revolution, came from sturdy Pennsylvania Dutch
stock. Mom's father, Dewey, was the bastard son of the daughter
of a Scottish rancher named McConnell and a full-blooded
Cherokee Indian named William Lake. Great Grandfather Lake,
it seems, was quite the cowboy, and made his Livingas a per-
former in traveling Wild West shows. These spectacles were very
popular in the 1880s and offered some of the only employment
opportunities for native Americans during that genocidal era. His
specialty was Roman riding, which is the act of standing up on
two galloping horses=-cne foot on one horse, one foot on the
other. Shortly after inseminating my great grandmother he was
trampled to pieces as a matinee finale.

Naturally, the shame of begetting a bastard halfbreed could
not be borne by the McConnell dan, and so little Dewey was
given up as soon as he was weaned. The new "mother» was an
outlaw "uncle" who made ends meet by selling corn whiskey,
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In July of 1952 Dad sacrificed his two-week vacation, loaded
up the Buick and drove us all back to Nebraska to visit Mom's
relatives. J had just turned 4, and was still not permitted to walk.
We took historic Route 66 part of the way. It was quite an ad-
venture. Dad didn't like to stop the car except for gas or sleep, so
when nature called Marc and I were obliged lo carefully pee in a
glass jar in the back seat. Mom would then fling the hot piss out
the passenger side window, ignoring the fact that much of it blew
back through the open back window and into our faces. I was
carsick much of the time, and my poor brother became so fever-
ishly delirious as we crossed the Arizona desert that he tearfully
pleaded with Dad 10 stop the car so he could "sit in the shade of
a jackrabbit."

The 1,500 mile trip took four days. Our destination was a
genuine ghost town called Wallace. Located about fifty monoto-
nous miles southwest of North Platte (and at least eighty years
back in time), Wallace had grown like a melanoma around the
loading platform of the Burlington Northern railroad. During
the 1920s it was the home of nearly seven hundred hardy souls,
and boasted a doctor, a dentist, a drugstore, a barbershop, hard-
ware, sundry and grocery stores, a blacksmith shop, a movie house
and a hotel. By 1952 fewer than three hundred called Wallace
home.

The finalleg of the trip was fifty miles of dusty gravel road
and prairie grass. Eventually the pointed cap of an ancient water
tower pierced the hymen of the horizon. "Wallace is a pretty little
town," my father quipped. "Wasll't it?" Marc and I were not
amused. We knew we would have no fun in Wallace.

The "business district" was a dirt street about three blocks
long-a dusty arcade of deserted buildings. From any point along
this shallow canyon of shells a person could look to either end
of the street and see nothing but prairie. There were some signs
oflife: a saloon on the corner (where we would find Uncle Free-
man); a barbershop directly across the street-its once colorful

pr oopo oer
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pole cracked and bleached in the sun; C.W. Smith's grocery
store-smelling of fresh butchered meat and rotting melons; and
the hotel-its second floor rooms had seen no guests since be-
fore the war, its lobby and first floor coffee shop the only place
in town with ceiling fans.

On both sides of the main street (it was not named "Main
Street"-none of the streets were named or numbered) was a
village of remarkably well-built houses with enormous yards,
ancient trees, and broken sidewalks. Electricity came late to
Wallace and many of the yards still had working windmill pumps
and primitive diesel generators. Every backyard had an outhouse
and every basement had a coal chute.

The most prominent building in town was the old school
house-a dark two-story brick monstrosity that looked more
like a 19th-century foundry than a school. On the cold gray
cornerstone near the great double door was chiseled the year
of its erection, 1917. My mother and her brothers and sisters
attended high school there in the 205. As we drove by I could
almost see in the windows the ghosts of suicidal farm boys in
overalls.

"See those doors? When I was 15 they slammed shut behind
me so hard that a big chunk of plaster broke loose from the ceil-
ing and hit me right on my bead." Mom pulled back the part in
her silver hair to reveal a long pink scar. I didn't want to look.
"They thought I was dead. I don't know how long I was out.
Within two months my hair turned completely gray."

Things like that happen in Nebraska.
That night we drove twenty miles further into nowhere to

have dinner at the new home of one of Mom's cousins. The "new
home:' we would discover, was not yet finished. As a matter of
fact, only the basement had been dug and cinder-blocked. Still,
like a family of grotesque prairie dogs, my kinsmen crammed
their stove and other furniture into this hole in the sod and cov-
ered it all with a tarpaulin.

M aterial protegido por derechos de autor
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As Dad carried me down the creaking steps I was greeted
warmly by the patriarch prairie dog who pulled my hair and said,
"So this is Ronnie! This boy's too goddamned big to be carried
'round like a baby! You leave this 'un with us. He don't look like
no cripple. We'll have him on his goddamned feet doin' chores
in no goddamned time."

Dinner was a buffet of fatty ham, fried chicken, home-canned
corn and green beans. Everything smelled like gasoline. There
were at least six sunken mystery pies that reeked of lard, and a
huge bowl oflime Iell-O topped with (of all things) mayonnaise.
Inexplicably they called this quivering monstrosity "salad." Ex-
cept for the celery stocks stuffed with browning cream cheese
and grape Kool-Aid, I couldn't even look at the food.

Sensing my terror at the bill-of-fare my country cousins
amused themselves by thrusting various morsels of mystery meat
into my mouth when I least expected it. These simple folk never
seemed to tire of the game. I eventually joined in the fun and
started to cry (which I finally realized was the object ofthe game).
Before the evening was over r became violently ill. Dad was re-
lieved to have an excuse to leave early and bundled us into the
car. As we sped back over the moonless prairie my mother pushed
my head out of the car window so I wouldn't vomit on her new
dress. I stared out into the dear Nebraska sky and saw for the
first time in my young life the glory of the Milky Way. Sick as 1
was, I was transfixed. I had never seen anything like that in Cali-
fornia. The creamy cloud of stars seemed to go on forever, like
the desert, like the prairie. Suddenly the fabric of my newfound
heaven was ruptured by a flaming red ball with a magnificent
silver tail. I had never seen a shooting star before. It was breath-
taking, but it startled me so that I reacted as if it were a personal
violation, a cruel cosmic barb aimed at me. When you're sick
everything irritates you. By the time we reached Aunt Gladys'
house in Wallace r was out of my head with fever and had severe
diarrhea.

pr oopo oer
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"I know how to stop him shit'n." Aunt Gladys was an enor-
mous woman, crippled since childhood with a disease that gela-
tinized her bones, but she was a diarrhea expert. It took both
Dad and Uncle Guy to hold me down while the womenfolk ad-
ministered the enema of cold water and cornstarch. I screamed
myself unconscious trying to avoid this enlightened remedy. It
had been a bad day.

When I awoke I found myself alone in a large bed in the
guestroom. The room was dark and smelled like bleach, Vicks-
Vapo-Rub and tobacco. The house was quiet. Everyone had gone
to bed. I drifted in and out of a fever dream that found me ped-
dling my tricycle down the main street of Wallace. Every build-
ing was alive with legions of cowboy ghosts wandering aimlessly
in and out of the stores. One of them spoke to me and invited
me lo go upstairs to "Johnny Skeleton's mouse-house," and asked
me something about "nails for the baseball game."

"Wallace is a ghost town," another voice announced. I
couldn't have agreed more.

I closed my eyes and listened to the crickets and the hiss in
my brain caused by fever. When I opened them again I was
startled lO see someone standing at the foot of my bed-not just
someone-it was Jesus-standing in a long white robe, his arms
slightly outstretch to his side, the bloody palms of his hands
turned toward me.

I had never been so afraid in all my life. I pulled the covers
over my head and mentally chanted (for 1 knew he could read
my mind) "Please go away. I'm not dead! I just had diarrhea. Go
away, please! I'm better now. Go away!"

I tried lo calm myself down. "I'm having a bad dream," I
told myself. "but I'm awake now, Jesus is Ilot at the foot of the
bed."

Slowly I pulled back the covers from over one eye. Still there!
Jesus was still there! I dove, this time more deeply, beneath the
covers. I was burning with fever. Hell is a lake of fire where you

pre oo co ocr
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have nightmares and call never wake up. I wanted more than any-
thing to be horne in myown bed, in my own cool house in Cali-
fornia. Jesus wouldn't dare come to California to get me. He
needed enemas and ghosts and outhouses and long pink scars
and fatty meat and Iell-O with mayonnaise to be God.

I don't know how many times I plunged under the suffocat-
ing covers. Each time r resurfaced Jesus was still there waiting
patiently for my soul to take. My fear turned into panic and then
into hate. I hated Jesus. I hated my relatives and all grownups
who believed in this monster and made him real. If I were grown
up, if I were strong, I could make him go away, but I'm a weak
little kid. It wasn't fair. What kind of God terrorizes little kids
when they're sick? Why did I ever invite him to take my soul?

Finally, exhaustion and lack of oxygen prevailed, and I drifted
into unconsciousness with my head buried under the sweat-
soaked pillows. 1 would not awaken until the cheeping of spar-
rows told me the sun was up. The morning light gave me cour-
age to confront my terror. I threw the pillows and covers off my
face and sat straight up.

Jesus was gone. In his place, my mother's yellow dress hung
neatly from the closet door.

pre ido por dar



CHAPTER 3

I Die

As every holy man will tell you, in order to be spiritually born
again it is first necessary to spiritually die. I have died more times
than I care to remember-but never of natural causes. Anybody
can die of natural causes. When you die by natural causes you
stay dead. In order to be born again you must die by your own
hand or be murdered.

The first time I recall being murdered was on the morning
of my 5th birthday, July 11, 1953. Myassassins conspired in whis-
pers the kitchen. I heard my mother tell my brother, "He's 5 now.
Christmas is five months away. It's best to do it now, not close to
Christmas. You tell him. You can do it nicely. He'll be okay when
all those kids come for his birthday party."

Marc was a dear soul. He was tall for 11 and had the habit of
chewing on his shirt collar when he was nervous (which was
nearly all the time). He came into the den where I had been eaves-
dropping. We sat down on Dad's big chair. He stuck his collar in
his mouth.

«You know Santa Claus?"

M aterial protegido por derechos de autor
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"Yeah."
"Santa Claus isn't real, he's ..:'
"Yes be is!" I cut him off before he said anything else. I pushed

my tiny palms against his lips trying to shove the words back in
his mouth. "I sat on his lap. Mom's got a picture. He gave me my
paint box at your school show. He knew my name."

"Those are guys in Santa Claus costumes."
"Shut up! He's real!" Istarted to cry. "You're saying this to be

mean to me on my birthday."
teNo I'm not."

"He comes. He eats the cookies. He drinks the milk. He leaves
all those things for us."

"Mom and Dad wait 'til we're asleep. Then they get up and eat
the cookies. They drink the milk, and they buy all that stuff for us
tbemselves=-other people buy us stuff too, and sa)' it's from Santa.
He's just a pretend guy and big kids all know he's not real. You don't
want the big kids to make fun of you, do you?"

I was beginning to realize he was telling me tbe truth, I could
easily imagine such a black secret bubbling in the heart of an
evil "big kid."

"He is too real!" By now I was lying to myself. I kept crying
just to hear myself cry. They were my last little kid tears. I knew
when I stopped I would be a big kid and there would be no more
magic in the world.

"It's okay, we'll always get stuff on Christmas morning." Marc
was as sweet a brother as anyone could ask for.

"There's no Easter Bunny either, is there?"
"Nope."
"And when r put my teeth under the pillow ..."
"Mom takes your tooth while you're asleep and puts a nickel

there."
I didn't have to ask the next question and he didn't have to tell

me. We just sat quietly in Dad's big chair until I stopped crying.
Jesus isn't real either, I thought. He's just a yellow dress.



CHAPTER 4

I Descend Into Hell

My father was born on November 11th, 1911, in a house at l ll I
11th Street in Los Angeles. The midwife who attended his birth
was 50 impressed by the array of elevens that, even though the
time ofbirth was afternoon, she logged the time ofbirth as 11:11
A.M. She hoped it would bring the child luck. It did not. He had
one sister and three half-sisters, all older than he.

Dad's father, Joseph Oliver DuQuette, was a brooding and
eccentric Frenchman who came to America in 1899. He was a
barber by trade and a self-taught scholar by passion. He spoke
seven languages fluently. He once told my father he never
dreamed in the same language two nights in a row. This gift of
tongues was a valuable asset for one who scraped the chins of
the huddled immigrant masse. The sign in the window of his
Long Beach emporium proudly announced (in their respective
vernaculars) "French, Italian, German, Greek, Portuguese, Span-
ish, and English spoken here:' He was an insatiable reader, and
by 1928 could boast that he had read every book in the great
Long Beach Central Library.
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Joseph's tendency to overachieve may have been an attempt
to compensate for a singular physical shortcoming. Childhood
malnutrition and pre-adolescent drinking and smoking ensured
that he would never grow taller than four feet six inches. Before
his death in 1938 he was prone to severe bouts of depression,
sometimes locking himself in his room for days with only a cham-
ber pot, books, and wine.

Shortly after Joseph arrived in New York from France, he
met and married Jessie Harland, an Englishwoman and the wid-
owed mother of three girls. Her husband, so she told Joseph,
had fallen ill during the crossing and died before reaching New
York. Ironically, he was not the only man in her life to be taken
by the cruel Atlantic. Her farner, a Scotland Yard inspector, died
in a similar manner returning from Canada where he had been
helping with the security arrangements for Queen Victoria's visit.
What started as a sniffle and cough in Ottawa on the second day
out quickly turned to pneumonia. He was dead before the ship
docked.

Joseph, Jessie, and the three girls (Beatrice, Marge, and little
Jessie), moved to Los Angeles in 1904. They would have "\'0 chil-
dren together, Vina and my father, Clifford. All his sisters called
him"Bud."

Although Joseph ridiculed the church, he enrolled the chil-
dren in Catholic school. Little Bud grew to be quite an athlete.
Gymnastics and track and field were his great passion. He com-
peted in a handful of regional and national events and finished
with respectable times. He briefly dreamed of Olympic cornpeti-
tion but would soon awaken to the realities of his family's pov-
erty. After high school he found work as a roughneck in the Sig-
nal Hill oi! fields and married every woman he slept with.

Throat cancer claimed Grandpa Joseph in 1938 while my
father was wildcatting for oil in Kansas and Nebraska. The fam-
ily made no attempt to contact him with the news, and he didn't
bother to write them to announce that he married again. This

pre oopo oer
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rime the bride was a waitress from Ogalala, E by the name of
Lucinda Myrtle McConnell. Dad didn't find oil in the sand hills
and in 1940, he and Lucinda returned to California. His mother
died just a few months after meeting her new daughter-in-law.
She was interred at Sunnyside Mausoleum in Long Beach. Dad's
sisters would never tell him where his father was buried.

All the characters of this American drama were dead by the
time 1 was born except my father and aunts Vina and Beatrice.
The sisters never visited us, even though they lived only a few
miles away.They despised my mother and wallowed in a hateful
feud spawned at the foot of their mother's deathbed-something
about the final disposirion of furniture or silverware or ame
other pitiful scraps of the poor woman's possessions.

In 1955, after twenty-five years of toiling in the oil-soaked
dust of the Huntington Beach oil fields, Dad announced that he
wanted to quit his job and start his own water well drilling busi-
ness. An eight-year drought in the midwest was making million-
aires of the few savvy drillers who were turning the great plains
green with shallow ground water. To my utter disbelief and ter-
ror, he told us we would be moving to ebraska, 1 would have
been happier had he announced he wa going to kill me.

Sensing our panic, Dad assured Marc and me we would not
be living in Wallace or anywhere near Mom's relatives. As a mat-
ter of fact, we would be making our home in Columbus-in
Eastern ebraska over two hundred miles from Wallace, in the
rich green pastureland between the Platte and Loop rivers. The
Pawnee Indians called thi land the "happy hunting grounds."
Not only would there be lots of trees there, but in the winter-
time we could play in the snow! (Mom told me it tasted like
whipped cream.) We would be living in a real town with paved
streets, indoor toilets and upermarkets with electric-eye door.
It wouldn't be anything like Wallace.

1 still had my doubts. I loved Southern California. My hip
was getting better and I was allowed to walk with crutches. If all
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continued to go well I would be on my feet in a year or two. 1
was ju t starting to live. We visited tbe beach often and the radio
was filled witb hip new music that could only be heard in Cali-
fornia caUed"no-named-jive," [loved it. [ just knew there wasn't
any corner of Nebraska where they had ever beard of Johnny
Otis or the Three Tons of Joy.

It was December by the time we sold the house. Because the
new owners wanted to take occupancy a few weeks before we
were ready to leave, we spent our last California Christmas in an
ancient motel in Belmont Shores. On the eve of our departure
Dad made a horrifying announcement. Our new bouse in Co-
lumbus would not be ready for us to occupy until March. We
would have to go first to WaUaceand livewith Aunt Gladys until
spring. Marc.and I would have to attend school for at least three
months in that prehistoric building that attacked my mother and
turned her hair gray. Our Christmas gifts were snowboots, par-
kas, and gloves.

The winter in WaJlace was very difficult. I was immediately
enlightened regarding tbe taste of snow. My choolmates were as
course and cruel as their environment and they tormented me
over my crutches and everything I said, did, or wore, that was
un- ebraskan. (I couldn't understand wby they caUedlunch "din-
ner" and they called dinner "supper,") The worst frustration re-
sulted from the huge disparity between the California and e-
braska school system. ebraska was far more advanced than
California in the lower grades, and [ immediately found myself
at least two years behind in matb and English. J was completely
lo t and did not have a due how to catch up. I never did.

Every school day became simply an exercise in survivaJ. Mom
wouldn't let me voice my complaints in the presence of her rela-
tives, who were kind enougb to put us up that miserable winter.
It wouldn't have done any good anyway. [ cheered myself with
the thought that spring would come and we would move to a
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real town with paved street , indoor toilet and supermarkets with
electric-eye doors.

"Welcome the. First Day of Spring," The words were written in
colorful pastel colors across the top of the blackboard. The board
itself was covered with an incredibly beautiful chalk mural-
scores of flowers, bunnies, squirrel, bees, and baby birds in a
nest, all dominated by a huge yellow sun, I had never seen any-
thing like it. Miss Shoemaker was a great artist. I was in love
with her. She must have tayed up all night to draw it.

This was the day I dreamed of those dreadful months in
Wallace. Columbus wasn't California, but it was at least fifty years
ahead of WaUace.The weather on the first day of spring did not
match Miss Shoemaker's colorful drawing. It was four degrees
below zero and the third day of a blinding blizzard. The streets
were impassable so I trudged my way through the drifts to school.
I was in the second grade and totally lost in all my ubjects ex-
cept one-music. I learned I could sing. obody was more sur-
prised than I. For the ten years I remained in ebraska, my mu-
sical abilities and my service in the Methodist church would be
the only skills I would need to survive.



CHAPTER 5

Altar Boy

"Lonnie! Do you believe in Jesus?" Rev. Alan Castner squeezed
the new black Bible in both hands like it was an overstuffed
sandwich. That Bible was mine. I earned it. I squirmed through
two tedious years of Sunday School and survived the most ob-
scene and evil form of legalized child abuse ever devised-Va-
cation Bible School. I passed their examinations. I got up before
dawn every Sunday to sing in the children's choir at early ser-
vice. On Saturday mornings while my friends were playing army
or watching Sky King on TV, I sat alone in the musty and
haunted hundred-year-old chapel and mindlessly folded the next
day's bulletins and responsive readings.

Did I believe in Jesus? Didn't I dress up like a cherub each
Sunday and march down the aisle bearing the sacred flame?
Didn't I start each 11:00 A.M. service by enkindling the massive
candles upon the altar that signified the living presence of God?
And who was it that ended each service by solemnly extinguish-
ing the candles with the long brass snuffer? Me, that's who!

Did I believe in Jesus? Did 1 believe in Jesus?

pr oopo oer
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Hell no! I didn't believe in Jesus! But I earned that
goddamned Bible! Now, standing before the altar of God, in front
of my parents and the entire congregation, Iwas going to have
to lie to get it.

ce", .)Jres su.
I was 9 years old and at last a full-fledged Christian.
Rev. Alan looked like he was going to cry. He handed me my

prize and put his hand on my shoulder and turned me toward
the congregation.

"How old are you Lonnie?"
"9."
"Do you say your prayers at night?"
"Yes sir." This was not a lie for I prayed fervently every night,

but not to Jesus, not to God. Each night as I stared out my win-
dow into the beautiful Nebraska sky I tearfully prayed to space
aliens or any superior intelligence in the universe who could hear
my plea. "Get me out of Nebraska! Take me back to California.
Take me anywhere. You can perform medical experiments on
me-I don't care! Just get me out of here!"

"Friends, this is our candle lighter, Lonnie DuQuette. You
may not recognize him without his little white gown"-laugh-
ter-"and his torch and snuffer"-more laughter. Lonnie also
sings in the Carol Choir and comes in on Saturdays to fold our
bulletins. We're all sure he's going to grow to be a man of God:'
He then gently pushed me back toward my pew with a hearty
"God bless you Lonnie."

What the dear man didn't know was that, even though I was
the virginal innocent who started and ended each service, I sel-
dom stayed to hear his sermons. Each Sunday after lighting the
candles at the 11:00 o'clock service, I rushed back to the vestry,
stripped out of my chasuble and slipped out the side door. With
my Timex strapped tightly to my impious wrist I ran at top speed
across the street, past the ancient bandstand and towering elms
in Frankfort Square, straight to the soda fountain ofTooley's drug
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store. There, after catching my breath, I lingered over my own
Eucharist-a tuna salad sandwich (with an unforgettable horne-
canned bread-n-butter pickle) and a cherry phosphate. I knew
what heaven was. After my sandwich I had just enough time to
browse a comic book or 1'.••0 before rushing back to church to
close the service.

I paid for tbis weekly orgy with the winnings from a weekly
crap game I organized before Sunday school in the church base-
ment. My father had been kind enough to teach me the rules to
this venerable game and I easily attracted a pool of easy marks-
their pockets bulging with cash that would otherwise be destined
for the offering plate. Predictably, the game was finally raided
and my "bones" confiscated by George Sorensen, a racist con-
struction mogul and spiritual exhibitionist who had bullied his
way into the position of Sunday School Headmaster.

Each week before the individual classes adjourned to their
respective cells, he "taught" the general assembly of all the grades
in the large common room. Here we drank deeply from the foun-
tain of his bigoted wisdom, learning why people who lived be-
fore Jesus (including Adam, Eve, Abraham. and Socrates) were
burning in Hell, and why Blacks had to work for white people
because Noah's grandson saw him naked.

On the morning of my arrest he strutted to the front of the
assembly and held up my precious green dice in front of all the
students and bellowed, "These evil dice was brung into God's
house by one of your own classmates to steal God's money. I bet
he thinks it's real funny. r tell ya one thing. God don't think it's
funny. I ain't gonna tell you who done this. He knows who he is,
and God knows who he is."

Then with a dramatic sweep of his hand he hurled the dice
into the trashcan and added dramatically, "All I can say is-I'll
pray for him."

As much as I despised George-if-t/Jeir-religion-won't-let- 'em-
eat-cows-wlly-don't-them-godless-Hindus-start-eatin-all-them-
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monkeys~t/¡ey-got~jumpjn~arollnd~Jndia~Sorensen, lloved Rever-
end Alan. I admired his youthful enthusiasm and positive atti-
tude. He had a beautiful young wife and I fantasized what life
must be like in the rectory. He preached no hell-fire and made it
seem like it should be fun to be a Methodist whether you be-
lieved in God or not. I was so comfortable with his brand of
religion that (even though I was a secret unbeliever) I told my
parents I wanted to be a Methodist minister when 1 grew up.
Even my freethinking father attended service each week to show
his support for this dynamic man who was sent by the bishop to
build our new church.

He built the new church all right. Predictably, the building
contractor was George~if~tJ¡ey-ai,,'r~bee,,~baptjzed-thell~they're-
bllnli'I~¡'I~Hell~evell~if-they~are-just-little-babies-Sorensen. Unfor-
tunately, before erection of the new church was completed his
12~}'ear~0Iddaughter walked in on him playing Adam & Eve with
Reverend Alan's wife in tbe new church annex. The scandal
shocked the town and forced the Castners to move away.'

My father stopped going to cburch. Icontinued to serve un-
der the next pastor and the next one and the next. After a short
vacation George Sorensen resumed his job as Sunday School
Headmaster.

All Ican say is-I'll pray for him.

t In a midnight raid, my brother, Marc, and two of his high school
friends salted the lawn of the pious church board member who was
most instrumental in forcing the Castners to leave town. A summer
rain later that night assured the soil was ruined to a depth of six feet.
A few days later we rode our bicycles past what looked like a swim-
ming pool being dug in his front yard.
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CHAPTER 6

Holy Communion

When I was II, I graduated to the adult chorus, first as a so-
prano then later as second tenor. r continued to sing in the church
choir untill graduated from high school and moved back to Cali-
fornia. I hated it, but I had no choice.

At age 7, I made a Faustian pact with Robert M. Carlton, the
brilliant and tyrannical director of the vocal music department
of the high school and the undisputed Kapellmeister of the en-
tire school district. His ensembles and one-hundred-ten voice
Master Chorale consistently won state and regional awards and
the honors he brought to our provincial town year after year
made him as feared and respected among the faculty and alumni
as any winning football coach. He also directed the Methodist
Church adult choir.

I sang in school and church choruses under his direction
from the second grade until after high school graduation. He
was not a likable man. He yelled. He was cruel and utterly
insensitive to the feelings of others. He made children cry. He
suffered migraines, and the blade of his wit was always wet
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with the blood of his inferiors, and everybody was his infe-
rior. I have no idea why he singled me for out pecial treat-
ment from among the other reluctant warbler, but single me
out he didProm sixth grade through my senior year he gave
me the choicest slots in recitals and the leads in the seasonal
show and musicals.

He never told me I had to sing in the church choir. He
didn t have to. After all, for my entire high school career he
personally bullied and threatened all my other teachers to as-
sure that I maintained a C-plus average in all my das es. If
my grades were to drop below C-plus Iwould not be allowed
to participare in the various performances throughout the year.
He made sure that never happened and I was shamele sly
impudent in my security. I Iwas the da sic class clown. Inever
took a book home, seldom passed a te t and even though I
wa punished by a detention period every day without excep-
tion for three consecutive years (a school record), Imaintained
a e-plus average.

Shortlyafter I turned 14 my musical career expanded when
I was asked to join a local garage band. I played guitar like
most boys my age, but what drew me to the attention of my
much older colleagues was the fact that I hosted an after-
school radio program on the local AM station and might be

I I was expelled from high school on two occasions: the fir t time in
my Junior year because my hair was too long, and once in my Senior
year for' editiou activity on campus" (a charge relating to my in-
volvement withthe Students for a Democratic Society and the anti-
war movement). Iwas reinstated on the former ceca ion at the inter-
vention of Mr. Carlton who pointed out to the School Board that Iwa
a professional musician (who needed a longhair image) and my family
needed my support because of my father's terminal illnes . The charge
of 'seditious activity on campus" was dropped and I was reinstated
when a local Episcopal minister (a friend in the anti-war movement
and a.member of the American Civil Liberties Union) intervened 011
my behalf.
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able to provide free advertising for tbe band. It was also nice
that I knew the words to nearly every popular SODgrecorded
since 1952.

To everyone's surprise our little band worked regularly, play-
ing proms and sockhops in small towns throughout Nebraska
and all neighboring states. Our success was largely due to the
efforts of our 25-year-old bass player. I made a point of jotting
down the names and phone numbers of everyone who ever
booked us and a year later I formed my own band, "The Panics."
We were pretty good and stayed together until I completed high
schooL

In the spring of 1966 the years of my indentured service to
Mr. Carlton were drawing to an end. Thanks to his powers of
coercion I knew I would graduate from high school (college prep
no less). With the help of my brother (who had returned to Cali-
fornia the moment he finished high school six years earlier) I
made arrangements to move to Costa Mesa to attend college.
Almost out of nostalgia I showed up at the church for the last
few choir rehearsals and Sunday performances. The last Meth-
odist ceremony I would ever attend was a most memorable com-
munion service.

Eschewing pagan ritual and not wishing to be confused with
the Satanic Church of Rome, Methodists, Likemost Proresrants,
take communion infrequently. What is for Catholics the central
and most intensely personal act of worship is to Protestants an
embarrassing reminder that once upon a time in order to be a
Christian it was necessary to regularly put one's faith where one's
mouth was and then swallow it.

Methodists take pride in the fact they don't believe a priest
is necessary to ritualistically bless and consecrate the sacred ele-
ments. They don't believe that words (Latin or otherwise) can
conjure the Holy Spirit into the blessed cup. They don't believe
that common bread and wine can be magically rransubstanti-
ated into the flesh and blood of God. As a matter of fact, where
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the crament of communion i concerned, Prete rants just don't
believe.

onetheless, like island native who in obedience to orne
primitive instinct still fling an occasional virgin into a volcano,
theyset a ide a handful of unday a year to pa around plates
piled high with tiny cubes of Wonderbread and microscopic
glasses of grape juice, and eat and drink wben ordered to do o.

On that last unday the ubject of the sermon wa "The
Lonely Atheist." As I louched half-awake in the choir loft-my
hormones roaring uncontrollably to the weet memory of Sat-
urday night' backseat embrace something el e (almost as pro-
found) was rising beneath my purple choir robe. Realization.
uddenly I realized that I was at peace with myathei m. Ever

since the Santa Claus revelation I had been cynically convinced
of the non-m tence of the God of the Bible, but the severity of
my earlier programming and my ubsequent life in the church
coated me with a waxy film of residual doubt. That bright morn-
ing, without any known cataly t or undue inrrospection, aU
doubts simply evaporated. Suddenly I became deliriou Iy com-
fortable with the imple fa t that all of it, e en atheism, is bullshit,
I almo t laughed out loud.

I realize thi doesn't ound like much of a revelation, but at
that moment it tickled me ecstatically. Inever felt o liberated in
my life. I looked up at the enormous circular rained glass win-
dow behind the altar and could almost hear tbe "Hallelujah ho-
rus," How profoundly appropriate it was that this revelation
should occur in church, for this is the secret, I concluded, of all
reJi•.•rions: There is no God! There is no God, and it really doesn't
matter!

I looked around at the restless and coughing congregation
and smugly wallowed. in the luxury of feeling sorry for tb e
frightened beep, I did feel a bit like a hypocrite sitting there
with the choir, lending my unbelieving voice to a meaningles
wor hip ervice, till, I thought, it was a job. lowed it to Mr.
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Carlton. But then 1 remembered it was Communion Sunday. Oh
no you don't! Never again. I really would be a hypocrite if I took
part in that absurd act of mock cannibalism. I decided I would
sit this one out. It would be my declaration of liberation. I
couldn't wait to 110t take communion.

The sermon wound to a dreary conclusion. "Can you imag-
ine how lonely you would be if you had only yourself to look
to?" Dr. Petty then announced we'would now commemorate the
"Lord's Supper." Mr. Carlton stood up and indicated to the choir
to rise. The choir was to take communion first. My place was in
the very middle of the tenor section. I had people on both sides
of me. I couldn't remain seated. I was trapped into filing out
with everybody else. "Damn it!" I thought. "Now I will have to
stand there while everyone kneels to take communion. Dr. Petty
will probably look at me and wait until I kneel. I might have to
say something. It will be incredibly awkward."

I toyed with the idea of just marching out the side door and
running" to Tooley's for a tuna sandwich, but the thought of Mr.
Carlton's wrath made me reconsider. I decided to go to the rail
with the choir, kneel down like everybody else, but when the time
came to communicate I would just kneel there respectfully. My
back would be turned to the congregation. No one would notice
except perhaps Dr. Petty and he wouldn't say anything until af-
ter church. It might even be an interesting conversation.

Mr. Carlton was more than a choir director. He was a pup-
pet master. He conducted through a rich vocabulary of subtle
body language and his singers never took their eyes off him.
Barely moving two fingers he compelled us like so many mari-
onettes to parade to the communion rail and line up shoulder to
shoulder. He then dropped us to our knees in perfect unison
with an almost imperceptible nod of his head. We knelt there in
our long robes like a row of purple tents.

I was very excited, or maybe a little scared. My heart pounded
so loudly I could hear it clicking in my mouth.
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Now on the evening He was betrayed, as they were eat-
ing, Jesus took bread, and blessed,and broke it, and gave
it to the disciples and said, "Take, eat. For this is my
body."

Everybody took and ate. I took not. J ate not. It was my first
adult act of conscience. I swooned with ecstasy. I had never felt
so alive in my life.

And when they had eaten he took a cup, and when
he had given thanks he gave it to them, saying "Drink
of it, all of you; for this is my blood of the covenant,
which is poured out for many for the forgiveness of
. "sins.

Everybody took and drank. I took not. I drank not. I was almost
hyperventilating. I felt I would burst.

And he said to them; '7 tell you I shall not drink again
of this fruit of the vine until that day when I drink it
new with you in my Father's kingdom."

It was over in just a moment. The others downed their pathetic
drop of grape juice and returned the sticky little glasses to their
tigbt little boles. I had done it. I had freed myself of God. I was
one with the likes of Thomas Paine, Burtrand RusseU, and Mark
Twain!

It was now time for the choir to return tothe loft to ser-
enade the bovine queue of believers through their snack. We
looked to the dark eyes of Mr. Carlton and waited for his silent
permission to rise. He gave the command by raising his chin ever
so slightly while lifting bis eyebrows in subtle mockery as if he
were watching angels rising to heaven.

Getting up from a kneeling position is never easy and I was
very conscious of the fact tbat I could inadvertently "moon" the
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congregation from this position if I wasn't careful-for a sophis-
ticated freethinker like me that would never do. 1 leaned back
slightly and slid my left foot forward until it rested flat next to
my right knee which was still planted solidly on the floor. I placed
both hands 00 my left knee and transferred my weight to that
axis and tried to rise up on my left leg. Unbeknownst to me,
however, was the fact that the hem of my choir robe was pinned
firmly to the floor by the toe of my right shoe. I was only able to
rise two or three inches before my own robe trapped me in a
most humiliating kowtow. Again I tried to rise but only man-
aged to reach a painful stoop. My ec tasy instantly turned to panic.
1 couldn't even raise my head. The rest of the choir members
were already on their feet. Again and again I was forced to my
knees but no matter how I repositioned myself I could not free
my robe from the tent-stake of my own foot. The congregation
started to murmur, then giggle.

I tried again. This time when I reached the limit of my coo-
straint I forced myself to hop violently like a one-legged hunch-
back two or three times in tiny jerks. At the crest of each hop I
tried to lift my right foot. Each time as I landed 1belched out a
pitiful little grunt. This ridiculous maneuver resulted in the al-
most impossible act of kicking my own ass with the heel of my
right foot. I was so embarrassed that I thought I would ignite.
Eventually, this grotesque dance enabled me to pull myself free,

Like a tightly strung bow that suddenly had its string sev-
ered, my body sprang to attention. I was upright for only a plit
second before my momentum hurled me off balance and back-
wards towards the first row of pews. AllI could see was the blur
of the great stained glass window as my head snapped back vio-
lently. I knew I was toppling into humiliation and injury. As I
plunged backward into the abyss, the high vaulted ceiling of the
church reverberated with the only words my spasming nervou
system would permit my body to release.

"Oh God!" I screamed at the top of my lungs.



CHAPTER 7

California Dreamin'

A couple of weeks after my humiliation at the communion rail I
packed up my VW bus and drove as fast as ) could out of e-
braska, The long nightmare was over and my future beckoned to
me from golden California. I knew everything would change but
I had no way of knowing how much.

The world in 1966 was far more interesting than college. I
studied very little. As a drama major loon discovered I could
get through most of my classe by simply acting like a college
student. I was just happy to be back home in California. It was
everything 1remembered and more. Almost immediately I found
work in the evenings inging "folk music" in. local saloons. 1 had
more audacity than ability, and wa so entirely unconscious of
my own lack of talent that I sometime fooled other people as
weU.Among them were the owners of some of the most famous
folk dubs in the country including Huntington Beach's famed
Golden Bear, where I twice found myself opening act for my idol,
Hoyt Axton.
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Soon I was befriended by other local musicians. Foremost
among these was a fellow Midwesterner, Charley D. Harris, who
had just returned from a successful stint in Hawaii. Charley was
ten years older than I and had already made almost every mis-
take a young musician could make.' He was ready to settle down
and get serious about songwriting. I convinced him to allow me
to collaborate with his efforts.

We were remarkably prolific and soon produced a respect-
able portfolio of songs which, if I say so myself, we presented
quite well. Charley had a great voice and our harmonies were
very tight. This combination of skills got us through several doors
in the Hollywood publishing world and earned us a measure of
local notoriety. I wallowed in my local stardom. I was very poor,
but life was sweet.

Like most musicians, I smoked a little grass and waxed philo-
sophical with my colleagues over midnight steak and eggs (Man,
did you like ever notice that dog spelled backwards is Gvo-dt),
but spirituality was the farthest thing from my mind. LSD would
change that.

I dropped my first hit with a fellow musician in the men's
room of a Belmont Shores blues dub. It was my friend's first
trip also. Once safely back in his apartment, he went into the
bedroom, dosed the door and remained there. I flopped down
on the living room floor and for the next six hours repeatedly
picked myself apart and put myself back together.

Don't worry, I won't bore the reader with another "I saw God
on acid" story. It's not like that at all. It's more like an "I intro-
duced myself to myself" story. I discovered that "myself" was an
infinitely greater thing than I had ever imagined, and realized
with technicolor certitude that understanding myself was going
to be the only endeavor in life worth pursuing.

I He was saving a few he could make with me.
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By daybreak the doors of perception had closed enough
for me to put on my shoes and walk across town to my own
apartment. Everything looked very different. Trees and shrubs
radiated luminous auras. Telephone and power lines were
coiled round with bright red and green magnetic bands. The
visual effects were dazzling but no longer a wondrous distrac-
tion. My mind was focused on one joyous revelation. Every-
thing that everybody is looking for in religion is already in-
side their own heads. There's no reason to believe anything.
There's no reason to pray to anything. It can all be experi-
enced. It must all be experienced. That is what we are here to
do.

I encouraged my brother Marc to join me on my next "trip"
about a ten days later and we found that we communicated very
well while under the influence. In the weeks that followed we
read everything that we could get our hands on about LSD and
the psychedelic phenomenon. Almost every article compared the
experience to the ecstatic visions of eastern mystics and primi-
tive shamans. I haunted the Eastern Philosophy section of my
college library and indiscriminately skimmed through anything
I thought might show me where to start my holy quest. Marc
began investigating yoga and the various yoga institutions in
Southern California.

We put ourselves on an experimental vegetarían diet and
started "practicing" the physical exercises from Swami Vishnu-
devananda's illustrated book of Hatha Yoga.' We weren't bad.
Both of us were surprisingly limber and could sit in a fulllotus
for (what we considered) quite a long time. I could even stand
on my head in a fulllotus position and demand "Someone quick!
Take my picture!"

2 Swami Vishnudevananda, The Complete Illustrated Book of Yoga,
Iuliean Press,Inc. 1960 Library of Congress Catalog Card # 59-15568.
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Qllick! Take my picture!

At first we thought we could mix psychedelics and yoga.
Like idiot we registered for an all day Christmas meditation
at Paramahansa Yogananda's Self-Realization fellowship
Temple. In order to make sure we would gel the maximum
spiritual impact from the day, Marc baked the most extraer-
dinary loaf of marijuana banana bread. It was the first time
we ever tried thi recipe,' so we were un ure how it would
affect us. It was very tasty, so delicious in fact that we couldn't
believe that it could be very potent. Just minute prior to en-
tering the Temple we sat in the car and gorged ourselves on
the whole loaf.

J As I recall he soaked an entire «lid" of cleaned grass in tequila. When
the tequila evaporated he then blended the paste with a pound of
melted butter. After allowing it to harden be then used the loaded
butter in a standard banana bread recipe.
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We were warmly welcomed by a serene 100kiDgmonk who
ushered us to the meditation room. In the East wa a small
altar displaying portraits of the line of SRF gurus.' Facing
the altar were five or six rows of straight-backed wooden chairs
with padded seats. A neatly folded blanket hung over the back
of each chair.

"Do we have to sit in these chairs?" I asked with affected
humility. "We would prefer to sit 00 the floor in our asana."

The monk looked at us incredulously.
"My friends, this is an eight hour meditation. J am sure you

will be more comfortable seated in chairs for that amount of
time."

"We'll be the judge of that;' Marc replied with a patronizing
giggle.

We couldn't understand why the monk didn't believe we pre-
ferred to meditate on the floor with our legs locked in a full
lotus position like real yogis.

"What kind of yogis are these?" Marc thought. (By now the
banana bread was taking effect and [ could read his mind.)

"Yeah!" I answered mentally. "He must think we are some
kind of white guys!"

The monk showed us where we could sit on the floor and
informed us there would be a break in 2'1> hours in case we
wanted to move to chairs at that time.

"We'll be fine," I assured him.
Within a few minutes the lirtle chapel was filled with neatly

dressed devotees. one of them elected to join the two real yogis
on the floor. The monk said a few words about Christmas being
a very spiritual casoo aod quoted a little from the writings of
Yogananda. Then we all chanted a few of the Order's "cosmic

• A yearor so later pictures of these same guru would flank the face
of AleisterCrowleyon the album coverof theBeatles'Sergeant Pepper's
Lonely Hearts Club Band.
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chants" and settled in for the first 21h hour period ofsilent medi-
tation.

Marc and I immediately realized that it was a big mistake to
have eaten all of the banana bread. We were painfully high. We

turned to one another and looked helplessly at each other's bulg-
ing yellow eyes and mentally screamed "We gena get out ofhere!"

Nevertheless, we closed our eyes and tried to be troopers.
Our legs soon fell asleep, and without the distraction of pain so
did I. I guess I was snoring pretty loudly when Marc jabbed me
in the ribs with his elbow. The monk opened one eye and si-
lently glowered at us. It was absolutely amazing. We could read
his mind, too!

We squirmed and dozed through the longest 2Jh hours of
our lives and quietly slithered to the car during the first break.
We would not return to finish the meditation.

For the next few months psychede1ic experiments would re-
main the centerpiece of our spiritual exploration. The dramatic
events of our day in Joshua Tree would be the culmination of
this period.

+ + +

Constance left Nebraska and came to live with me on June 15th,
1967. The sweet distractions of our honeymoon prevented us
from accompanying Marc and a nice young Quaker couple named
Karl and Elsa to a peace demonstration on June 23rd in Los
Angeles. This event would have a profound effect upon Marc
and change all our lives dramatically.

President Johnson was to appear at the Century Pla7A Hotel
in Los Angeles. It was the perfect opportunity for the Southern
California peace movement to mobilize the most massive dem-
onstration to date against the continuing escalation of the war
in Vietnam. The movement on the West Coast was made up pri-
marily of young white adult students, teachers, the dergy, and
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liberal professionals of the JFK/RFK ilk. The day started with the
festive, love-in atmosphere that had characterized earlier L.A.
demonstrations. The crowd was composed of well-dressed young
couples pushing baby carriages and spectacled college types in
blue work-shirts and corduroy jackets. Before sunset these dilet-
tantes would become violently committed political radicals.

Everyone expected the scenario to follow that of previous
demonstrations. The demonstrators would position themselves
in front of the hotel and chant as long and as loud as possible
for the benefit of the television news crews. The police would
eventually give the order to disperse, everyone would boo and
hiss for a few minutes and then return to their cars feeling defi-
antly self-satisfied.

This day would be different. Two lines of riot-equipped of-
ficers sandwiched the entire assembly in front of the hotel. When
the order came to disperse, the demonstrators were prevented
from moving by the line of officers behind. The officers in front
of the hotel were ordered to advance on the crowd and use their
batons on anyone who would not move. At the same time the
police in back of the demonstrators were ordered to use their
batons on anyone attempting to move back. For twenty-five
bloody minutes the police clubbed away in a shameful attempt
to make sure every demonstrator got a taste of the baton.

News bureaus around the country called it the worse police
riot since the 1930s. Witnesses said it was a miracle nobody died
at the scene. Scores were seriously injured and hospitalized. Marc
was beaten on the head and face and returned home with his
glasses broken and his clothes covered in blood. Karl and Elsa
were also bruised and bloodied, their Quaker commitment to
non-violence severely shaken.

The events of June 23, 1967 instantly polarized the political
consciousness of Southern California. Moderate Democrats be-
came ultra-liberals, ultra-liberals became radicals, and radicals
became communists. Shocked by the brutality, but steadfast in
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their patriotism, moderate Republicans became conservatives,
con ervatives became ultra-nationali ts, and ultra-nationali t
became fascists. o one, it seemed, could remain moderate or
neutral ..

The horrifying reality of the war in Vietnam, and the in-
creasingly brutal and repressive domestic environment bad a
curiou effect on the spiritual life of our little circle of family
and friends. Al; the chaos escalated so did our efforts toward self-
discovery. We engaged in an almo t desperate struggle to quickly
gain enlightenment. We believed it would be our only avenue of
escape from the coming holocaust,

Con ranee and I were married in ovember and I simply
topped going to coUege. Karl and Elsa invited us to come live

with them and their four children in the uburban college com-
munity of Irvine. Karl taught Mathematics and Computer Sci-
ence at the University of California, Irvine, and El a, a Vassar
College graduate, was a professional midwife. We became the
neighborhood' token "hippies" and were in tantly embraced by
the local liberal establi hment yearning to breathe "hip." By day,
Con tance babysat and I gave guitar lessons. By night, Karl and
Elsa hosted sumptuous sit-on-the-floor banquets wbere we would
introduce the neighbors to marijuana, Alan Watts, Ravi Shankar,
recorded Tibetan chants, and "electronic" music.

lo March of 1968 we startedhopping for a larger home out
in the nearby canyons and forest where we could establish a
private communal base. We didn't want to move too far away
from Karl' job at the University. On April 4tb our plans changed.
The assa sinatíon of Martin Luther King plunged u into a tate
of tangible paranoia, Timothy Leary was advising folks to "tune
in, tum on, and drop out." We were already well tuned in and
turned on, nothing remained now but to drop out.

The ubculture grapevine was humming with tales of uto-
pian life in Southern Oregon. We heard of a magical place called
Takilma, a tiny village on the illinois River near the California
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border where land was cheap and the valley was filled with beau-
tiful people just like us. There was even a mysterious wizard, a
French Canadian prank healer and follower of Yogananda who
lived in a renovated barn by the river, and he was selling prop-
erty next to his.

This sounded too good to ignore. Marc and Karl made an
exploratory trip and determined that Takilrna would be our
Shangri-La. Before returning they rented a large house for us on
Waldo Road near the Takilma community. The Waldo house had
electricity and indoor plumbing and would afford us the oppor-
tunity to wean ourselves from urbane luxuries before we plunged
completely into the primitive world of rural hippiedom. Our plan
was to headquarter there until each couple could buy land that
would be suitable for building our own cabins.

On May Morn, after selling nearly everything we had except
guitars and books, Constance and I set out for Takilma along
with Marc, bis wife Margaret, Karl and Elsa, their four children
and thirteen cats. There we hoped to build our own homes and
live quiet lives of fasting, meditation, and study. There we in-
tended to achieve perfect illumination before the world blew
apart.



CHAPTER 8

Samadhi on Waldo Road

The Waldo house was marvelous. Each couple had a private bed-
room. the children shared a bedroom, and the cats had the run
of Southern Oregon. Constance decorated our room like a jewel
box. She hung the ceiling with a huge colorful poof of an Indian
bedspread and color coordinated all our bedding and pillows.

The only thing wrong with our new communal environment
was that Constance and I did not get very much privacy. After
all. we were newlyweds and still pretty frisky. A week or so after
we arrived we declined an invitation to join the others on an
overnight visit to the famous Sunny Valley commune and seized
the opportunity for some time alone.

While Constance soaked in a hot bath I thought I would sit
and meditate near the fire and listen to some music. If it had
been six months earlier I would have also lit up a joint. but one
of the first things we learned about Oregon was that marijuana
and psychedelics were not readily available. For the most part,
country hippies got high the old fashioned way-yoga.
pranayama, and natural food.

pre oo co ocr
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I took off my boots, put on a Beatles album, settled into a
half lotus and took some deep breaths. I closed my eyes and used
the familiar tracks of the music as a mantra. Everything seemed
perfect.

There's nothing you can do that can't be done. J

"Wow," I thought, "that is just like something out of the Tao Te
Ching."

Nothing you can sing that can't be sung.

"Yes,just like the Tao Te Ching!"

Nothing you can say but you can learn how to play the game.
It's easy.

There was nothing unusual about projecting cosmic significance
to popular music, especially that of the Beatles. But that night I
was taking it particularly personally,

Nothing you can make that can't be made.
No one you can save that can't be saved.
Nothing you can do but you can learn how to be you in time.
It's easy.

The second time I heard the words "it's easy," I felt as if I would
burst. I was no longer listening to the stereo. The song had be-
come nothing less than a direct communication from God to
my soul. I was so thrilled that I squeezed my buttocks with a
contorted shiver of religious ecstasy. Instantly, shivering pangs
of intense tingLing exploded in my abdomen and between my
shoulder blades.

I All You Need Is Love. by John Lennon and Paul McCartney. Copy-
right © 1967 (Renewed) ony/ATV Songs LLe. All rights administered
by Sony/KrV Music Publishing, 8 Music Square West, Nashville, TN
37203. All rights reserved. Used by permission.
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All you need is love.
All you need is love.
All you "eed is love, love. Love is all you need.

"Oh yes!" The more J surrendered to the tingling, the stronger
the tingling, and the more personal the lyrics became.

Nothing you can know that isn't known.
Nothing you can see that isn't showlI.
Nowhere you carl be that isn't where you're mea/ll to be.
It's easy.

This time when God told me it was "easy" the tingling burst like
a balloon at the very top of my head. It was as if an egg of elec-
tric fire shattered on my crown and sent cintillating goo slow-
ing dripping over my head.

All you need is love.

"Surrender," 1 told myself.

All you need is love.

"Surrender. This is it! Let it happen. It won't happen unless you
let it."

AlI yoll need is love, love. Love is all you need.

Miraculously, I took my own advice. I let go. I surrendered to
the tingling at the top of my head, and as I did it became so
intense that everywhere it spread it obliterated all sense of
separateness. As it covered my head I could no longer see, feel,
or conceive of my bead as being anything other than every-
thing that was. Wherever tbe electric fire touched became ev-
erywbere, everything. I was becoming universally wall-to-wall
from the head down. I could feel my lips, but I could also feel
the air tbat touched my lips, and everything the air tbat
touched my lips touched, and on and on until my Lip lost all
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meaning except to serve. as position for the perfect center of
the cosmos.

As I continued to surrender it rapidlyexpanded to the back
of my neck and down my spine to usurp the lesser tingling be-
tween my shoulder blades. From there it spread to my arms and
hands.

All you need is love (All together, now!) All you need is love
(Everybody!) All you need is love, love. Love is all you need.

Almost with a thud it reached the ba e of my spine and flowed
into my legs and feet; but then=-l had no feet. The new-l reached
to the innermost/outermost corners of universe, of space and
time and energies. The only thing that remained of old-I wa the
part that observes, the part tbat realize5-realizes that it is the
One Big Whatever-it-is; realizes that its fiery, blissful conscious-
ness fill every nook and cranny of the One Big \¥hauver-it is;
realizes that tbis "thisness" is eternally this!

But old-l, the fleshy-fat and blood-filled tumor at the center
of the One Big Whatever-it-is, also realized that it wa losing it-
self; realized it was dying; realized that its lumbering crust hadn't
taken a breath in a long time.

Love is all yo" need (love is all y011need)
Love is all you need (love is all yOIl need)
Loveis all you need (love is all you need)
Love is an yoll need (love is all you need)

The One Big Whatever-it-is didn't particularly care that old-l
might be dying. Thing were forever dying and being created in
One Big Wlratever-it-is. It said lO itself,"Old-I is lucky to die united
to the One Big Whatever-it-is. Isn't that the spiritual goal of all
old-Is?"

Old-I was afraid. Maybe it was too soon to say goodbye to
old-I. It searched the immensity of everywhere to locate an old-l
hand or an old-I foot, Movement might break the spell of rev-
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erie the One Big Whatever-it-is held upon old I. But, fearful as it
was, old-Iloved being one with the One Big Whatever-it-is so
much that it felt like blasphemy-spiritual suicide-to leave this
bliss.

Fear triumphed. An arm moved, and in doing so voluntarily
separated itself from the One Big Whatever-it-is. The arm lost
the omnipresent tingle. Then the other arm moved. Wriggling
feet were the next mutinous angels cast from paradise.

I slumped forward and gasped for life, sucking in great waves
of stinking air that caused my heart to race like a hummingbird's.
The magick fire withdrew from all my extremities and lingered
for a few last seconds in the back of my neck. Then it was gone.
The stereo was silent. I opened my eyes to discover that a cat had
shit on my boots.

pr oopo oer



CHAPTER 9

Wizard of Takilma

On June 5, 1968, after winning the California Presidential Pri-
mary election, Robert F. Kennedy was shot to death inthe pan-
try of the Ambassador Hotel in Los Angeles. The consensus
around the hippie campfires was that the evil forces of the pro-
verbial military industrial complex were firmly in charge of the
domestic situation. Fearing things would get worse for those with
dissident philosophies, many of our neighbors made plans to go
even deeper into the woods.

Karl and Elsa liked what they had seen at the Sunny Valley
commune and soon moved there with their children and some
of the cats. A month or so afterward we saw their smiling faces
on the cover of Life Magazine. The photo spread on the inside
featured Karl and Elsa as well. Today you can find those same
pictures in numerous coffee-table pictorials of the 60s.

The DuQuettes were not so anxious to submit to the hard
work and disciplined lifestyle of formal communallife. We pooled
our money and bought half an acre of land by the Illinois River
near Takilma. Marc and Margaret pitched a tent on the property
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and set up the home base for our house-building efforts.
Constance and I moved nearby in a magicallittie one-room cabin
behind the massive renovated barn that was the borne of the
Wizard of Takilma Road.

Gary DuBois didn't look like much of a wizard. He was a
quiet man about five-and-a-half feet tall and almost kinny. He
had a thick black beard that he kept well trimmed. He smiled all
the time, and spoke with a charming French-Canadian accent.
He lived with his 'wife, Diane, a huge woman easily three times
his size, and their Iü-year-old on Andre.

Their borne was the envy of everyone on Takilma Road. Prom
the out ide it was a huge barn, complete with all the exterior
adornments one usually expects to ee on an old barn: hubcaps,
hor e hoes, and an assortment of dear antlers and animal pelts.
The.centerpiece was the.skin of a large.brown bear complete. with
head and daws.

The interior was bizarre to say the lea t. It was one big
room partitioned here and there by antique bookcases, bu-
reaus, ecretaries and wardrobes. Two walls were taken up
completely, Boor to roof (there was no ceiling), with make-
shift bookca es crammed full of books. (Gary admitted to
having over three thousand. but there could easily have been
twice that number.) In the southeast corner near the front
door Diane had her kitchen. Illuminated on two wall by large
cheery windows. it could have served as the cozy model for a
Beatrix Potter story. Her altar was a huge, light green enam-
eled wood stove and warming oven upon which she invoked
the most amazing delicacies that she crammed in your mouth
each time you entered her world. Gary worked all night at a
local dairy, and during the day performed the usual chores
around the farmstead. I'm not sure when he slept.

Our little cabin was dose enough to the DuBois' barn for us
to hear Gary and Diane fighting at night. Actually it was just
Diane who did the fighting. Once she tarted yelling at Gary about
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one thing or another, he would escape by astrally projecting to
safety. He was only successful if he could get to the couch and
pop out before Diane saw what was going on (she described her-
self as being "cursed" with clairvoyance).

One night Constance and I were awakened by the sound of
dishes smashing against the barn's wall.

"You're not going to float out of here while I'm talking to
youl" The voice was Diane's, and she meant busine . Another
plate crashed into the wall.

"Get back, damrnit, or I'll move your lirtle-assed body where
you'll never find it!"

We heard Gary's pitiful mumblings, then another dish hit
the wall

"Okay! Okay! Stop it now. I'm back."
Early the next morning Diane came to our cabin with a plate

of cheese blintzes and an explanation of the previous night's
events.

"He does it just to irritate me. I can see him do it. 1 wish 1
couldn't. If he gets too far away he can tay out for hours. But if
I catch him just as he's leaving I can bring the littIe fart back.
Last night I nailed him with a soup bowl. Bam! Right through
the skinny little spook."

Gary was a pranic' healer-a skill that made him somewhat
of a folk hero in Southern Oregon. People from as far away as
Grants Pass and Medford traveled to the barn to receive his treat-
ments. Constance and I were privileged to watch him at work on
a number of conditions including asthma attacks and broken
bones. However, the most amazing thing I ever saw him do was
resurrect a dead cat.

I The ancient Hindus postulated the existenceof prana, the vitallife
force which permeates air, water,sunlight and all living thing. They
further theorize that the yogi can, by mastering certain techniques of
breath control (pranayama), increase this vital force in his or her own
body and transmit its healing energy 10 others.
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Like most of our neighbors, the DuBois were slaves to a
menagerie of barnyard animals. Diane's favorites were a pair of
toy poodles named Shoo-Shoo and Misty. Constance and I were
very impressed by the character and intelligence of these critters
and when Misty had her next litter (sired by the neighbor's dog
Tudypoo) we were the first in line for a pup.'

Diane also raised Siamese cats who, it seemed, found a
way to breed with every feline in Southern Oregon. Predict-
ably, the yard was alive with kittens that were just too cute for
words. One warm summer evening I accidentally stepped on
one and crushed the poor thing to death. I was wearing my
heavy work boots. It didn't have a chance. I was hurrying to
the barn (probably to see what Diane was cooking) and came
down full force on the tiny fur-ball. I heard it crunch with
several sickening cracks that told me it was mortally injured.
I dropped to my knees to see its last pitiful struggles. I had
obviously broken its spine. Its back legs were completely mo-
tionless and just for a moment it waved its front paws in the
air. It was so little. The last breath inflated its wee body like a
tiny balloon and then exited through the bloody mouth and
nose, creating shiny red bubbles that quivered for an instant
before popping in the warm evening air.

I was so upset that I couldn't think straight. I even consid-
ered going back to our cabin and not telling anyone what hap-
pened. "Diane is going to kill me," I thought. I decided that 1
would have ro face the music sooner or later. After all, how can
you lie to a psychic? I picked up the little carcass. It fit easily in
the palm of my hand. The black eyes were wide open and its
mouth agape. Iknocked at the door. Diane opened it and imme-
diately saw everything.

"Oh you big oaf! Bring it in! Bring it in!"

~ This little sweetie we named Shep, and he remained our faithful
companion until his death fourteen years later.
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She snatched her dead kitten by the scruff of its neck and
held it up to show Gary. Its crooked body swung from her hand
like a wet rag.

"Look what Sleeping Bear' did, stomping around the barn-
yard in the dark!"

I babbled a score of groveling apologies.
Gary was seated on the couch in a fulllotus posture smiling

from ear to ear, wearing nothing but black Speedos.
"Bring it here. Bring it here," he said with a twinkle in his

eye that I mistook for a tear.
"Gary, I'm sorry. It's dead. I broke its back. I crunched it

with my full weight. I'm really sorry:'
"We'll see;' he said as Diane put the kitten in his hand.
"Oh God!" I thought. "He's going to try to bring it back to

li£"e.
"It might be the wrong time;' Gary giggled as he began to go

to work.
He held the kitten in the palm of his left hand and used his

right hand to trace rings and spheres in the air around the body.
His gestures and movements were intensely graceful, and as I
watched him I could almost see colored lines of energy radiating
from his palm andfingertips, wrapping the kittenin what looked
like a vibrating ball of twine.

After ten minutes or so of making spherical motions, he held
his hand over various parts of the kitten's body and took a series
of deep breaths that he held for an impressively long time. Alter-
nately, he emptied his lungs and held his negative breath for
equally long periods. The whole atmosphere in the room became
charged. My own hands and fingers tingled as I watched Gary
work. Diane sat in the kitchen with her eyes closed.

3 Diane gave everybody "Indian" names (usually to ridicule physical
abnormalities or character flaws.) I was dubbed "Sleeping Bear" be-
cause of my girth and laziness. She named Constance "Smiling Squir-
rel" because-well, have you ever seen a picture of Constance?
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I was very impre ed by what was obviously a psychic tour-
de-force, but it still didn't alter the fact that thekitten was dead-
really dead, and all these heroics were not going to change that. I
was more than a little embarrassed for Gary. He was trying a
bard to be the neighborhood holy man. This was the first time 1
had ever seen him fail at a spiritual chore. I felt extra guilty about
the whole thing.

He began to violently stroke the air on four sides of the kit-
ten, creating, as it were, a pyramidal field. With each stroke he
raised his left hand almost as if be were going to toss the kitten
in the air. If it were alive, I thought, it would sure be getting a
thrill out of that. All these rough movements jostled the little
body back and fortb giving the appearance of animation.

I watched Gary for nearly a half an hour and wa anxious to
go home and put this sad evening behind me. I looked ove.r 31

Diane, hoping to get some encouragement to leave, but her eyes
were till tightly hut. Gary began the entire cycle of techniques
over again; fir t the sphere, then the breathing, then the to sing.
He repeated the cycle, this time faster, then again, and again, until
finally his left hand dropped to his lap and I heard what sounded
like a kitten' cough. Gary wiped a plug of brown blood from his
naked leg. Tbe kitten rolled back and forth in Gary's hand and
coughed again. He turned his tiny patient on its back and began
to "work" on its underbelly, Immediately more brown liquid came
out its mouth. I moved closer to see. It was alive. There was no
doubt about it. It was alive.

Gary picked it up by the cruff of its neck and tried to get it
to sit up in his hand. It forelegs seemed willing but it had no
control of its hindquarters.

"You're right: Gary giggled. They were the first words he
had spoken since beginning the treatment. ~Youbroke bis pine."

"Big oaf!" Diane chimed in without opening her eyes.
Gary went to work on the back. U ing the thumb and fore-

finger of his right hand he rolled and twisted the air like be was
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rolling ao invisible cigarette. He started between the kitten's ears
and moved slowly down to the tip of its tail. He reminded me of
a child playing doctor on a pretend patient, but it was more than
pretending. As [ watched his fingers move [ could dearly see what
he was visualizing. I looked over at Diane. Her eyes were still
dosed but I knew she, too, shared in the vi ion, Gary was braid-
ing the spine in his imagination, and Diane and I were helping.
For a few golden moments 1saw how everything in the universe
is alive and connected to everything else. Everything is alive and
nothing i impossible if you can visualize it perfectly enough.

Within a few minutes the kitten's back legs were thrashing
wildly and Gary was having difficulty keeping the little critter in
his hand. Before I went home, I watched the dead kitten sit up
on the coffee table, scratch its ear with its hind leg and yawn. lo
the morning it wa out in the barnyard wrestling with its broth-
ers and isters. Diane named it Lazarus.

Later that week, Gary accidentally backed over Lazarus with
the pickup truck. J watched him dig its shallow grave behind the
chicken coop.

"I gue now's the right time:' he giggled.



CHAPTER 10

Rock-n-Roll Rosicrucian

The time we spent in Oregon was the golden age of hippiedom.
We were surrounded by hard-core spiritual seekers. yogis. Bud-
dhists. and devotional Chrisrians. God was the centerpiece of
every conversation, every meal, every diversion and pleasure.
We were like an Amish community-only with a perverse
sense of humor, a love of music and bright colors, and raging
libidos.

With expert help from our talented hippie neighbors we com-
pleted Marc and Margaret's house in early September, and laid
out plans to build another for Constance and me. As we were
nearly out of money, we decided to return briefly to Southern
California and raise the needed funds. I was sure I would be able
to find work singing. and if all went well, we would be back in
Oregon in two or three weeks.

As it turned out, things went extremely well. The first day
back I joined myoid song writing partner Charley Harris, who
had secured a marvelous gig at one of the better Newport Beach
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Charlie D. & Milo, Epic Records, 1970

eateries. He negotiated more money from the club and gener-
ously allowed me to hare the stage.

Charley and 1 were pretty good. The fact that we wrote
many of the songs we performed made our cabaret act some-
what of an aberration. We sang five night a week and by the
end of the econd week 1 had earned the fabled grub take. We
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packed up the old VW bus and readied ourselves for our tri-
umphant return. to Oregon. We planned to depart immedi-
ately after my last Saturday night performance. As it turned
out, we did not leave that night, nor would we ever return to
our land.

It happened that Charley and I had an old drinking buddy
who had recently "bought into" the music business. He
chanced to teamed up with a seasoned producer from Co-
lumbia Records, and together they shepherded their client to
two number one hits in less than ninety days. Their stock in
the industry was at its zenith and for some reason they chose.
that night to get drunk and listen to Charley and me. They
liked our original songs and asked us if we had written any
others. Charley lied and boasted that we had hundreds of
songs. Hearing this, they asked if we would be willing to record
a demo. either Charley nor T actually thought this was any-
thing other than Hollywood hype, but I agreed to stay an-
other week to see if they would deliver.

They delivered-and more. Two day later we drove to un-
set Boulevard and recorded a few original songs in historic Stu-
dio A at CBS. Within the week we signed to record two singles
and an album on the Epic label,' joined the obligatory unions,
and signed with the William Morris Agency.It was an adolescent's
dream come true. Charley and I and everyone who knew us were
stunned. It was now our turn to deliver all those songs we said
we had written.

1 WecalledourselvesCharleyD. & Milo.Our firstsingleon the Epiclabel
was "Back Bay Blu" Our album, simplycalled Charley D. & Milo.did
remarkablywelleverywhereit wasdistríbuted. It. even.earned Billboard
Magazine'sspotlight pickand receivedgood reviews.Our secondsingle,
"The Word isLove" wentto numberone in thehandfulof citieswheredis-
tribution enabledit to bebroadcastand purchased. alt LakeCitywa ODe
suchcity,and the highlightof our concertvisit to that faircitywashear-
ing it playedon twoAMstations simultaneously.



Realizing we were.philo opbícallighr-weights with very little
to say, we nonethele chose to take the high road and channel
the themes for our songs by flipping through the page of an
occult dictionary and picking a word or phrase at random. We
wrote of sylphs and gnomes and undines and white goose feet.
We thought it was all very'ñeavy:l Even our publisher got caught
up in our magia music and renamed his company "Hazelwand
Publi híng,"

Por the next four years Charleyand Iplayed (sometimes quite
ucce fully) at being recording arti ts and mu ician . We trav-

eled everywhere our song received radio play and were the open-
ing act for more recognizable names. A few of our song were
picked up and recorded by other group and we garnered more
than OUIshare of collateral studio work. J

Predictably, Charley and I fell prey to the excesses that
accompanied such Life tyle in the early 70s, and it became
more and more obvious that Iwas soon going to have to make
a decision about my future as a holy man. In spite of the era-
une s, Constance and I decided we wanted a baby. Our SOn,
Jean-Paul, was born toward the end of this wild and unhealthy
eason of my life. His arrival made .it clear that the unstable

world of a hippie musician was not conducive to family life. I
decided to get out of the business and take my chances in the
real world. For the next ten year or o Ididn't do a very good
job of it.

• "Myown eye me mirror be. eophyte he turn the key.Paradoxically
I weep to laugh." (Theme from Mt, Oread.)
) 60 recording star Johnny Riverssawu performing at Hollywood's
Troubadour and liked our song WMoving ro the. Country· so muchthat
he recorded it on hi next album "Home Grown." Charley and I and
our lead guitarist joined him on the ion. About that same time J
really"went Hollywood"after I wa accídentallyaccepted at the Lee
trasberg Theatrical In titute. For over a year1was inexplicablyprivi-

leged to study with that great master and bis team of unforgettable
character actors.
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While trying to figure out what 1 wanted to do when I grew
up, my brother Marc encouraged me to join him in the
Rosicrucian Order AMaRe. He said they were like mystic Free-
masons. I took his advice, and with the United States Postal Ser-
vice as my psychopomp, 1 took the first initiatory step into the
Western Mysteries. My employment and financial difficulties
would not get better for a long time, but my spiritual life was
about to explode.
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CHAPTER 11

My Father's Ghost

Most everyone would agree that objective reality is a world where
living things are just that-living things, such as people, or dogs,
or cats, or elepbants. Furthermore, symbols are not alive, but are
abstract representations of ideas.

It has been my experience, however, that the opposite is true on
the magical plane. Symbols are alive and living things are generally
symbols of something. When I see an angel or a magical beast in a
dream orvision or skrying' session, it is usuallya symbolic encoun-
ter with a concept concerning a personal or magical issue that is too
complex: to be expressed or understood through any other medium.

I Skrying (serving), sometimes called "traveling in the spirit vision:' is
a name given to a variety of clairvoyant experiences usually induced
by formal magical procedures. One can skry a material object to psy-
chically see the spiritual reality underlying its existence or learn of its
magical past. Also, in magical systems, such as the Enochian magick of
Dr. John Dee, one can converse with spirits or visit their environment
via visions seen in crystals or mirrors or which simply appear in the
"mind's eye."
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These same "living"apparitions react to symbols as if they werealive.
A simple geometric figure such as a cross or a pentagram drawn in
the air in the face of a pesky pirit is often enough to send it fleeing
in terror, This basic rule of thumb unravels wben one is faced in
dream or vision with the living image of a dead person. Is it alive,or
is it a symbol?

Almo t everyone who bas ever 1.051 a loved one has at least
one vi itation story to tell. Usually the deceased appears in a vivid
dream or vision a week or two after dying and delivers a mes-
sage to the effect.that everything is okay and not to worry. 1used
to think that this phenomenon was a natural denial mechanism
of the mind, triggered al times wben it is easier 10 accept an
hallucination rather than dealing with grief and the great mys-
tery of death. ow, I am not so sure.

I was 24 when my father died of emphysema a few weeks after
seeing Jean-Paul take bis first teps. He was only 61. About ten days
after his funeral be showed up to deliver a curious message.

Since my initiation into AMORe I bad set aside an hour or
two each Tbur day night to study the monographs and practice
the various outlined .p ychic" exercises. For SOUlereason 1 de-
cided tbi night I would perform my devotions before dinner
and set up my anctum altar in tbe bedroom.

I opened the "templen witb the usual ceremonial formalities,
unsealed my new monograph and started to read. Almost im-
mediately I found thatI could not keep my mind focused on the
words. I found my eJf reading the same sentence over and over
again until I became extremely leepy. 1 finally gave up trying to
read altogether and decided to take a little nap before dinner
and pick up my studies later. I blew out both candles and
stretched out in the cool darkness. In those days it was my habit,
when sleeping on my back, to cross my arms over my breast. I
dosed myeyes and wa instantly out.

Suddenly I became conscious that the room was no longer dark.
I remember thinking that I had broken the very first safety rule of
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fledgling mysticsand allowed myselfto fallasleepwitb candles burn-
ing. I opened my eyesand looked up at the ceiling.Icould see every
detail bathed in a wann orange light. Then 1noticed tbat my arms
were no longer crossed over my chest but tretched out crucifixión
~le. That struck me as being very curious because I knew 1 hadn't
been asleep long enough to change positions.

The pit of my stomach tingled with the joyous thrill I alway
feel when I dream of flying. But I wasn't flying. I was flat on my
back on the bed. I turned my bead to the left and looked down
myarm to see my band dangling over the mattress. Then I turned
to the right and to my utter delight discovered my father sitting
by the bed not six inches from my right hand.

He looked great, better, in fact, than I had seen him in years.
1 felt younger just looking at him. His skin was a beautiful tan
and his hair was thicker and darker than I ever remembered. He
didn't say a word, and for some reason I wasn't inclined to speak
either. We just looked at each other.

I soon became conscious of the peculiariry of the moment. The
light in the room did not come from tbe candles or the electric
lights, but seemed to radiate from every object in the room, most
especiallyfrom Dad and me. Also,there wasa tangible silence in the
room as if the whole world was holding its breath. r had the feeling
that if anything were to move it would do so in blissfully slow mo-
tion. Finally,it dawned on me: 1was sleeping; Dad was dead; and all
this was very weird indeed.

I had the presence of mind to realize that the thrill in the pit
of my stomach was symptomatic of astral projection, and this
whole experience might not be a dream at aU but a bona fide
case of psychic contact with the dead. To test my theory I willed
myself to float slowly to the ceiling and back down again. I did it
with ease. I looked over at Dad and smiled. He seemed amused
but a little impatient.

Then, with great deliberation, he lifted bis right band. He
wore a beautiful golden ring with a blue stone setting. The stone
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was embellished with the Masonic square and compass. How-
ever, upon closer examination, I saw that superimposed upon
the square was a downward pointing triangle surmounted by an
ankh, very similar to an AMORC device.

"Is this your message?" I asked mentally.
He smiled and pointed to the ring.
I had no idea what this meant. He delivered the wordless

message with such drama and grace that for the time being I
didn't care what it meant. It was a just a beautifully pleasant
moment. 1 choked up a little like I do when I almost cry at the
movies. Iclosed my eyes just for an instant to control the tears. I
took a deep breath, then opened my eyes. The room was dark.
My arms were folded over my chest. My father was gone.

A week or so later Constance and I visited Aunt vína, my
father's sister, in long Beach. I mentioned to her that I was study-
ing the AMORe monographs and she said, "In that case I've got
something for you."

She went to her bookcase and plucked several very old
AMORe books and some bound monographs from the 1930s.

"I took the lessons for about five years," she said, as she
handed me the books, "You're welcome to these old monographs,
too. Your father tried t.o join when he was 17 or 18, but in those
days you had to be 21 years old to join the Rosicrucians. He was
heartbroken. He was so thrilled when the Masons accepted him
about the time you we born."

This litt1e tidbit of family history did not exactly explain my
father's visitation, but at the time it served to encourage me con-
cerning the direct.ion my spirituallife was heading. However, in
the years to follow, when the mysteries of Rosicrucianism and
esoteric Freemasonry would become the centerpiece of my magi-
cal life, I would come to understand that the message of my
father's ghost was uncannily prophetic.
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CHAPTER 12

Initiation

Hopefully you now have a pretty good idea what raw material
the gods had to work with when 24-year-old Lon DuQuette first
knocked at the door of the Western Mysteries and demanded
admittance. When the door opened I started all over again. I
stepped into a world where effect sometimes precedes cause; a
world of living images and symbols whose meanings change pro-
foundly the moment they are defined; a world where saviors can
be your worst enemies and demons your only salvation; a non-
linear world where unrelated experiences separated by many years
can be impressed simultaneously upon one golden moment of
growth or realization.

So it is here that I beg the reader's indulgence, for I must by
necessity soon depart from the strict linear chronology of events
that has characterized my narrative to this point. Of course I
will try to tell things more or less in order, but the importance
for doing so will become less and less relevant. I believe it will,
however, be helpful to know the following:
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f became an enthu iastic student of the Rosicrucian Or-
der AMORe's study program. [ joined a local lodge and for
several year was very active, erving first as eophyte das
rna ter, then as ritual officer in degree initiations and al weekly
convocations. 1was especially attracted 10 the rich symbolism
of the degrees. I couldn't get enough of temple work and found
that my entire life and dream pattern became refocused and
reorganized in harmony with the ymbols and symmetry of
ritual.

lowe a great debt to AMORe, and I mean no disrespect to
this great organization when [say I soon became impatient with
the pace of the program.' At the invitation of orne friend I
joined the Traditional. Martini t Order and got my fir t taste of
real ceremonial magick, and I also joined the Builders of tbe
Adyturn and began studying their marvelous Tarot and Qabalah
correspondence course. I re onated perfectly to this stuff and I
was a pa ionate student.

Eventually I carne upon an early edition of Aleister Crowley's
Thoth Tarot deck. I had never seen anythIng so beautiful in my
life. Tbe name Aleister Crowley sounded familiar and I vaguely
recalled seeing hi name footnoted in a QabaJah book by Frater
Achad,J I referred to my occult dictionary and discovered to my
horror- "Aleíster Crowley-> famous Scotti h atanist ..."

I I confess that I also grew weary of the level of psychic self-righ-
teousne tbat seemed to infect many of my fellowlodge members. (t
never rail to amaze me howa self-declaredpsychic"m ter- can prattle
in my face for half an hour about bis or her mind-reading prowess
and never have a due that I am thinking (very loudly) that he or she
is the biggest horse's ass in the world. One afternoon at convocation
[ tested the clairvoyanceof one group of self-proclaimedaura voyeurs.
During the period of silent meditation I projected into the forbidden
• ancturn"area of the temple and a trally moonedthe entire assembly.

obody seemed to notice.
, Q.B.L or TheBrides ReCflption, by FraterAmad. Mo t recent edition
(Kil , MT: KesInger Publishing Comp3ny,U.C., (992).
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o.ro. Caliph Hymenaeus ALpha IXo 777 (Grady L. McMurtry),
Constance DuQuette, Jean-Paul DuQuette, and the Author, 1978.

I may have been a wild a crazy heretic but I sure didn't want
anything to do with Satanismo Knowing my brother had The Book
ofThoth (the deck's companion text), I promptly gave the cards
to him-good riddance!

I was sternly enlightened a few days later by our dear
friend Mad Bob (a name that only begins to describe his bi-
zarre and wonderful character) who had returned briefly from
a Central American adventure. Bob had read Crowley's auto-
biography' and insisted that I would love the man if I gave
him a chance. When I showed him what the occult dictionary
had to say he brushed it off saying, "It doesn't matter if

3 The Confessions of Aleister Crowley (London: Penguin/Arkana, 1989).
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Crowley was a Satanist, he was a good kind of Satanist and
you'll just love him! Trust me."

That was the strangest thing I had ever heard, but I respected
Mad Bob's opinion and took the cards back from Marc and asked
to borrow The Book ofT/roth. Bob was right. Even though I didn't
understand most of what I read, I knew that Aleister Crowley
was brilliant, funny, and everything 1 was looking for. I bought
everything I could by or concerning the man (precious little in
those days) and eventually wrote to Crowley's Ordo Templi
Orientis (O.T.O.) at the address published on the Caliph card of
the Tboth Deck to ask for initiation.

On November IS, 1975 I was initiated in the Minerval De-
gree (0°) in the O.T.O. by Major Grady McMurtry (Caliph
Hymenaeus Alpha, IXo) and Phyllis Seck1er (Sorer Meral, IXo) at
their home in Dublin. California. Constance was initiated about
six months later. We had no idea at the time, but the Order was
almost extinct. When we were initiated there was only a handful
of members still living. Soon after joining the O.T.O. I discon-
tinued my work in AMORC, TMO and BOTA. Once I tasted
Crowley nothing else seemed to satisfy.

The O.T.O. is an initiatory order similar to freemasonry.
It doesn't provide educationaJ monographs or standardized
tests. Rather, it offers members the opportunity to experience
a series of dramatic and magical initiations artfully designed
to awaken and unfold the candidates' spiritual potentialities.
If a member did nothing else with the O.T.O. career but un-
dergo these degree experiences, they would be immeasurably
rewarded. Serious members know, however, that there is much
more to the O.T.O.'s magick than a two-hour ceremony per-
formed once or twice a year. So profound are the Order's in-
ner mysteries that to penetrate them requires not only a rich
magical and spiritual education, but also a high level of medi-
tative attainment. Members who wish to truly affiliate at this
level are expected to seize responsibility for their own magi-
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cal education and eventually rend the veil of the Order's mys-
teries for themselves.

Initiation is a personal matter. What could be more personal
than the evolution of your own soul? One's true initiatory grade
has nothing to do with organizations, titles, or degrees. The only
degree that counts is the degree to which your soul has evolved.
The only degree work possible is learning what needs to be done
to take the next step.

I will forever be grateful to the organizations and people who
guided me in my studies prior to my entrance tothe O.T.O.; but
it is the O.T.O. and the magical writings of Aleister Crowley that
I must credit for whatever initiatory progress (real or imagined)
I have made in this life. In order to make this magick work 1
have had to train and educate myself in a score of fields not di-
rectly connected with magick. I have had to integrate bizarre and
abstract spiritual concepts into a daily life of work and marriage
and fatherhood and amusement. Everything that follows in this
little book must be projected against the backdrop of my life in
the O.T.O. (the details of which I hope someday chronicle). For
our purposes here I will only summarize as follows:

In 1978 I was chartered by Hymeneus Alpha to form a Lodge
of O.T.O. in Newport Beach, CA. Constance and I proceeded to
initiate. We were the first locallodge so chartered by the Grand
Lodge. Today the Order has approximately three thousand mem-
bers in forty countries. I have had the privilege to initiate hun-
dreds of individuals around the world and am currently a gov-
erning officer in the International Order and United States
Deputy Grand Master General.

Sounds pretty impressive, eh? I assure you my magicallife
has not always been so glamorous.
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CHAPTER 13

Nedura and the
Procession of Elves

When Iwas 1J, 1 was quite impressed with an odd little Disney
film called "Darby O'Gill and the Little People:' It's the tale of a
crusty old storyteller, prone to taking a nip or two (played mar-
velously by Albert Sharpe), who manages 10 capture the King of
the Leprechauns. lo exchange for his freedom the king grant
him three wishes, all of which, naturally, backfire. It' a cute story
designed to delight l l-year-olds, but it struck a deep chord in
me.

Somehow, even though 1was cynical about God and Ie u , I
found it easy to believe that there might be some truth behind
legions of elves and fairies and leprechaun. lf they existed I
wanted to see them. I even tried to induce an altered stale of
consciousness by exhausting myself on my bicycle in the secluded
wilds of Pawnee Park. I never saw anything stranger than rno -
quitoes.

, "Darbey O'Gill and The Little People" (1959), Disney Buena Vista,
Director: Robert tevenson.
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till, I might have been on the right tra k. It ha been my
experience that most of my ignificant mystical adventures are
triggered by trauma. Perhap thís i true only for. the mo t

base and nnevolved individual , those who need to be beaten
over the head before they loo en up. It i certainly true for
me. Very early in my magical career, following a trauma of
sorts.T had a very vivid encounter with a most curious crea-
ture.

The nine-month period prior to my initiation into the O.T.O.
was perhaps the mo t traumatic time of my life. We were pain-
fully poor and my pro peers, a usual, were dismal. My occult
tudies were a welcome escape and I used them precisely for that

purpose. I wa especially passionate about my BOTA tarot les-
ons and was about to begin painting the twenty-two card of

the major arcana.
One afternoon Constance and I took the baby and drove to

the market to buy whatever we could with the fifteen dollars I
had just. earned from giving guitar lessons. Can ranee, as usual,
was a wise and frugal shopper and managed to pend les than
ten dollars. Uing a coupon, he even bought us a pecial treat of
half a pound of freshly ground Ethiopian Harrar coffee (my last
remaining drug of choice). I couldn't wait to get home, get wired
and paint my first tarot card.

Unfortunately, when we arrived home we discovered that, in
the confusión of putting the baby in the car, we left our bag of
precious groceries in the hopping cart. I got in the car and sped
back to the store. It was too late. Our groceries were gone. 1was
furious. [ was sick. [ was crazy.

I went back in the store and witb our last five dollars bought
the baby's vegetables and (in an act of obscene selfishness) an-
other half pound of Ethiopian Harrar, I was so upset that I could
hardly drive. It wa probably a good thing that I ran out of gas
about six bloc from home. With no money for gas, I aban-
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doned the car and walked home. I handed Constance the baby's
vegetables and without a word headed straight for the espresso
machine.1 packed it tightly full of that incredible coffee and stared
at it until the mad hissing stopped. I poured myself a triple shot
and locked myself in the bedroom with my paints and tarot cards.

I finished the card in about two hours. It was beautiful. Af-
ter slugging down another triple espresso, I set my beautiful Fool
up on my Little altar and stared at it until bedtime. Even though
I was wired to the gills I was very sleepy. I apologized to Constance
for my crabbiness and fell instantly asleep.

A chain of meaningless unrelated dreams eventually put me
behind the wheel of my car. I had to get it home. I had never
abandoned it before. It wouldn't start. Of course! It was out of
gas. I got out of the car to do god knows what, and bumped into
what I can only describe as a leprechaun. He was about eight
inches high and wore a black suit and a top hat that had been
crushed to a comic angle. I sat down in the street to get a better
look. He had lamb chop sideburns and a nose like W. C. Fields.
He produced a giant-sized (giant-sized for him) silver flask and
unscrewed the top.

"I made it m'self," he said as he offered it to me. "One for the
road. Drink it all. You've never had anythin' like it. 1 made it
m'self,"

I took the flask and drained it. It had the smell and taste
of fine whiskey but without any of the bile or burn. I became
instantly drunk and was getting drunker by the second. The
little man disappeared. I got back in the car and started it. I
put the automatic gearshift to "Drive" only to find myself
moving backwards. I put it in "Reverse" and the whole car
slid violently to the right. Finally, I somehow got it going
straight ahead but when r turned the steering wheel to the
right the car moved left and visa versa. I didn't know what to
do. I slammed on the brakes, which made me go faster. Even-
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rually I crashed through a chain link fence and drove the car
traight into a swimming pooL

I opened the door and stepped out of the car and into the
shallow pool. I was naked and covered in what looked like soap-
ud . 1was no longer drunk. I felt clean and holy a if I had just

been baptized. I waded to the hallow end of the pool and tepped
out of the water. The sun was setting and it colored the sky with
a most brilliant array of pastel color '. Everything in the vision
wa pasteL I saw no primary color. A road skirted the swim-
ming pooL It snaked to the horizon in wide, lazy S until it nar-
rowed in exaggerated per pective and di appeared completely into
the etting sun.

1 wa witnes ing a parade-a di organized proce ion of the
roo t exotic and whimsical creature I had ever een or imag-
ined. o two were alike. They were humanoid. Most w re tall
and lender, but each w re a different tyle and pa tel color co -
turne and bat. Each one was very attractive but wa impo sible
to determine if they were male or female.

The most amazing thing about them wa their tran parency.
I could ee through their clothe and I could ee through them. I
thought to myself, "the e are elves or fairie ." The creature re-
acted to my thought with riotou approval and began playing
gaily upon bizarre IDU ical instruments. There were thou and
of them stretching all the way to the sun. A they marched past
me, they waved and blew kis es to me. I was absolutely delighted
aud enchanted.

Eventually one of the "elves" broke rank and approached me.
Thi one I concluded, was female becau e he was the most deli-
cately beautiful creature .Ihad e. er seen. he wa very thin and
wore sheaths of transparent lavenderthat alternately dung tightly
to her firm little body then streamed lightly in the air around
her. Her kin was light mauve and her hair transparent pink-
bobbed in a classic pixie cut. She smiled at me as I recognized
her a a mystical friend from a thousand unremembered dream .
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She carried in her hands an octagonal paper box with thousands
of little pink wheels printed on the sides. The wheels had spokes
like the wheels that adorn the Fool's jacket on the O Key of the
Tarot.

I wanted to tell her how happy I was to see her and ask her
how we could meet again. Before I could phrase the words, she
handed me the box and removed the lid.

"Whenever you want to be with me, you need only look into
the box and say..."

Suddenly from nowhere a cosmic organist played an arpeg-
gio. Taking it as her queue she sang the following song to the
tune of"'Silver bells, Silver bells, it's Christmas time in the city:'

"Nedura, Nedura, play by myself-in the rain."
It seemed perfectly logical to me at the time. I looked into

the box. It was filled a quarter full with fine light lavender pow-
der. As I repeated the words, "Nedura, Nedura, play by myself-
in the rain," my breath kicked up the powder and created great
clouds of lavender dust that obscured the whole vision.

I didn't know what any of this meant, but I suddenly be-
came aware that I was experiencing a vision. I knew that if I
could wake myself up fast enough I would be able to write it all
down before I forgot it. I didn't want to lose Nedura again.

As I fought to regain consciousness I looked at the little
wheels on the box. They were all turning. The whole field of
my vision was filled with turning wheels. I opened my eyes
and still saw them turning on the walls and ceiling of my bed-
room. I reached over and turned on the lamp. I could see ev-
erything in the room clearly, but I also continued to see thou-
sands of turning wheels superimposed upon everything. I
grabbed a pencil and an envelope I was using as a bookmark
and quickly wrote down everything I could remember. Even-
tually the wheels disappeared from my vision. Before I went
back to sleep I got up and turned the Fool card face down on
the altar.
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Nedura never visited me again.' For years I tried in vain to
invoke and evoke her by chanting her crazy little song while vi-
sualizing that octagonal box. I've investigated her name using
the Hebrew and Greek Qabalah and failed to find anything of
significance. I even tried to conjure her into a Solomonic tri-
angle and summon her through rites of which I am forbidden to
speak-all to no avail. She remains a mystery.

l AI least as far as I remember.
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CHAPTER 14

My Magick Wand

My Minerval initiation into the O.T.O. marked the beginning
of my formal magical life. Even though the Order is not
obliged to function as a teaching vehicle, my initiators sug-
gested that I begin the programs of study and practice that
Crowley outlined in One Star in Sight! and various other texts.
This work included preliminary yogic exercises, both physical
and meditative, and the beginning ritua.1s of ceremonial
magick. J embraced the work with great energy and passion.
Today, twenty-three years later, when I look at my magical
journals of that period. I am exhausted just reading about my
routine.

I rose before dawn; performed the banishing rituals of the
pentagram and hexagram. I then limbered up with yoga, eleven
rounds of an eleven-fold solar adoration, after which I settled

I Magick _ Book FOllr - Líber ABA - Appetldix Ii. by Aleister Crowley
(York Beach, ME: Samuel Weiser, 1997), p. 486.
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into my asana" and did pranayama.' I concluded the meditation
period with exercises designed to increase my concentration skills,
then closed with a repeat of the banishing rituals of the penta-
gram and hexagram.

r was faithful to my regimen. As the months progressed I
increased the times and levels of difficulty of my pranayama and
meditation exercises;' and replaced the banishing rituals with
Crowley's more advanced Thelemic rituals.

Ishould like to point out that my notes from this period
indicate that I did not have a clue why Iwas doing all these
things. Still, I ploughed on and looked anxiously forward to
my next O.T.O. initiation. When it came I felt that I was ready
to cut my rnagick wand.

The magician is armed with four fundamental weapons: the
wand, the cup, the sword and the disk. These four weapons are
symbolic of the powers of the great qabalistie four-letter deity
Yod-Heh-Vav-Heh, The four letters in the name are, in turn.syrn-
bolie of the four qabalisric worlds: Atziluth, the Archetypal world;
Briah, the Creative world; Yetzirah, the Formative world; and
Assiah, the Material world. These four worlds have their coun-
terparts in the human soul; Chlah, the life force; Neschamah,
the divine soul-intuition; Ruach, the intellect; and Nephesh, the
animal soul.'

! My asana al thai time was the Dragon, a classic Japanese posture,
kneeling with the knees and legs together and the buttocks resting on
the heels ofthe feet.
l The ancient Hindus postulated the existence of prana, the vitallife
force which permeates air, water, sunlight and all living things. They
further theorize that the yogi can, by mastering certain techniques of
breath control (prenayama), increase this vital force in his or her own
body and transmit its healing energy to others.
4 Yes,I could sit for an ungodly length of time with a teacup filled to
the brim balanced on my head without spilling a drop. It is an ability
for which I have yet to find a need.
, See chapter 15, Evocation of Orabas.
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Table 1 Attributes and WeaporIs of the Great Name.

Great ;¡

Name Yod Heh vev Heh

Qabalistic Atziluth Briah Yetzirah Assiah
World Archetypal Creative Formative Material

Parts of Chiah Neschamah, Ruach Nephesh
the Soul Life Force Divine soul- Intellect Animal

intuition Soul

Elements Fire water Air Earth

Elemental Salamanders Undines Sylphs Gnomes
Beings

Magical Wand Cup Sword Disk
Weapons (Will) (Understanding (Mind (Emotions

-Hean] -Intellect) -Bcdy)

Finally. all of these four-part concepts can be expressed meta-
phorically as the four fundamental elements of Fire. Water, Air
and Earth. See Table I. above.

The disk is the first weapon to be constructed, for it is the
foundation of the magician's career. The disk is also called the
pentacle because it should display, in symbolic language, the to-
tality of the magician's magical worldview-the magician's uni-
verse. Upon this universe, the magician applies the discriminat-
ing power ofintellect (the sword) in order to learn the mysteries
of God and self (Knowledge is Power). To truly understand this
power and wield it wisely, the magician must learn to listen to
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the counsel of the heart (cup). Finally, the magician earns the
wand by realization of his or her true purpose. The wand is the
Will and the Will is the supreme weapon of the magician.

Even though the wand is the last weapon a magician should
make, it was the first one that I wanted. The thought of tracing
my pentagrams and hexagrams with a real wand and brandish-
ing it against pesky spirits and demons was just too powerful an
image for my poor ego to resist. I had to have that wand.

Magicalliterature abounds with traditions concerning how
the magician goes about creating magical weapons. The wand
should be of almond wood' cut from a flowering tree on the
day of Corpus Christi. It should be cut with one blow from a
magick knife (which the magician must also make), and it
should be the length of the space between the tip of the fin-
gers and the elbow. One end of the wand should be identified
somehow with the male principle and one end female. Once
it is straightened and dried it must be peeled and smoothed,
then wrapped in a black doth' until it is consecrated with an
elaborate ceremony. After that it is to be kept in the altar,
wrapped in a scarlet bag.

That's what I wanted. The only thing standing between me
and magical adeptship was not having tbat wand!

e. The three Paths of the middle pillar of the Tree of Life (the most
balanced and direct path from material existence to supreme godhead-
of which the human spine is the microcosrnic reflection) are j, e, and
n. These three letters enumerate to 463. Moses' brother-in-law, Aaron,
was in charge of a mighty rod of power made of the wood of an
almond tree. This is the same rod that performed all manner of won-
ders before Pharaoh's magicians. The Hebrew words for "a rod of
almond" (,pilil ;;co) also enumerates to the prime 463, making the
almond rod the ultimate wand of power.
~ An unconsecrated magical weapon is like a uninitiated candidate for
initiation. At the beginning of the ceremony the candidate is hood-
winked. So too, before the consecration of the weapon it is kept in
darkness until the magician brings it to light.
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My First Degree initiation had been scheduled. I knew there
were two lovely almond trees in the backyard garden of my
initiator's home. I was sure that if I asked nicely I could cut my
wand there. In the meantime I wanted to have a practice wand,
so 1 joined a few crazy friends on a midnight raid on a backyard
in Huntington Beach known to have an almond tree. It was great
fun. We felt so evil. My naughty stolen practice wand looked
pretty good.

Finally the day of my First Degree arrived and I traveled
again to Dublin to be initiated. First Degree in the O.T.O. is
symbolic of birth, and I could not think of a more auspicious
day to cut my magick wand. I was granted permission to take
it from one of the trees in the garden. I took my time and
carefully scanned the trees from top to bottom. I spotted the
perfect candidate, a very straight section about twenty inches
in length. It was budding and ready to flower. About ten inches
of it were very dark, as if the branch grew during a cold or
difficult season. Then the wood turned very light in color all
the way to the end. This light and dark feature was most at-
tractive because it fulfilled traditional male/female require-
ments.

The branch was very high in the tree and to my frustration
there was no ladder at hand tall enough to reach it. Grady sug-
gested that if I stood on the very top of the ladder and used the
long pruning sheers I could do it. He offered to stand on the
ladder below me and support me by holding on to my belt buckle.
I was scared to death but I gave it a try. I can still remember
looking down al Grady, his hand dutching the waistband of my
pants, AJeister Crowley's golden seal ring flashing from his fin-
ger in the sunlight.

I severed the branch with one blow and my prize tumbled to
the garden floor. Grady helped me down and we laughed like
schoolboys. This was going to be the best magical wand in the
world!

pre ido por dar
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Once back home I constructed a fixture out of a board and a
few nails and put my precious \\I'3Jld in the straightening device. It
took nearly three months to dry and straighten to my liking. In the
meantime I used my stolen substitute wand in all my daily rituals.

Finally the wand was ready to remove from the fixture. I
trimmed it and sanded it to a sensuous smoothness. r oiled it
with olive oil and rubbed to a perfect polish. I can't tell you how
beautiful it was. It was dark brown to the middle then it turned
a brilliant creamy light green. I sewed a red satin bag where it
would live after its consecration. Until then, I stored it wrapped
in a black cloth.

Nothing would be too good for my wand. I composed a four-
teen-day ceremony of consecration that would begin on the
evening of the new moon and climax on the full moon in Aries
(cardinal fire). I constructed the ceremony around the Prelirni-
nary Invocation of the Goetia' and it's barbarous words of evo-
cation.

Each night after banishing and opening my living room
temple, I removed the wand from its black wrapping and set it
before a bowl of flaming alcohol in the East." I then recited the
Preliminary Invocation and performed the Greater Invoking
Ritual of the Pentagram Pire, after which I passed the wand
through the flames, reciting the barbarous words of evocation to
call forth the spirits of Fire. I then returned the wand to its black
wrapping and banished and closed the temple.

On the second night I repeated the ceremony as before, but
I recited two rounds of the barbarous words, the third night three
rounds, etc., until by the last night I found myself whipped up
into quite a frenzy by fourteen rounds of the barbarous words of

I See The Magick ofThelema by Lon Milo DuQuette (York Beach, M.E:
Samuel Weiser, 1993), p. 143.
9 In this temple arrangement the quarters were determined by the
cardinal signs of the zodiac; Aries (fire) in the east; Capricom (earth)
in the south: Libra (air) in the west; and Cancer (water) in the north.
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evocation. Admittedly, it was a crude and unimaginative ritual,
but at the time I thought it was pretty good.

It is here that I must point out a curious side effect that this
ritual seemed to produce. On the first night of the ceremony an
irri.tating drip developed in our bathtub which, because of our
unresponsive landlord, developed within three days into a tor-
rent. The irritation was compounded by the ear-splitting high
frequency hiss the bathroom pipes emitted as aU this water poured
out of the faucet. While plumbing problems are hardly indica-
tive of magical phenomena, the timing of the event caused me
to joke with Constance that in reaction to all my fire invoca-
tions, the spirits of water seemed to be attacking the house. The
waterfall in the bathroom grew louder and more maddening
throughout the entire two-week operation. On the seventh night
a thick marine fog rolled into the neighborhood and repeated its
nightly visit for three straight evenings.

Finally the night of the final grand climactic consecration
ceremony arrived. Each preceding night I worked myself up a
little more, increasingly losing myself in ever wilder barbarous
babbling. Iwas really getting behind this kind of magick. On the
final night, with fourteen rounds of barbarous words, Iwas pre-
pared to go aU out.

As usual, Constance and Jean-Paul retired to the bedroom. I
set up the living room temple as I had done for thirteen eve-
nings. Igot out the red bag that would be my wand's new home
from that night forward. I put on my black robe, lit the bowl of
alcohol and set to work.

Things were cooking. After all these nights I had everything
memorized and flowing out of my mouth like Shakespeare. Icould
see the angelic guardians in the quarters, Icould actually feel the fire
as I ripped open the veils of spirit active and slashed the flaming
pentagrams into place in the greater invoking ritual. By the time I
began the barbarous words-AR-O-GO-GQ-RU-ABRAO SOlITOU
MUDORiO-I was a fire-spitting wizard with one thing on my
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mind, evoking the spirits of fire into my new wand. I was having the
time of my life. I repeated the words again and again. It kept getting
bener-PhALARThAO 000 AEPE!

Suddenly I heard what sounded like rain on the roof, fulling
in loud heavy drops, then splattering on the driveway. Then the
front our apartment shook as a great rushing hiss blasted against
the front door. I stopped the ritual and looked out the window
to see a thick geyser of water ejaculating five feet in the air in the
middle of the driveway that separated the two rows of apart-
ments. The main water line to the complex, a huge and ancient
pipe, had burst underground right in front of our apartment
and was washing chunks of asphalt into the street. All the neigh-
bors were yelling and running out to see what was happening.
Some had to quickly move their cars before they were swallowed
by the rapidly forming sinkhole.

I stood there in my black hooded robe, clutching my magick
wand, the living room illuminated wildly by the flickering light
of a large flaming bowl of alcohol..

"My God! 1 can't let the neighbors see me like this!"
I quickly put out the flame, got out of my robe and joined the

others outside as we waited for the Fire Department to arrive.
It was nearly I A.M. by the time things quieted down. I fig-

ured my wand had been concecrated enough. 1performed a ban-
ishing ritual, closed the temple and put my newly consecrated
wand in its new red bag. Already it had had quite a career. In the
morning I would use it for the first time in my daily rituals.

Three hours later my alarm went off. It was still dark. I got
up, washed my face and put on my black robe. I grabbed my
new wand and put it on the living room chair. As I did every
morning, J shuffled half asleep into the kitchen and fixed myself
a short cup of coffee. A few minutes later I returned to the living
room with my coffee and thoughtlessly sat down full force on
my new wand-snapping it neatly in two.
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CHAPTER 15

My Magick Wand
-A Postscript

I debated for just an instant about how J was going to react, 1
came to the conclusion that if I didn't think thi was funny I was
unworthy to call myself a magician. J started to laugh. It was
funny beyond funny. My laughter woke up Con ranee, It woke
up Jean-Paul. I woke up the neighbors with my howls.

1 didn't even consider gluing it back together, A weapon of
Will that needs to be glued together is pretty damned pathetic, I
asked my little family if they would let me have one more night
alone in the temple.

That night's ritual was very simple. r banished and opened as
usual. I lit the bowl of alcohol and placed the two broken pieces of
my beautiful broken wand in the Barnes.Once they were burning I
got out my naughty stolen surrogate wand that had served me so
well the last few months. I passed it through the llames until the
pieces of the broken wand were completely consumed. Just before
the flame flickeredout J stuck the tip of myoid/new wand directly
upon the dying ember and uttered my only words of invocation.

"Jump in there goddamn it!"





CHAPTER 16

Evocation of Otobas

As I mentioned in the last chapter, Qabalistic tradition divides
the human soul into four parts: ephesh (the animalsoul), Ruach
(the intellect), eschamah (the divine soul-intuition), and Chiah
(the life force). Because we are "created in the image of God,"
these four parts reflect microcosmically the four qabalistic worlds
that emanate from the great macrocosmic deity named Yod-Heh-
Vau-Heh. In other words. my oul and your soul are miniature
versions of the great soul of god-"as above, so below."

Theoretically, this means we all possess the same creative
potential as our huge and vaporous counterpart. However, what
keeps most of us from exercising our omnipotent prerogatives
and doing god-like mischief is the unfortunate fact that there is
a complete breakdown of communication between the four parts
of our soul.

I For a brief summary of this tale see Aleut", Crowley's Illustrated
Goetia, by Lon Milo DuQuette and Christopher S. Hyatt, Ph.D., ilIu -
rrated by David P.Wilson (Scottsdale.AZ: . ew Falcon Publications,
1992), p. 25.
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'Ve identify almo t exclusively with Ruach and try to under-
rand everything by mean of our int ti t. We di regard life-

for e, Cbiah (which, in the 6nal anaIy is, is probably our real
identity) becau e the intellect alone cannot comprehend its pro-
f und ubtJety. We are alm t embarrassed when intuitive fla h
from our' e chamah momentarily loosen the grip Ruach smugly
hoLd on obj tiv reality. Raach e en tri to rationalize the ir-
rati nal temp IS of our primitive animal oul,

Blinded by Ruach's limited scope of perception. we errone-
ou ly convince our el that the higher IS of the Neph . h
are [mply th lusts and hortcoming of human nature. We cower
in r from tb nightmari h d mons of our Lower ephe b and
attempt to exile them to the infernal regions of our pe anal (or
denominational) h U. nd herein Ii the ource of much pain
and suffering.

lronicaUy, all four parts of the oul are already activated and
fuUy fun tional, yet becau Ruach tyrannically monopolizes the
cosmic projector. \ e are tuck with thinking about the cosmic
adventure in lead of living it.

To I'i m tho unhealthy itu tion, th Ea tern mystic ruth-
le ly a sinat Ruach and imply op thinking. In W. tern
ceremonial ID id, however. we are not so anxious to thro the
Ruach b by out with the bath water. In tead, \ e rituali ti 1Iy
encour e the four parts of the oul to talk to eacb other, thereby
ernul ting the cooperation exhibited by the four interfacing
qabalistic w rids (our giant counterpart). 00 e integrated, the
part of the oul become the perfect reflection of the divine rld
enabling the transcendent magician to wield the arne immense
power a the creative deity.

nai e 'OUDg ma ician, I , rudely introduced to the
various par of my uI duriog my first attempt to conjure a
demon to visible appearan e.

I h d been in the O.T.O. for nearly a year and I wa till
unemployed, Our old car finally died and there was no money
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to replace it Without transportation, job hunting in Southern
California is almost impo ible. I sold my piano and all but one
of my guitars. The rent on our tiny apartment was paid through
the month, but Ihad no idea where the next month's rent would
come from. I still had a handful of guitar students who faithfully
appeared once or twice a week to surrender five dollars to listen
to an hour of my stories. Only the joy of being able to spend
time with Constance and little Jean-Paul and my magical tudies
afforded me distraction from the grim realitie of life as a starv-
ing former artist.

Among the texts recommended for my study was the First
Book of the Lernegaton, The Lesser Key of Solomon, commonly
called The Goetia:' Translated in 1888 by S. L. MacGregor Mathers
(under the patronage of Aleister Crowley), this curious work is
one of the most famous grimoires of all time. Perhaps its mo t
notable claim to fame i its Preliminary Invocation that was
picked up and used generically by the magicians of the Golden
Dawn.

The bulk of the text is a descriptíon of seventy-two fallen
angels who, having been tossed out of heaven for being insubor-
dinate, are supposedly cooling their heel in hell.

The basic premise of Goetic evocation is this:
A skillful magician, u ing his or her "God-given" author-

ity as a human being, can summon any spirit 'he or she wishes
and compel it to obey any demand within it ability to per-
form. SOrne spir its are handy for destroying your enemies;
others can get you a girlfriend, or discover treasure, or teach
you medicine or astronomy or mathematics, (Upon reading
the descriptions of this talented crew for the first time ( noted
in my diary:" o wonder Western religions are so stupid.

1 The Goetia, The Lesser Key of Solomon Ihe Kills, trans. amuel Liddell
MacGregor Mathers, edited, annotated, introduced, and enlarged by
AleisterCrowley,Most recentedition edited by Hymenaeus Beta(York
Beach,ME: Samuel Wei er, 1995).
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There's been a brain drain!") The book contains detailed op-
erating instructions complete with conjurations, constraints,
curses (in case the spirits are uncooperative) and diagrams of
each spirit's unique seal.

Although the Goetia is recommended reading for begin-
ning student, Goetic evocation is usually reserved for more
adept and experienced magicians. Predictably, the thought of
conjuring up a demon to help me get my materiallife together
was a very attractive prospect. I wrote my superior in the
Order and told her how absolutely awful my material affairs
were and that 1wa thinking seriously about evoking a Goetic
spirit to help me out.

She wrote back and lectured me in no uncertain terms that
Goetic evocation was '10w magick" and Iwas not ready for such
an operation; tbat it was dangerous and reckless, and if ( needed
a job why didn't 1 just "go out and get a job?" he counseled me
to continue with my yoga and preliminary magical practices and
forget about evocation until I achieved Knowledge and Conver-
sation of my Holy Guardian Angel.

I knew she was right, and [ certainly respected her advice.
Still, it was obvious from her letter that be did not realize bow
desperate I really was. How could I tal' focused on my spiritual
practices wben the future of my little family was at stake? Iwrote
her again. This time I simply asked, "Have you ever performed a
Goetic evocation?"

"Certainly not," was her answer. "That's low magick,"
Out of respect for my superior, Idid not chedule an evo-

cation. On the other band, r did not feel that Iwould be too
recalcitrant if I hypothetically elected a suitable spirit and
started gathering up all of the equipment and accoutrements
that would be necessary for such an evocation (should I ever
decide to do it).

The spirit I selected was number fifty-five on the list of spir-
itaOroba . The text read:

Mater al orotecdo por derechos de actor
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He is a Great and Mighty Prince, appearing at fiITt
like a Horse; but after the command of the Exorcist
he puttetn on the Image of a Man. His Office is to
discover all things Past, Present, and to Come; also to
give Dignities, and Prelacies, and the Favour of
Friends and Foes. He giveth True Answers of Divin-
ity, and of the Creation of the World. He is very [aith-
fuI unto the Exorcist, and will not suffer him ro be
tempted of atly Spirit. He governeth 20 Legions of
Spirits.'

For the life of me [ couldn't see why on earth this fellow could
be considered an "evil spirit."

He gives "dignities." Dignity was the very thing I lacked. r
was in the humiliating and undignified position of unemploy-
ment, poverty and starvation-l needed the "dignity" to provide
adequately for my family!

He gives "prelacies." I had absolutely no idea what prelacies
were, and frankly, at the time I didn't care.

He gives the "favor of friends and foes?' Who couldn't use
that?

He gives "true answers of divinity, and of the creation of
the world." Just the magical tutor I needed for my study of the
Holy Qabalahl

He is "very faithful unto the Exorcist, and will not suffer
him to be temptedof any Spirit." That did it! This guy's perfect.
Not only did it look like Orobas could help me pull my life to-
gether, he could also serve as a loyal familiar who would protect
me from any nasty spirits who might want to mess witb me.

In short order I bad nearly everything I would need to
operate. I could use masking tape to make a circle on the car-
pet in Jean- Paul's room. I made a posterboard triangle. Also

, The Geetia,p. 57.
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Figure 2. Goetic Spirit Otobas. lllustrations from Author's diary.

out of posterboard, [ made plaques with all the holy names 1
felt I would need to guard my circle. 1had my almond wand
and robe. For a mitre T would use a little blue yarmulke with
the name of a local Jewish mortuary stamped on the inside"
1 dutifully drew tv•••O igils" of the spirit on beautiful paper. I
had my hexagram of olomon to pin to my black robe and 1
had prepared an outline order of ceremony and a customized
conjuration to memorize.

Everything was ready except the Holy Oil, which I would need
so I could anoint my head and consecrate my wand, the igils,

• I had "forgotten" [O take it off when J left services al the ynagogue
down the treet,
5 One sigil with the Tetragrarnmaton Pentagram in cribed on the
reverse side is worn around the Deck. the other is placed in the
triangle of evocation and serves a the material basi for the spirit's
appearance.
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Figure 3. Sigi/ of Goetic Spirit Orobas.

and other temple furniture. For some smug reason I had con-
vinced myself that the ceremony would be doomed to failure if I
used anything other than pure Oil of AbrameLin.

The recipe for this exotic and spicy unguent was first re-
vealed in the most infamous of all magical texts, Tire Sacred
Magic of Abrame/in tire Mage, written in 1458 by Abraham the
Jew.' Made up primarily of pure cinnamon oil (the stuff
school children in my day used to soak toothpicks in and then
torture their lips and gums with its blistering fire). OLiveoil
and small portions of oil of myrrh and galangal are also used
in the recipe.

Today Oil of Abrarnelin is relatively easy to purchase from
specialty labs. In 1976, however, you either made it yourself
or were lucky enough to know someone who could.Fortu-
nately for me a dear friend on the East Coast sent me a small
vial of the precious fluid. I immediately tested it by rubbing
the tiniest drop on the center of my forehead. Instantly my
skin burned like fire and left a light pink inflammation tbat
lasted several hours. This was the real stuff. I was ready to
whip up demons. Predictably, my excuse for doing so was di-
rectly forthcoming.

Two of my most dependable students (one half of my weekly
income) were forced to stop their guitar lessons. Within days there
would not even be enough food in tbe house. Things had to

• .Th: Book of t~eSac:.edMagi~ aL Abra~Melin, the Mage, Iran . S. l.
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change, and they had to change. immediately. [ believed that I
was prepared to go to hell to make them change.

It was hortly after 2:00 in the afternoon . .I told Constance
and Jean-Paul to stay in the living room while [ «did some
magick" in [ean-Paul's room. I collected my weapon and laid
them out on Jean-Paul's bed. I quickly taped out the circle and
laid down the divine names. I set up a small incense burne.r in
the triangle along with the eal of the pirit.

When everything wa ready, Istripped and went into the ad-
jacent bathroom and took a long shower white [ recited the
obligatory words, "Thou shalt purge me with hy op, O Lordi
and I hall be clean: Thou halt wa h me, and I hall be whiter
than the snow." After drying myself, Iput on my robe and duti-
fully chanted, "By the figurative my ter)' of these holy vestures I
will clothe me with the armour of salvation in the strength of
the Mo t High." I then uncorked the vial of Oil of Abramelin
and dabbed the fingers of my left hand. I anointed m)' almond
wand witb the oil and rubbed it until it gliste.ned with a warm
even sheen. r then poured a little oil on the top of my head and
put on my yarmulke. Idabbed my fingers once more in oil and
anointed m)' forehead at the Ajna chakra,?

I looked around to as ure my elf that everything wa in place
and ready. Ilit the incense and stepped into the circle. Iwas very
oervous=-no, 1 was very afraid. [ performed the bani bing ritu-
al of the pentagram and hexagram. J wa so unfocused that I
felt it neceosary to do them again.

I took a couple of deep breaths and tried to bolster my-
self with righteous self-affirmations. I wanted to convince
my elf, like ancient conjurers, that I had the divine right to
do what I was doing. I repeated the short litany of my magi-
cal mottoes and the presumptuous tine of my formal degrees
and then recited the Preliminary Invocation of the Goetia.

, The Third Eye.
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That made me feel a Little better. It is a very powerful en-
chantment.

I didn't believe it was necessary to blindly parrot the tra-
ditional conjurations so I. customized one of my own u ing
what I considered to be the essential formulae. It was short,
much shorter than the long-winded ramblings in the Lesser
Key of Solomon. It incorporated the barbarous word of evo-
cation from the Preliminary Invocation, which I repeated in
four rounds, one for each element and quarter. 1 had it all
nearly memorized and was pleased with how it rolled off my
tongue.

I unfolded my handwritten conjuration and began to recite.
1 recited it four times, each round louder and more intense. At
the conclusion of the fourth round I was quite worked up. I
looked up and gazed into the incense smoke arising from the
triangle.

Nothing happened. I repeated all four rounds of the conju-
ration, this time with a bit more passion. I was sweating and
already starting to tire. till nothing. I hadn't prepared a second
and stronger conjuration because I knew if I had one prepared I
would be obliged to use it.

I stood in the circle in my black robe that pinched my arm-
pits and that funny Littleskullcap and stared into the empty tri-
angle.

1 hated myself. I hated the whole momentum of my exist-
ence that had brought me to that ridiculous moment. I drew in
an enormous breath and exhaled a sigh of hopeless depression. I
wanted to vomit but the ache was too deep to purge. I slapped
the palm of my hand with the magick wand and cursed myself.

''Look at you. You're a grown man with a wife and a child.
You can't even feed them. How will you pay the rent? You don't
even have a car to live in. You've sold everything; your guitar ,
your piano. You'veno job. You've no hope. You're an idiot! Is this
the only plan you can come up with to save your family?-to
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conjure a genie to come rescue you? You'repathetic, you're a fail-
ure; a failure in life, now you're a failure in magick."

Istarted hitting my hand harder and harder.
"Ir' your own damned fault. You're lazy!You've always been

lazy.You think you're so pecial that the world owes you every-
thing. You want to be rich but you can't make a dime. You dream
of being famous, but what have you ever done to de erve fame?
You let your mu ic career lip through your fingers because you
are too lazy to do any real WOI:k,too afraid to pay any real dues.
You're a quitter. You're a loserl You've alway been thi way. Ev-
ery chance you have ever had to make something of yourself you
screwed up and blamed it on somebody elsel But it's nobody's
fault but your !B

Istarted to quiver all over like Iwa about to explode. J broke
out in a horrible sweat that stung every pore of roy body. My
calp feh like Iwas wearing a cap of needles. J knew that I was

having an emotional breakdown. Better here, I thought, instead
of in front of Con ranee and jean-Paul, l had come to the end of
my rope. I tared blankly into the empty triangle, no longer with
any thought of conjuration, but only a a place to nail my eyes
as [ crucified myself.

"It's your faultl It' your fault god damn youl"
The triangle became the pointedymbol of my laziness, of

my stupidity, of my failure. It was the only clear object in the
room.

"God damn youl"
I couldn't stop staring at the little piece of card stock.
"God damn you! God damn youl God. damn you!"
I ank to my knees and whimpered. I had never felt so awful

in my whole life. I wiped my no e on the leeve of my robe and
looked down at the disgusting silver streak. uddenly my self-
pity turned to rage..The emotional wing was so unexpected that
it nearly took my breath away. I shook the wand wildly at the
accur ed triangle.
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For the first time in my life 1 had something legitimate to
blame all my troubles on-not the war, not my family, not my
teachers, not my partner, or my wife, or the economy, or the
government, or the church. Here at last was an object upon whieb
I could spew all my frustration and fear. I had trapped the fiend-
ish devil, the source of all my ills, in a cardboard triangle and it
was going to listen to me. The monster was myself and my name
was Orobas!

I ranted for what seemed forever before I came back to my-
self in the circle. I blinked and squinted through the tears and
'sweat and strained to see what was happening in the triangle. I
didn't "see" anything. but something most definitely was hap-
pening. The feeling was unmistakable. I was no longer alone in
the room. It was like waking up from an unsettling dream to
discover that your dog is just inches away from your face staring
al you.

I stood up and leaned forward for a better look. I was not
prepared for this. I was only prepared for failure. The change of
atmosphere in the room was unmistakable. I was paralyzed with
wonder. I completely forgot the object of the operation. I knew
without doubt the spirit was present in the triangle. I would soon
have to deal with it. Second by second it became more tangible.
I flushed with embarrassed confusion. It was really going to hap-
pen. I was about to meet a Goetic demon.

A large drop of sweat scurried from my scalp over my fore-
bead and dripped into my right eye socket just below the bridge
of my nose. It stung and made my eye water. I quickly wiped
both my eyes with the fingers of my left hand. The powerful smell
of cinnamon triggered a terrifying alarm. My hand and fingers
were still covered with Oil of AbrameJin! Like the biggest 'idiot
in the world I had just rubbed sweat and concentrated cinna-
mon oil into both my eyes! A second later I was blinded by the
most excruciating pain I have ever experienced. It was as though
someone or something had jabbed red-hot pokers into myeyes.
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[ tried to open one eye then the other but the air exacerbated the
agony.

"My God!" [ thought, "This is the equivalent of a magical
industrial accident." Ispun around in the circle like a wounded
animal, 1 couldn't leave the circle. It would break every rule
of olomonic magíck, But what could be worse than this? I
knew [ had to get to the shower and rinse my eyes or [ might
never ee again. With my eyes squeezed tightly shut I leveled
my wand in the general vicinity of the triangle. "Stay!" [ barked
as if commanding a disobedient dog ..• tay there until Icome
back!"

As I stumbled blindly toward the bathroom door the most
extraordinary thing occurred. I could ee! Icould see the whole
cene a if Iwas perched somewhere in the ceiling. Isaw myself

moving toward the bathroom door witb that stupid little beanie
on my head. [ saw the circle and the divine names. [ saw the
carpet, the window, and the bed. I raw the triangle and. inside
the triangle, I saw the demon Orobas-a miniature black horse
standing patiently. It had an almost comic oversized head with
huge round eyes. It looked bored.

Under other circumstances I would have been awestruck by
this clairvoyance, but it meant I s than nothing to me. I was
fighting to save my eyesight, I could care les about magick or
demons or food or cars or rent or tomorrow.

A' Ilurched passed the triangle I shook my wand at Orobas
and again houted.," tayl" The little horse obeyed by casually
kneeling first on its front knees then dropping its hind legs and
rump to rhe floor.

Inside the bathroom [ stripped and blindly fumbled to find
the cold water knob for the shower. [ stuck my face into the icy
tream and tried in vain to open my eyes. J had to bold them

open with my finger. :I struggled to find the soap so that 1could
wa b the Oil of AbrameLin off my finger. It seemed Likeit took
forever. I carefully held both eyelids open with the thumb and
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forefinger of each hand and rolled my eyes madly to let the cold
water pour over every inch of tortured eyeball.

I'm not sure how long I stood there. Eventually [ was able to
keep my eyes open without having to hold them open. 1 wept
when 1 finally discovered I could see. The tears brought more
relief to my eyes.The first thing I saw was my little blue yarmulke.
It must have still been on my head when r got in the hower. It
was plugging the drain and it was slurping loudly like a straw
vacuuming the last drops of a giant milkshake. Ipushed it away
with my toe.

Reluctantly I turned off the water and stepped out of the
tub. 1caught my reflection in the mirror of the medicine cabi-
net. [ looked like a demon. The "whites" of my eyes were bright
blood red and shot with scores of tiny crows- feet veins. r had
huge purple bags under my eyes and strings of snot clung to my
mustache and beard. My hair stuck straight up and out over my
ears forming an insipid crown of dripping spikes.

"Some wizard:' I thought.
I reached into the tub and retrieved my magick cap. r put

it back on my head without wringing it out. r again looked at
myself in the mirror. Iwas wet and naked (except for my soak-
ing yarmulke). I started to laugh. It felt good to see my de-
monic face smile. Then I really laughed-a great deep-
breathed laugh that doubled me forward and left me hanging
to the sides of the sink with both hands. r gues I had another
emotional breakdown. This time it seemed like a healthy dis-
charge of energy. It gave me a clean feeling of intense relief. r
was very anxious to get back into the circle and talk to Orobas.
I put on my robe, straightened my cap, picked up my wand
and went back into the temple.

r didn't look into the triangle untill wa back in the circle. I
didn't "see" Orobas at all, but he was still there all right. I could
tell because the triangle was still heavy with the smell of cinna-
mon, body odor, and fear.

Material oroíeoído DOrderechos de autor
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I broke with tradition and sat down in my a ana and ad-
dres ed Orobas, I cho e my word very carefully and whispered
them slowly and clearly. To my surprise I "beard" bis replies si-
multaneou Iy,as if bis answers rode upon the same mental wave
that carried my words to him. Before I could fini h a king him
why he burned my eyes, he was already pointing out the fact
that onlyan idiot would put cinnamon oil near his eyes in tbis
heat.

I had to laugh and agree..I then continued with my original
outline of questions. I first determined if Orobas wa aware of
the various powers attributed to him in the book, and if so, was
he capable of exerci ing those powers. The an wer being in the
affirmative, [ commenced to itemize the detail of my predica-
ment and charged him with the duty of immediately doing orne-
thing to turn around my life.

"l will not presume to tell you how to go about it," I told
him. u I do not intend to micromanage you or the pirits under
your command. I only want it done. now, within one hour of the
end of this ceremony and you will do it without harming me,
my family or friends or pets. Do you understand?"

He indicated that 'he understood, but even as I was giving
him his order I was thinking to myself bow one hour i n't very
much time to see orne results, What if nothing happens? Then
I'll be back in the arne depressing po ition of failure. Perhaps I
should give him a day or two to pull this miracle off-or a week-
or a month-or six monthsl omething will most definitely hap-
pen within six months so J will be able to say to myself"It worked!
YesLon! You're a ucce fui magicianl"

Then I stopped myself. 01 Don't listen to him. Tbis is not
me talking, it's the damned spirit. That' how the e guys operate.
This imp has been counseling me my whole life with thi kind
of crap. Thi i exactly the kind of thinking that is crewing me
up. o wonder demonic evocation ha always been accompa-
nied by tales of P-austiancovenants and pacts with the devil. 01
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This is where it stops! This is my chance to break this self-de-
structive cycle. That is precisely the reason I've got this lime bas-
tard in tbe triangle.

"Be still!" I said. "One hour and I meant one bour. If you
serve me well Iwill carve your sigil in metal or stone that will
last a thousand years, Iwill sing the praises of your great power
and loyalty. Obey me, and Iwill be a kind and loving master. I
will raise you spiritually even as 1am raised. Help me to redeem
myself and Iwill be the key to your redemption. But if you fail
me Iwill conjure you only once more. And Iwill remember the
pain in my eyes as Isinge your sigils in the fire.' If you are not
fOT me, you are against me, and Iwill not hesitate to annihilate
you utterly!"

Idon't know where I got the surge of righteous indignation,
but this time it carne straight from the .heart. Tbe words just
poured from my mouth and the entire formulae of Goetic evo-
cation fell into place. I felt like a magical grown-up.

Orobas immediately agreed. "One hour."
Tbat was it. I had no more to say. Igave Orobas the license

to depart as if I had recited it a thou and times. It included the
standard stipulation tbat I could subsequently summon him at
anytime without tbe heroics of a fuIl formal conjuration. Iban-
isbed the temple with the Pentagram and Hexagram rituals. I
remained standing in the circle for a few minutes and waited for
the "infernal" atmosphere in the room to dissipate. Orobas was
gone.

I took the sigil out of the triangle and wrapped it and the
otber talismans in linen bags and put the triangle and divine
names into a large envelope. I put my wand back into its red

• Beforeannihilating a disobedient spirit by completely incinerating
its seal, Goetic magicians usually conjure it again for the purpose of
torturing it into compliance. In the case of my first evocation of
Orobas I was prepared, if he failed me, to jump straight to the ul-
timate penalty.
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silk bag and changed into street clothes. I pulled up the tape
circle and threw the ticky wad into the bathroom wastebas-
ket and then threw every towel I could find on the bathroom
floor to soak up the water. r looked at my reflection in the
mirror. Did that really happen? My blood-red eyes confirmed
that it did.

The temple was now once again just my son's bedroom. Just
for good mea ure I repeated the banishing rituals and opened
the door to the living room. Con lance was busy in the kitchen
and Jean-Paul was playing with his trucks on the living room
floor. He looked up and giggled.

"Look at Papa's eyes!"
I mumbled something, then went to the kitchen to get a drink

of water. It all seemed so unreal to me now. The details faded
like early morning dreams when you become con cious of the
fact that you are waking up. I stretched out on my back on the
Jiving room rug and struggled to reconstruct the chronology of
events. This would have to go into my diary.

J do ed my eyes just for a moment and realized how ex-
hausted [ was. J wanted to fall asleep, and I was drifting toward
that golden moment of surrender when the painful roar of a
mufflerles automobile hattered my peace, indeed, the peace of
the entire neighborhood. We ran to the window to ee an old
rusted Chevrolet pulling up the driveway. It was dented in so
many places and missing so much chrome that it was impossible
to tell the year or model. To our terror it rolled directly up to
our front door and stopped. The driver gunned the engine with
one last smoky blast and turned it off.

It was Mad Bob. We hadn't seen him in two years. The last
we heard was that he was in Guatemala with his girlfriend. (He
hadn't written us but she did. The last Jetter from her said some-
thing like... "We just love it down here. Bob is teaching us to eat
mosquitoes.") It was just like "Bobto make an entrance like that.
We were all very excited to see him.
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We all endured his crushing hugs in the door and tried to
pull him inside. He laughed maniacaUy (his trademark), but
wouldn't be coaxed into a chair, Instead he threw his car keys at
me and said, "The car's yours. ow you have to drive me back to
Long Beacb, I've got less than an hour to catch a ride back to
Guatemala. What the f- happened to your eyes?"

He didn't give me time to answer. He pushed me into the
driver's side of the old Chevy and we headed out down the Pa-
cific Coast Highway to his rendezvous in Long Beach. On the
way he did aU the talking, telling me about the car's idiosyncra-
sies and secrets. He had me drop him off near downtown. As he
got out he looked at his watch.

"Forty minutes. The old gal made pretty good time."
He pulled what looked like the pink slip for the car out of

his wallet and told me to fill it out however [ wanted.
"Thanks Bob. You don't know what this means to me!"
He giggled. "Sure I do."
We shook hands through the passenger window and he dis-

appeared around a corner. I took a moment and looked around
my "new" car. The floorboard was missing in places and I could
look down between my feel and see the street. Almost every knob
and door handle was missing. The horn worked; and the lights;
and the.radio. In the ashtray [ found about sixty cents in change.

On the way home J Slopped at a convenience tore and used
the change to buy an Orange County Register and a Three Mus-
keteers Bar for Constance. Once home I tore into the "Help
Wanted" section and circled three opportunities 1 could reach in
my new car. I went to bed early and the next morning applied in
person at all three. The third one, a medical device manufac-
turer, hired me on the spot.

At first my new job paid a little over minimum wage but I
didn't care. My first payday was the following Priday. We
bought groceries and at. the end of the month I paid the rent.
In a Little over a month (as a reward for being the only per-
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on in my department dedicated enough to actuaUy show up
to work every day) they made me lead man of my ection and
a month later foreman of my department. That po ition lasted
Ie than two months becau e 1 was promoted to the Quality
A urance lab and six weeks later a ked to join the engineer-
ing department.

It has been over twenty years ince that fir t evocation of
Oroba . Obviously, I view it as a successful operation. That day
was the pivotal moment of my adult life. As a matter of fact, it
was the first day of my adult life. Mad Bob's gift of a car within
the prescríbed one hour was the unambiguou catalyst that trig-
gered a chain-reaction of events that manifested everything that
I demanded.

Dignities-Sin e the evocation .I have enjoyed the "dignity"
ofbeing able to support and care for my family.l have also been
singularly fortunate in my magical career. Within one year of
the evocation I wa given a great deal of respon ibility in the
O.T.O. which, over the year, ba expanded considerably. J have
tried to boulder my duties with honor and dignity. l Iove the.
Order and con ider my membership to be the ingle-me t im-
portant factor in my magical reality.

Pre/acies-A prelacy is a church office. A bishop i a prelate.
On the same occasion I was honored with more r ponsibilities
in the O.T.O. 1was al o, quite unexpectedly, con ecrated Bishop
in Ecdesia Gno tica Catholica, The Gnostic Catholic Church (the
ecclesiastical arm of the O.T.O.). Several years later I wa ap-
pointed Archbi hop and was co-consecrated on three additional
occa íons,"

Favour of friends and foes-Over tbe year this has been par-
ticularly helpful. I have discovered that, more often than Dot, I
do nOI have the good sense to recognize either a friend or a foe.

• Tbls most recent consecration was at the hands of my dear friend
and brother His Grace Tau £rigia as we visited We tmin ter Abbey.
London.
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It's much easier lo enjoy the favor of both and not give a damn
who's who.

True answers of divinity, and of the creation of the \\Iorld-
I continue to be a passionate student of the Qabalah (at least
those aspects of the Holy Qabalah of interest to Hermetic
magicians). Ihave written quite a bit on the subject and cre-
ated a tarot deck incorporating various aspects of qabalistic
magick.

He is veryfaitllfullmto the Exorcist, and will 'lOtstiffer him to
be tempted of any Spirit-For this service I remain perpetually
grateful.



CHAYTER 17

Evocation of Orobas
-A Postscript

It is customary in Solomonic magick for the magician to hide
tbe charged sigil of tbe spirit in a secret place. No one, except tbe
magician, hould touch the sigil or even look upon it. The tbeory
is that tbe magician, baving been protected from tbe malice of
the spirit by tbe circle and holy names during the initial conju-
ration, remains so protected after the ceremony. However. any
other person who may come in contact witb the sigil is unpro-
tected and totally vulnerable to the. demon's influence.

After my first evocation of Orabas 1put his parchment sigil
in a small Linenbag and put the bag inside my guitar. As 1 al-
lowed no one to touch my precious C. F.Martin D-28, I thought
tbat it would be upremely safe there. Also, 1 probably hoped
that it might attract new guitar students or recording opportu-
nities. Predictably, after a few weeks I forgot that I bad put it
tbere and did oat give it another thought until after it was too
late.

Kurt was a friend of one of my guitar students. He was a
young man in bis early 20s and a talented woodworker. Hi spe-
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cial cripple. The last time I saw him he wa living in a mall
industrial shop-the walls of his cell surrounded by hundreds
of color photographs and posters of racehorses.

The reader may be a king at this point why I didn't conjure
Orobas again and simply command him to leave Kurt alone? I
did. On numerous occasions throughout the fifteen years we knew
Kurt I conjured Orobas on the poor man' behalf. Each time my
charge wa , "If you are responsible for Kurt's behavior leave him
in peace. If you are not the cause of hi torment do what i in
your power help him," Kurt's degeneration continued unabated.

I cannot think that accidental contact with a tiny piece of
parchment was the cause of Kurt's ruin. Everything we know
about the addictive personality suggests that sooner or later he
wa going to get caught up in something, be it drug, or drink,
or gambling. Though science and medicine may speculate upon
physiological causes, and psychiatry may point to childhood ex-
periences and trauma, and organized religion may blame man's
inherent wickedness, all, in my opinion, fall pitifully hort of a
satisfactory explanation to the awful curse that tormented Kurt.

As I said in tbe introduction to this book, Magick is an art.
If science, medicine, and religion cannot really answer these ques-
tions, wby can't we be poetic when con idering such mysteries
and our inability to understand them? Perhaps the chemical im-
balance in Kurt's blood-perhaps his mother's cold rejection-
perhap the monstrous doctrines of guilt and elf-hatred heaped
upon him year after year from the pulpit-perhap all these
things united in a diabolical marriage that gave birth to an evil
spirit-a demon horse who escaped its wizard just long enough
to gallop madly into the vulnerable soul of a weak and tragic
human being.



CHAPTER 18

Israel Regardie and the
Exorcism of Garkon

Early in 1980 I secured a comfortable position as a laboratory
technician at yet another medical device laboratory. I was very
lucky to work for a dear woman who was absolutely fascinated
with my extra-curricular magical activities. One morning she
burst into the lab and gushed, "Lon, pick up line two. It's a Dr.
Regardie and he wants to speak to Bishop DuQuette."

Israel Regardie was my hero, a true adept and a living page
of magical history. He was Aleister Crowley's secretary and stu-
dent in the 19205and later went on to rend the veil of the Golden
Dawn with his controversial publication of its ceremonies and
teachings. His books are the indispensable core of every English-
speaking magician's library. He lived about sixty miles away in
Studio City. Constance and r had been introduced to rum a few
years earlier by Grady McMurtry, the Caliph of the O.T.O. I had
met with rum only twice since then and we exchanged a few let-
ters concerning a peculiar project dear to both of us.'

I As weboth had collectionsof letters from individualsclaimingto be
incarnations of AleisterCrowley,J suggestedwe pool our stories and
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This phone call was obviously a joke. Regardie had a pLay-
fully twisted sen e of humor. A few weeks earlier he had donated
a box of books to Heru-ra-ha Lodge and I was sure he was call-
ing to tell me he had more.

"Lon, this i Franci Regardie. Dear boy, I hope I haven't
gotten you fired," He didn't mean it.

"Oh, everyone here knows I'm crazy," I didn't mean it.
"I was wondering if you could do me a bit of a favor. Ineed

a bi hop. A I'm ure you know, it takes a bi hop to order an
exorcism,"

ow I really knew he was joking. I solemnly deepened my
voice in mock virility. "Why yes Ductor, of course, naturally. How
manyexorcisms hall I put you down for?" I roiled and winked
at my boss.

My mile quickly faded as I realized that he was not joking.
As it turned out a psychiatrist friend of his was treating a patient
who was convinced that he needed a formal exorci rn. The
woman was knowledgeable enough to know that classic exor-
ci ms must be performed under the direct auspices of a bi hop
with legitimate apo tolic lineage.

uYour line is as good as any and l'rn sure we can't get a
Christer to cooperate on such short notice. Of course, she just
needs a how. I thought you might know someone in your lodge
who can give her one,"

I couldn't believe he was a king me 10 do thi . I giggled ner-
vously and mumbled something.

"It's really quite sad actually. If you're up to it, you will need
to talk with her ductor, do you have a pencil?"

Before I had the presence of mind to protest or ask any more
questions he dictated the name and number of a Dr. Kaufman in

(cont.)
publish them as Liber Nutz: He liked the idea and sent me on several
field trip to interview new Crowleysas they surfaced.
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Long Beach. Before I hung up I reminded him that he, too, was a
Wandering Bishop and asked why he didn't arrange the exorcism.

"I just did. Do tell me how it goes." He hung up .
.A few minutes later 1called Dr. Kaufman. She was a pleasant

sounding woman who was very serious about scheduling an ex-
orcism. Regardie had been her Reichian therapist and she ad-
mired him passionately. Although she made it quite clear she
did not believe in demons and spirits other than as psychologi-
cal metaphors, she was familiar with the fundamental of Her-
metic thought and respected its potential in modern therapy. I
didn't need to a k any questions. She started talking and was very
candid.

The subject was a 38-year-old woman named Sharon. Her
husband had recently committed suicide and she wa left with
three children ranging in ages from 11 to 16.

When she was 2 years old her stepfather began sexually mo-
lesting her on a regular basis. Early on in this monstrous cycle of
abuse, Sharon created a make-believe guardian, a friendly dragon
named Garkon, who came and delivered her to happy places while
her little body was being violated. He helped her survive her
nightmari h existence, and for years thi double life kept her rela-
tively sane. A she grew older, however, her champion' character
began to change.

Shortly after he started school and began noticing boy ,
Garkon's rescue were spiked with random acts of petty cruelty;
a sharp dragon nip on the tummy or an ill-tempered scratch on
her face. Ironically, Sharon felt that she deserved these little pun-
ishments and suffered them gladly, for without question her fan-
tasy life with Garkon was infinitely preferable to the nightly visi-
tations from her stepfather.

The years of abuse finally ended when he was 14.Her tepfa-
ther lost his head completely in a skillful display of physicalcontor-
tion requiring the use of the kitchen table, the big toe of his right
foot and a ten-gauge hotgun. That night when harón went to bed
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she dared to fantasize a new life free of the horrors of her early
childhood. She would no longer need Gar\con to rescue her, indeed,
Garkon was a reminder of everything he wanted to forget.

But Garkon did not go away. The next night he swept into
baron's bedroom. He had grown to an enormous size and lo t

all vestiges of his old friendly countenance. He boasted that he
had eaten her tepfather's head and vowed that no man would
ever hurt her again.

"The dynamics are pretty simple," Dr. Kaufman said. KHe
torments her cruelly whenever any factor of sexuality enters a
life equation."

lo high school she avoided the dating cene altogether and
concentrated on her tudies. She married in her jun ior year of
college, but because she could never enjoy lovemaking without
arou ing Garkon's wrath, the marriage was predictably an un-
happy one. The ordeal of conceiving and bearing children wa
excruciating. She nearly died during each of her three pregnan-
cies, he wa perpetually nauseous and often lost consciousness.
After the birth of her third child, she and her hu band ended
their sexual relationship altogether and for ten years Garkon
lumbered.

The truce wa battered when baron's husband committed
suicide after a.bu ines failure. Many old i ues from her child-
hood resurfaced, including Garkon, This time she resolved not
to face the problem alone. he sought out p ychological coun-
eling.

This act of spiritual independence enraged Garkon who, now
sensing the danger to hi very existence, was escalating his at-
tacks and making harón' life unbearable. She contemplated
uicide (an idea that Garkon wholeheartedly endorsed). Instead
he settled on the idea of an exorcism. l Her psychologist would

, lronicaUy,Sharon was nOIa devoutly religious person. In fact, she
fancied herself a ew Ageagno tic.
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ha e none of it and referred her to DT.Kaufman, thinking that
at lea tap ychiatrist could prescribe appropriate medication. Dr.
Kaufman resisted drug therapy but was willing to explore exor-
cism as a psychodramatic exercise.

J didn't know what to ay. The story was very compelling.
Dr. Kaufman seemed anxious that Iappreciate the psychological
significance of Sharon's "possession" and was patient enough to
keep pointing out how all this was perfectly understandable from
an analytical point of view.

I really wanted to help, but this wa serious stuff. ( could
barely keep my own demons from eating me. Icertainly did not
feel equipped to exorcise uch a formidable psychic entity from
omeone else. Still, it seemed a if the whole universe (and my

magical hero) had conspired to put me in the middle of this
situation. I thought for a moment who Imight know among my
eccentric and bohemian cronies who was knowledgeable enough
(and crazy enough) to be my exorcist. The answer came to me
immediately.

"I know who can do it if he will agree. When do you want
this donei"

"Tonight," Dr. Kaufman answered as though he was ure
I should have already known that, "at my home in Long
Beach."

Nathan Sander was an O.T.O. Brother and the most experi-
enced Goetic magician I had ever met. He was the former stu-
dent of Carroll (Poke) Runyon, the legendary rna ter of the art
of evocation.' Using classic and flawlessly memorized conjura-
tions, Nathan could summon anything into his triangular black

J Sec TIle Book of &l/omon's Magic/(, by CarroU "Poke"Runyon (Pasa-
dena: Church of Hermetic : ciences, (996). Runyon rediscoveredthe
keysecretof conjuringa pirit to visibleappearancein the blackmirror.
This facialdistortion technique had been lost in the middle ages,leav-
íng a half millennium of magicians struggling to see pirits in the
ineen e moke ri ing from an empty triangle.
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mirror, and his evocation were not limited to the seventy-two
pirits of the Goetia. 1 had seen him conjure to visible appear-

ance angels, elementals, and even historical and fictional charac-
ters.' He was truly an extraordinary magician and Iwas sure if
anyone could make. Garkon appear it wa athan. (I gness I as-
sumed he could also make him go away.)

Al; I expected, Nathan wa only too happy to answer the
Bishop's caUand assume the role of exorcist. Icalled Dr. Kaufman
again and told her the exora m wa on. Becau e of the di lances
involved it was nearly 10:00 P.M. before athan and I knocked at
her door. We would have arrived an bour earlier, but our travel
was hindered by a thick coastal fog.5

Dr. Kaufman greeted u cordially and apologized for the way
the house smelled.

""Ve've bad a difficult evening. mee I told baron we were
doing this tonight, she hasn't been able to bold down any food.
he lost her 7UP when he heard you knock."

Nathan and I did OUT best to appear unmoved and profes-
sional Personally, Iwanted out of there.

"Perhap we hould do this another time," I eagerly uggested.
KNo, I expected worse actually. Garkon obviously doesn't

want to say goodbye."

• Oddlyenough, uch acts are perfectlyconsistentwith magicaltheory.
The entities Bilbo Bagginsand anta Claus have fOTmany individuals
far more archetypal "reality" than the pirits one usually associates
wbich this type of magical activity.
• I can bear you laughing.Yes,I said fog!I have no doubt that many
readers will find it difficult, if not impo ible to believemuch of what
I am now about to relate, Togamer some smallsemblanceof credulity,
Ieventoyedwith the idea of omitting many detail that smack hame-
lesslyof a Hollywoodmelodrama starting witb an atmo pheric cliché
like a spooky, foggynight. But what can I say?J won't apologize.This
event took place in Southern Californiawhere it often gets foggythat
time of year.
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She led us into the kitchen and introduced us to Sharon,
who was sitting at the table with a can of soda and a cigarette in
her hand. She was an attractive woman in jeans and a gaily-pat-
terned ski sweater. Her complexion was pasty and she wore dark
glasses that hid dark circles under her eyes. She thanked us for
coming and asked what she would need to do. athan said be
would like to first ask.her a few question . She agreed.

1 was somewhat urprised by hi questions. The first one
seemed downright rude. He asked her if she was "addicted" to
fantasy literature. haron smiled and said, "Why, ye , J guess J
am."

He tben a ked details about Garkon's appearance-his
shape, bis color, did he ever color change, number of fingers,
toes, eyes. Lastly, he asked her how to spell Garkon's name.
On bis notepad he carefully inscribed the letters of Garkon's
name in Hebrew.

"Knowing the name of the pirit is the key to controlling
the spirit." athan's delivery was dramatic and effective.
"Bishop DuQuette is going to take these letters and construct
the spirit's magical signature using a Karnea of Saturn.' We'U

• A karnea, or normal, magick square consist of the di tinct Po i-
tive Integers 1,2, ...n2, such that the sum of the n number in any

horizontal, vertical, or main diago-
nal line i always the same. A kamea
of Saturn is a quare 3x3 (Saturn
being attributed to the 3rd ephirah
of the Tree of Life. Karneas for the
other planets are: Jupiter, 4x4, Mars,
5x5, Sol, 6x6, Venus, 7x7, Mercury,
8x8, and Luna 9x9. The Hebrew let-
ter or letters numerically equivalent
to the numbers can then be used to
spell out any word or name. Garkon's
sigil drawn on a kamea of Saturn.

4

A-Y-Q V(o)-S

9 2

3

-M-Th T-Tz

G-L-5b
5

8
Ch-P
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then draw thi sigil on the back of these pentagram tali mans.
In the ceremony each of us will wear one around our neck to
Link us to the spirit and remind him that we are his masters,"

athan wa assuming an awfullot when he announced I was
going to do all of the sigil drawing. Fortunately for Si hop
DuQuette's reputation, the magick quare of Saturn (3x3--the
smallest and simplest of all the planetary kameas) was the only
one I could draw from memory. J whipped out those sigils like I
knew what J wa doing.

That wa it for the interview. We pent the next half-hour
bringing thing in from the car. In addition to his beautifully
constructed break-down magical circle and the triangular black
mirror, we brought four black robe and every magical tool a
well-equipped Solomonic magician would need: wand, sword,
lamp, white-handled knife, black-handled knife, brass box of tor-
ment, talisman , holy water, salt, oil of Abramelin, incense, and
candles.

atban told Dr. Kaufman and me to wa h our hands and
faces before robing up. As for himself. he would take a shower.
When he reappeared from the bathroom he was decked out in
his full magical regalia. J have to admit he looked every inch an
exorci t.

He then presented Sharon the robe he would wear in the
ceremony and instructed her to al o hower and wash her hair
thoroughly. It was nearly midnight before she came out of the
bathroom, She had towel dried her hair and be looked like a
frightened little girl

There wouldn't be room for all of u in the circle of art, so
we created a large outer circle with a length of clothe line. haron
would stand in tbe central circle holding two ligbted tapers. The
triangular black mirror wa placed out ide of both circles and
positioned so that she could easily see the reflection of her own
face illuminated by the candles. athan, also in the central circle,
tood directly behind her. He would be the "operator" and be

Me ter al pro ~ido por d erect-os eE eutor
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the "receiver:' Dr. Kaufman and I were to stand in the outer cirde
on either ide and slightly behind baron. We all had our ¡gill
pentagram talismans around our necks and a parchment
hexagram of Solomon pinned to the skirt of our black robes.

athan then ran through a quick checklist of items to see
if all was in readiness. Was the phone off? \' ere the door
locked? Were the pets outside? Did anyone need to pee? When
he was satisfied, he lit the two candle in Sharon' hands, and
turned out aU the light. Before entering the circle to begin
the ceremony he unwrapped a tiny cake of hotel soap and with
it drew a large version of Garkon's sigiJ in the center of the
black mirror, This act made Sharon gasp sharply as if orne-
one had rued her throat. I was no longer nervou , I was
afraid.

"Your Grace, would you be so kind as to banish the temple
by the rituals of the pentagram and hexagram?" This was an-
other one of Nathan's kind gestures to make it appear that I was
needed. I didn't mind. At least it wa omething simple I could
do to be helpful. After I banished, atban performed brief cleans-
ing and consecration ceremonies and formally declared the
temple open. He asked Sharon to take several deep breaths, relax
and gaze at her reflection in the triangle. He then began to recite
the da ic conjuration of the Goetia.

I do invocate and conjure thee, O Spirit, Garkon; and
being with power armed [rom the Supreme Majesty, I
do strongly command thee ...

Nathan used a special voice for his conjurations. It was lower
and stronger than bis natural voice, but gave no hint of artificial
affectation. His words rode smoothly upon two or three notes,
Whenever the text ran into pockets of bizarre and unintelligible
names and words he Hoked them smoothly into a sonorous string
alma t as if they were one long rna ter word of unspeakable
power.
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... by Beralanensis, Baldachiensis, Paumachia, and
Apologíae edes; by the most Powerful Princes, Gen"i,
Liachidae, and Ministers of the Tar/arean Abode; and
by the Chief Prince of the Seat of Apologia i" the Ninth
Legion, I do invoke thee, and by invocating conjure thee.

All the while he conjured he held his wand high and drew an-
gelic igil in the air above baron's head.

And being armed with power from the Supreme Maj-
esty, I do strongly command thee, by Him Who spake
and it was done, and unto whom all creatures be obedi-
ent ...

He wa n't through the fu! section when harón started to weave
back and forth and let out short pitiful sob. athan went on
but was soon drowned out by Sharon's whimpering. He contin-
ued louder and louder.

By all the names of God, Adonaí, El, Elohim, Elohi,
P.hyehAsher Bhyeh, Zabaoth, Elion, [ah, Tetragmmma-
ton, haddai; Lord God Most High, I do exorcise thee
and do fully command thee, O thou spirit Garkon, that
thou dost forthwith appear unto 11.$ here before this Circle
in a fair human shape, without any deformity or tortu-
osity ....

harón was now thra hing from ide 10 ide sobbing uncontrol-
lably. 1was certain he wa faking. he'd een too many movie,
I thought I \ as embarra ed for her, embarras ed fOT aU of u .
The noise and commotion. were too much for athan. He stopped
reciting the conjuration and simply shouted at haron "Is the
spirit in the triangle?"

"Yes!" harón creamed angrily. "He's always been there!"
When I heard those words, I knew she wa not acting. I felt

the hair on the back of my head spring to attention. The atmos-
phere in the room seemed 10 coUap e under a CTU bing wave of
primitive malice. I was petrified.

Material protegido por derechos de autor
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Sharon dropped her hands forward, spilling hot wax down
the front of her robe and onto the carpet. I stepped forward and
lifted her hands back into po ition. When I touched her arms,
they were as hard as rock. Her wrists and hand were swollen to
uch a degree that her fattened fingers could barely close around

the candlesticks. T stole a quick glance at her face. It was bright
red and her cheeks so puffed up that her eyes were nearly pinched
shut.

With the tip of his wand athan poked me back to my sta-
tion and commenced to addres the spirit. Even in thi chaotic
environment he calmly welcomed Garkon and praised him for
all hi years of service to haron when she was a little girl. He
then explained that Sharon was now grown up and that hi ac-
tions were hurting her.

Sharon stopped crying and began ro let out an extended
monotone howl of the word "no." She held the note until her
breath was exhausted. As she pushed the last air from her lungs
she induced a cycle of coughing that eventually led to retching
spasms of dry heaves. Dr. Kaufman and [ had to take the candles
away from her. athan shouted at her. "Look into the triangle! Is
Garkon in the triangle? Tell me whar he is saying."

"Oh yes!"Sharon hissed with venomous sarcasm. "He's laugh-
ing at youl"

Ir soon became clear that Garkon could not be drawn into
dialogue. The spirit's only re ponse was to create terror and
then feed on that terror. He was doing a very good job. Poor
Sharon bobbed up and down like a caged monkey hifting
from foot to foot as she gawked open-mouthed at the triangle.
From where [ stood it appeared that he no longer had a neck.
Her shoulders had risen and become squared. I remember
thinking that it looked like she had put on her robe with a
coat hanger till in it.

Nathan tried once more to reprogram Garkoo to become
a supportive familiar but Garkon would have none. of it. The



response was always the same---more pain inflicted upon
Sharon.

"Then. if you refuse to help her you will no longer be al-
lowed to hurt herl"

athan popped the cork on the cry ¡tal vial of holy water
and shook it-first upon haron and Dr. Kaufman and me. then
upon the triangle itself.

Now, O Garkon, since thou art still pernicious and dis-
obedient; I do in the name, and by the power and dig-
nity of the Omnipresent and Immortal Jehovah
Tetragrammaton do bind thee in the depths of the Bot-
tomless Abyss.

He emptied the vial of holy water over haron's head, then ripped
the parchment talisman bearing Garkon' igil from around her
neck. He reached to where I stood with the lighted candle and
pa ed the talisman through the flame.

I conjure thee, O fire, by him who made thee and all
other creaturesfor good in tire world, that thou torment,
bum, and consume this pirit Garkon, for everlasting.

He then allowed the talisman to catch fire and held it until it
was almost consumed. He tossed the last flaming fragment in
the air. It burned completely out before it reached the floor. I
wa very impressed.

I hereby excommunicate thee, atld destroy thy tlame and
seal and bum thee in the immortal fire and bl~ry thee
in immortal oblivion.

Predictably, haron howled and babbled. Nathan then stepped
between her and the mirror and from the confines of the circle
he hurled a black cloth at the triangle. It nagged the upperrno t
point and fell to cover the entire surface of the mirror. He turned
haron away from the triangle and gently helped her to the floor.

He raised his wand and aimed it at the covered mirror.
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Christeos cormfa peripsol amma ils!
Let the company of heaven curse thee!
Christeos tor, graa, tofglo aoivf'ile amma ils!
Let the SU1l, mOOIl, arid all the stars curse thee!
Christeos lucifrias od rofglo pir peripso al1tl1ta ils, pujo

ialprg ds apila, od pujo mir adphahtll
Let tire liglrl and all tire Holy Ones of Heaven CIIrsethee,

unto the burning flame that liveth forever and IInto
the torment unspeakable!

athan sat down beside Sharon and put hi arms around her,
We all remained silent for what seemed like a long time. He then
helped ber to ber feet and showed her the mirror.

"That's it," he said cheerfully. "All gone. You'll never be this
embarrassed again. Thank you for not throwing up on my robe."

Sharon laughed and hugged him, We alllaughed and hugged
"Your Grace, will you do tbe honors?" athan really enjoyed

hi role as exorcist. He had done a fantastic job. I was o proud of
him-so proud of all of us. I quickly performed tbe banishing
rituals of the pentagram and hexagram, after which athan dosed
the temple. Tbe entire ceremony took a Littleless than an hour.

We were all in high spirits. Dr. Kaufman told Sharon that
during the ceremony she had blown up like a blimp. I was re-
lieved to learn that I wasn't the only one to notice the phenom-
enon. Dr. Kaufman apologized for forgetting to tell me tbat for
years Sharon's joints swelled dramatically during Garkon's attacks.
ln fact it wa these physical manifestations that first attracted
ber to the case.

It was two weeks before I heard back from Dr. Kaufman. In
her opinion the operation was a uccess, Garkon seemed to be
out of Sharon's life, and she was making progres on all other
levels of her therapy.

I called Nathan and we crowed Likeself-congratulatory cocks.
I then called Regardie and tried not to sound too excited. He
said that he had already talked with Dr. Kaufman and she bad
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praised u "to high heaven," He was happy that it worked out
but be cautioned me about celebrating prematurely. His parting
words left me a bit uneasy.

"The law of con ervation of energy applies to magick as well
as phy it .Our friend may not have been destroyed, he may have
just moved along to the nearest center of least re istance,"

Thi wa tbe last time Regardie and I poke. Two years later
I would receive another call from Dr. Kaufman and a new le son
in the conservation of energy.



CHAPTER 19

The Exorcism of Garkon
-A Postscript

Two years to the month after Sharon's exorcism Dr. Kaufman
called me again to see if athan and I would be willing to help
Sharon.

"Not Garkon again!" I groaned.
"No," she laughed. "Actually Garkon has been gone since the

exorcism. Sharon finished her master' degree and is now a Ph.D.
candidate. at UCLA. No, Sharon's doing great. There's been a fam-
íIy tragedy, though. Her son Robert committed suicide day be-
fore yesterday and the two girls are taking it pretty hard."

This didn't sound like anything that should involve the eso-
teric theatrics of Bishop DuQuetre's traveling demon how. 1
voiced my sadness and asked Dr. Kaufman to relay my sympa-
thy. 1 knew etiquette now demanded I say something like... "Is
there anything 1 can do ro help?" but [ resisted the temptation to
be a gentleman. J could feel Dr. Kaufman waiting for me to say it
and for everal uncomfortable moments we remained locked in
a showdown of silence.

"Lon, maybe you can give me some advice."

Material pro!'lQldo por derechos oc al tor
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Oh god! I didn't know what was coming but I knew I wasn't
going to like it.

"Alex, Sharon's oldest girl, believes her brother's ghost is hav-
ing ex with her."

Why did 1 answe.r the phone? I sat down and pushed off my
shoes. "Go on."

The story she, related was every bit as bizarre and grue-
some as Sharon's possession. In fact, as Dr. Kaufman unfolded
the details I couldn't help but view the scenario from a magi-
cal perspective and the conclu ions I drew made me sick at
heart.

Por nearly their entire lives haron's three children were
forced to grow up with a suicidal father and a mother who wa
perpetually on the brink of madness. In thi unwholesome envi-
ronment they had only them elves to turn to for emotional sup-
port. As bright kids, they oon discovered what key to turn and
what buttons to push to exploit their dysfunctional parents. In a
nutshell, as long as mom and dad were crazy the kids got any-
thing they wanted out of them.

Their father' suicide and their mother's liberation from
Garkon changed all of that almost overnight. Sharon now had
her life back and was not about to return to the old insane pat-
terns, including allowing her elf to be manipulated by three dis-
turbed and very spoiled children.

The two oldest, Robert (now 18) and his sister Alex (now
16) acted out their frustration in grand style by publicly flaunt-
ing their heretofore-secret incestuous relationship. Their reputa-
tions ruined at chool, Robert enlisted in the Air Force and Alex
plunged headlong into nymphomaniacal promiscuity.

After le than a month of basic training, Robert went AWOL
and carne horne, In one last attempt to bring baron back into
line he accidentally hanged himself in the garage in what the
coroner called a "failed mock suicide attempt:' For the two days
and nights since her brother's death Alex bad been violently
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masturbating in her room "smothered," as she moaned, "in
Robert's embraces."

T really didn't want to get involved in this one, but really had
very little choice in the matter. r called Nathan who reluctantly
agreed we should go and at least banish the hou e. I al o invited
Deborah Weiner, a mutual friend and gifted clairvoyant.

At baron's home we asked first to see the garage where Rob-
ert died. To our shock and utter disgust the area had not been
touched since the body had been removed. The remains of the
evered rope still draped from the ceiling beam and the floor

was still covered with the foul contents of the poor boy's bowels.
We then toured the rest of the house including Robert' bed-

room. His bed was still unmade and hi unwashed laundry was
trewn all over the floor. The three of us huddled for a few min-

ute and decided the first thing that needed to be done was to
rid the house of everything to which the shell of a confused and
recently disembodied person might be attracted. The first thing
to go would be the filthy sweat-soaked clothes to which the throb-
bing residue of his vital essences still clung like Spanish moss.
Barbara said there was enough astral chum in the air to build
the bodies of fifty ghosts.

We cleared out his room completely and piled all of his dirty
clothes, his bathroom towels and his sandy wet-suit on the floor
of the garage. We then proceeded to ceremonially banish and
deanse every room in the house except the garage. Our plan was
to lure Robert out of the house and concentrare him in the ga-
rage. Before we dealt with Robert in the garage however, we
needed to talk with Alex.

Alex behaved as if she didn't want to be banished, or exor-
cised, or bothered. We respected her wishes. She did allow u to
banish and deanse her room, and before we left her she cooper-
ated in a little ceremony athan had devised. He tied one end of
a length of string around a portrait of Robert and the other
around Alex's waist. He then gave her a pair of sci or and asked

'-'
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her if he could cut the string. She said she could and proceeded
to do so.

Our last duty wa in the garage and included (along with 3

lot of bell ringing) the upreme bani hing rituals of the penta-
gram and hexagram and the whole spectrum of Golden Dawn
purification and consecration ceremonies,

Sharon thanked us and vowed that she would get rid of ev-
erything in the garage the next day. As we shook hands Irealized
thaI Regardie wa right Garkon had just moved along to the
nearest center of lea t resistance. I didn't want to know where
the law of conservation of energy would send him from here.



CHAPTER 20

Enochian Spirits-First
Worshipper, Friendly Visit

The lodge was growing steadily and the new members were
understandably anxious to meet and study magick. I sched-
uled a weekly class in our home and began organizing my
thoughts concerning the fundamentals of magick. It was fi-
naUy sinking in that there were some people in the world who
actually knew Jess about the subject than I.

The class was attended by some very bright people' and
in short order I realized that in order to stay one jump ahead
of them I was going to have to study very hard and be re-
sourceful. By the time we mastered the pentagram and
hexagram rituals. and had consecrated our elemental weap-
ons, it was clear I was going to have to come up with some-

, My role as class master was more a host and rnoderator. Several
members of class were already far more knowledgeablethan I in as-
trology and other occult sciences.With nostalgic pride I can tell you
that alumni of this class have since become celebrated luminaries of
our modem occult/magical subculture. including the deliciouslydia-
bolical S. Jason Black.
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Author (with shaved head) with noted diabolist . jason Black.

thing dramatic. J combed my Gems from the Equinox' for
something exotic and different and turned to Liber Chanokh:
A Brief Abstract of the Symbolic Representation of tile Universe
Derived by Doctor lohn Dee Through the Skrying of Sir Edward
Kelley. J It \\111 full of magick squares, charts, diagrams, and a
series of "Calls" in a strange angelic language. If the class

, Gems From the Equinox: lnstruaions by Aleister Crowley for His Own
MagicalOrder. Israel Regardie, ed. Most recent edition ( ortsdale, AZ:
New Falcon Publications. 1992). p. 385.
J Between 1582 and 1589 Dr. John Dee (1527-1608). Engli h Magus
and mathematician and astrologer to Queen Elizabeth l. together with
clairvoyant Edward Kelley (1555-1597). in an attempt to communi-

te with the angelic hosts of God [as did the Patriarch. Enoch-hence
the term Enochían], involved them elves in an amazing eries of magi-
cal working. Their efforts yielded a wealth of magical informarion,
including a detailed dissection of the phenomenal and spiritual worlds.
and an angelic language used to evoke particular spirits and access
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wanted exotic, this certainly looked like it. At our next meet-
ing 1 announced that we would soon begin a six-week
Enochian Magick workshop.

At the time the material in Gems and Regardie's Golden
Dawn' was tbe only information I had on the Enochian sys-
tem. I read through the texts several rimes and came to the
conclusion that I would understand the material better if 1
constructed the various pieces of Enochian equipment. These
consist primarily of four Elemental Tablets, one each for Fire,
Water, Air, and Earth, and one smaller Tablet of Union (or
Spirit Tablet). Each Elemental Tablet is composed of 156 trun-
cated pyramids. Each pyramid (or square) is lettered on top
and each of the four sides is colored to represent an element,
planet, or zodiacal sign.

Each pyramidal square is home to an angel or spirit whose
characteristics are determined by the specific elemental mix as
indicated by the colors on its sides. The letter on the top of tbe
pyramid is the angel's name (or a letter in the name of a larger
ange\).

For example: if a pyramid lettered "f!(' is colored yellow (Air)
on two sides and blue (Water) on the two other sides, it houses
an elemental being named "1\' whose character and scope of in-
telligence is defined by (and limited exclusively to) tbe elemental
"natures" of Air and Water. Using the classic elemental images of
the Kerubic beasts (Lion=Fire; Eagle=Water; Human=Air; and

(cont.)
the various levels of heaven. Dee kept copious notes many of which
survive today. Much Enochian material was incorporated in the
Golden Dawn's Adeprus Minor program. Crowley's Liber Chanokh
was a digest of this material. See Enochian World of Aleister Crowley,
by AleisterCrowley,Lon Milo DuQuette, Christopher S. Hyatt, Ph.D.
(Scottsdale, AZ: New Paleen Publication, 199I).
• The Golden Dmm Israel Regardie,ed, (St. Paul: LlewellynPublica-
tions. 1992).
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Bull=Earth]! angel "An could be symbolically repre ented a a
sphinx: with a man's bead and body (for Air) and an eagle's wing
and legs (for Water). Obviously, uch an elemental spirit would
have a very narrow range of duties in the universe. On the mate-
rial plane, these duties might regulate the behavior of clouds or
mists. In the buman psyche they may playa specific part in the
dynamic of our emotional life.

Then let's say that right next to angel "A"lives angel "B" who
is half Earth (bLackor green) and balfFire (red). Angel "BW would
naturally have drastically different characteristic than angel "A".
(Using Kerubic images it would have the bead and body of a
bull (Eartb) with the paws and leg of a Lion(Fire).

Keeping this in mind we see tbat each Enochian Elemental
Tablet has, first of all, 156 angels with one-letter names, and very
specific attribute and re ponsibilities in the universe, However,
we do not stop bere. Enochian elemental pirits are modular. They
fit together just like the elements 6t together in infinite combi-
nations and ratios to create the phenomenal universe. Angel "N'
can join with its neighbor angel "B" to create angel "ABw whose
characteristics are more complex than either "A" Or "6" alone.
Angel "AB" in turn can join with other squares to form bigger
and even more intricate beings, etc.

The more I learned about the Enochian system, the more
thrilled I became at its divine perfection. The laws that dictate
the ordering of the elements and the organization of the squares
are examples of Hermetic Logicat its most sublime,

The class was enthralled. Most members set to work paint-
ing their own set of tablets. As complex as tbe process appears to
be at fir r, the imple act of coloring the tablets makes the
method-to-the-madness easy to understand. In the meantime, I

, The four beast of the vision of Ezekialrepreseming the Kerubicor
fixed signs of the zodiac-LeofPireflion, Scorpio/Water/Eagle,
Aquariu lAir/Human, ThuruslEarthlBuJJ.
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was determined to build a full set of three-dimensional Enochian
tablets. (Up until this time Enochian magicians simply drew the
pyramids on a tlat surface.) I mentioned my plan to Dr. Regardie
who counseled strongly against it. "They're dangerous enough
when they're Ilatl" he cautioned. "Don't give them dimen ional
elbow room."

As much as I respected the good doctor I really didn't see
how it would hurt to fully manifest the tablets in 3D. In fact, I
thought, maybe the reason Regardie's Enochian pirits were so
crabby was because be had them all squisbed into tbose flat tab-
lets.

I commissioned Kurt, who owned a table saw, to cut 644
wooden truncated pyramids with one-inch bases. I bought sand-
paper, sealant and acrylic paints. As soon as the pyramids were
cut I went to work like a man possessed. I got up early in the
morning to sand, seal, and paint. I became totally engrossed in
the project. Time lost all meaning to me. Eacb morning I found
myself arriving at my job later than the morning before. Tbe
tablets were all I could think about. Each day I stole away from
work a Littleearlier so I could get home to sand, seal, and paint.
Soon I was sanding and sealing and painting all day long be-
cause I no longer had a job to distract me. I didn't care. The
tablets were indescribably beautiful. ( was so proud. I finisbed
the small Tablet of Union first, then the Elemental Tablet of Earth.
I couldn't wait until the other tablets were finished. I was deter-
mined we would tryout the Earth tablet at the next dass.

Up until this point, my only experiences with spirit evoca-
tion had been of the Goetic! olomonic variety. r did not have a
due what to expect from an Enochian working, and I was par-
ticularly unsure how to proceed in a group setting. Mercifully,
there was no ambiguity about the technical procedures. Temple
openings, Enochian Calls, and the angelic hierarchies were all
laid out quite dearly in Liber Chal1oklr. I performed a series of
experimental evocations (a Kerub from each of the four tablets)
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before retiring on four consecutíve nights. J made note of my
dreams and concluded that this kind of work was harmless and
effective.

For our first evocation ession I decided we would work as
Dee and Kelley did. One person would act as seer, and one as
operator. The seer would recite the appropriate call, receive the
vi ion and communicate it during or after the es ion. The op-
erator would bani h, open and close the temple, and question
the eer, Iwould be the operator, but Idid not know who in our
little class would be the first to sit in the visionary driver's eat.
On cla night there was only one rather reJuetan t volun teer.

David P. Wilson was not new to the world of magick. In the
years leading up to his affiliation with our lodge he sat in with a
host of magical group and workshop in the Los Angeles area
upon whom he later heaped scorn and ridicule because of their
inability to how him "real magick." He wa the boldest member
of the c1as , also the most impatient and arca tic. 1 could ee
the Enocbian clas going down in llames on opening night be-
cau e David the curmudgeon once again « 3W norhingl" He had
done none of the preliminary Enochian work with tbe rest of
the da s, He hadn't painted a set of tablets or studied any of the
calls. till, he was our only volunteer.

I can't recall why, but I decided we would to try to contact
LAIDROM, the Mars Senior' of the Elemental Tablet of Earth.
In the spirit of better safe than sorry, we placed the Earth tablet
in the South (Capricorn/Cardinal Earth) and enclosed the entire
class in a circle cast with a clothesline cord. Ibanished with the
ritual of the lesser and greater pentagrams and hexagrams, then
opened the temple and invoked the hierarchical names as indi-
cated in Liber Chanokh. David was seated on the Boor at the

• Each Elemental Tablet has a Solar King and ix Planetary Seniors,
These seven spirits are very high on the Bnochianhierarchical ladder.
Their Names are drawn from the squares of the great ero S that sepa-
rates each Elemental Tablet in to four sub-division (subangles).
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southern edge of the circle just inches away from the Earth tab-
let. Leaning against the wall behind the tablet was a huge card-
board version of the Tablet of Earth that I placed there for tbe
other members of the class to focus upon. I turned on the tape
recorder and gave David a copy of the Call to read. I sat down
behind him while he read it aloud.

He did rather well considering he had never read it before.
When he was finished he closed his eyes and took a deep breath.
Nothing happened. I asked him to read the Call again. He did a
and after only a few seconds he said, "1 have a landscape. 1 see a
landscape."

I was relieved beyond words. "What does it look like?"
David proceeded to describe in surprising detail a desert vista

of flat, trackless white crystalline powder stretching to the hori-
zon. Great gray columns of volcanic rock towering over the plane
broke the monotony of the scene. Between the columns the
ground was pockmarked with countless gaping pits.

That was it. othing else was occurring. I asked him to
read the call a third time. This time there was movement. From
out of a pit in the center of his field of vision arose a black
cone. He said it sparkled from the inside and upon its surface
with thousands of little sparks tbat jumped from one star to
another.

I as.ked,"Is this LAJDROM~"
David grabbed his pencil and notepad and quickly scribbled

something. I looked at wbat he had drawn. It looked like four
very poorly drawn Enochian letters. At the time it meant noth-
ing to me. I asked for a clearer answer. "Is this LAIDROM?"

"It's him! It's him! I see him."
He described a humanoid figure draped in the same mate-

rial from which the cone was constructed. He had an egg-shaped
head but no face. His bands were like mittens--there were no
fingers. He reached his arm toward the ground and "drew" a dia-
gram io the saod io front of hiro. David quickly copied the fig-
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ure on the notepad. It was 3 square divided diagonally by two
lines with a small circle in the lower left-hand corner. We took
thi to be LAlDROM's signature.

We were all very excited. It was as if the entire class saw
David' vision in our mind's eye. Then it occurred to me. ow
that we've got this guy, what the hell are we to do with him?

Before I could think of what to do next, David said, "Lon, I
feel like..J feeLI could make strange ounds,"

This was a twist. "Let your elf." I told him. "Go with it." I
tried to sound calm.

"Naw-n tahelo hoh athayzo raygayeff. ..this is bullshitl"
W o! Relax let it happen!"
"I mean it, I feel like an idiot. I'm too...zil-zi-anzilzi-lo-da-

arp lIan-ta ...{inaudible) ... tif ..efl!/! thar-zi. I am sorry. That's aU.
othing like this has ever happened before. I ju t. felt like doing

it." David's apology was comical. We an broke into nervous
giggle_

It had been quite an evening. As \ e had planned nothing
particular to do with LAIDROM I thought it wi e to quit while
we were ahead. I asked David to thank our pirit guest for hi
visit and proceeded to banih and do e the temple.

One of the da members had brought along his Enochian
Dictionary' and suggested we try to use it to see if David' strange
babbling actually meant something. 1 rewound the tape and
played it back from the beginning. Everything was crystal clear
right up to the time of WDROM' appearance, when the tape
developed an irritating distortion. We joked that it was the fault
of malicious spirit and expected it to oon dear up. It did not.
In fact by the time the tape reached David's babbling we could
hardly pick his voice out from behind the bank of white noise.

, Tile Complete Enochia" Dictionary-A Dictionary of theAngelic Lan-
gr,age as Revealed to Dr. John Dee and Edward Kelley, by Donald C.
Laycock.Pirst edition (London: Askin Publisher, 1978); most recent
edition (York Beach, ME: Samuel Weiser,1994).
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As soon as the good stuff was over the distortion suddenly
stopped.

Noise notwithstanding. after replaying the section of tape a
dozen times or more we picked up enough of what was being
said to write down three audible strings of syllables:

naw-tI tahelo hoh athayzo raygayeff.
zd-zi-anzilzi-Io-da-arp nan-ta ...(inaudible) and
ef..efee thar-zi.
Starting at the beginning we painstakingly played with the

phonetics of each word (and the word/words following) and at-
tempted to match them with words in the Enochian Dictionary.
Obviously we weren't being very scientific, nor I confess, very
objective. This was aUvery exciting and romantic and I am sure
that night we would have squeezed some profundity out of any
string of sounds. Be that as it may, it took less than an hour to
break the sounds up as follows:

Nanta, elo Hoath zorge ef.-Which translated neatly to:
"Spirit of Earth, first worshiper friendly vi it."

Zil rien-"Stretch forth hands."
Zilodarp anta-""Stretch forth and conquer Spirit of Earth:'
Ef ethani-"Visit in peace."

Needless to say we were all very impressed. At the end of the
evening it was agreed that from then on class would meet two
times a week to pursue Enochian magick. Sadly, David's ability
to break spontaneously into the Enochian language would di-
minish rapidly as his familiariry with the language of the Calls
increased. After the fourth or fifth session he lost the ability com-
pletely. His visions, on the other hand, became clearer, more in-
formative, and more provocative.



CHAPTER 21

Enochian Spirits
-ACMB/CU

The Enochian Studies class continued twice weekly for nearly
three years. During that time David was the primary shyer,
but each of us regularly took our turn at the wheel. We sys-
tematically worked our way through the spirits of the Elemen-
tal Tablets starting with the Seniors,' then the Kerubs,' then
the Servitors.'

Early in our work with the planetary Seniors a most extraordi-
nary session took place..Our subject that evening was ACMBICU,
Mercury Senior of the Elemental Tablet of Earth. He was only the
fourth Senior we had called forth, and his appearance was a shock-
ing departure from those of the previous visions.

Before our first session with ACMBICU each Senior appeared
attractively humanoid or even superhuman. ACMBICU imrne-

I Six Seninrs per tablet.
, Four primary Kerubs per tablet (one governingeach subangle).
J Sixteen primary Servitors per tablet (four per subangle under the
rulership of the primaryKerub).

Mater al pro'lQ.do por oerecros de autor
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diately emerged in David' vision a monstrous variation of a
great ape. His actions were violent and seneeless,

"What is this thing doing?" I asked.
To this day Ican still hear David's deep and dramatic voice.

"He is squatting down on the ground ... and throwing mud in his
crotch."

All attempts to communicate with ACMBICU were answered
by similar ob cene and in crutable gestures. Thi wa hardly the
androgynous visage, refined behavior, and eloquent conversation
we expected from a spirit of Mercury.

Over and over again I asked the tandard set of questions
that we developed when working with the other Seniors: What is
the nature of your being? \"'hat are your dutie in nature? How
do you manifest in the human heart, the human emotions, in
human desires? Have you ever possessed a figure in human his-
tory? Have your qualities ever been described as a character in
literature that we might recognize?' ACMBICU ignored every
question.'

Eventually his behavior locked in a curious repetitious loop.
David d cribed 3 line of white rocks about the ize of footballs
laying on the dirt in front of the spirit. ACMBICU then would
pick up one rock in hi right hand and another rock in his left
band and replace one with the other on the ground. He tben did
the same thing, replacing tbe rock to their original places. This
happened over and over again until we gave up, banished the

• I realize these questions may seem trange and omewbat trivial.
We learned early in our Enoebian work tbat we learn nothing from
a spirit uole we understand bow it executes its specific duties in
nature and ourselves. It hould be obviou that historic or literary
character are expee ion of spirits. When the VenusSenior of the
Elemental Tablet of Air tells you be pos essed Isadora Duncan,
you immediately understand a thousand collateral things about tbe
pirit.

• I do recall it telling us tbat ils sacred animal wa the armadillo.
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temple and called it a night. It was the first time that a ses ion
ended in such disappointment. Poor David worried that he might
be losing his seership skills the same way he lo t the ability to
speak Enochian.

After the lights came up and the tea was poured we debriefed
like we did every session. David made a quick sketch of
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Figure 4. LAIDROM, Mars Senior of the Elemental Tablet of
Earth (read right to left) ACMBICU, Mercury enior of the

Elemental Tablet of Earth (read top to bottom).
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ACMBICU and we all pas ed it around and joked about its
muddy crotch. I a ked David to draw the rocks.

"What' there to draw? They were ... rocks!"
He hurriedly drew seven rough circles in a vertical line. Then

he drew a double-headed arrow pointing to and from the ec-
ond and fourth rocks from the top. We cratched our heads and
concluded there was no co míe significance to the drawing or
our evening's labor.

As I removed the Elemental Tablet of Earth from the table, I
tried to locate ACIMBCU's name written in Enochian on the
bottom left vertical arm of the great ero that separates the Tablet
in to four equal ections. I couldn't find it. I sat the tablet down
and looked more closely. I lettered all my Tablets usiug Enochian
characters that are rather hard to read, e pecially after a long
night. Then the proverbial light bulb went on over my head.

Seven rocks. seven letters in ACMBICU' name. I took the
drawing ofDavid' rocks and labeled them A-C-M-B·I-C-U. Then
I looked at my Tablet of Earth; A-B-M-C-I-C-U. The coloring
on the sides of the C and the B pyramids was exactly alike. When
I glued the pyramids to the Tablet I must have carelessly reversed
their position and didn't catch my mistake until now.

"Look at this!" I called David and the others over to see my
discovery." o wonder ACMBICU was so screwed up! We weren't
talking to ACMBICU we were talking to his perverted cousin
ABMCICU ... who was kind enough to show us what we were
doing wrongl'"

• horrly after the first ACMBICUse ion, a friend was kind enough
10 give me a set of microfilm enlargements of Dee and Kelley's"re-
formed" tablets. In these later versionsof the tablets there are numero
ous changes in the lettering of the squares. In the reformed versions
the Mercury Senior of Earth is spelledAHMUCU.

Mater'al protegido por derechos de actor
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Enochian Spirits
-EHNB

Of all the Enochian Elemental spirits we contacted during the
three-year heyday of the Guild of Enochian Studies, lODe in par-
ticular became the object of repeated and concenrrated work-
ings. The spirit is EHNB, the ruling entity of the small but im-
mensely powerful Tablet of Union (Spirit Tablet).

The Tablet of Union is the key to the Enochian Elemental sys-
tem, just as the quintessential clement, Spirit, is the key to the el-
emental universe. pirit is the glue that binds the other four ele-
ments together to form the building blocks of creation. It is also the
barrier that prevents the elements from dissolving into ODeanother
and turning the universe into mush. Spirit is always pushing and
pulling at the same time. This dual role is expressed in Elemental
Magick as two pentagrams-Spirit Activeand Spirit Passive.

The Enochian Tablet of Union is actually a simplified and
Macrocosmic rendition of the four Elemental Tablets.l It is made

I G.O.E.S., the informal name of our little group.
1 Seemy Tarotof Ceremonial Magick (York Beach, ME:Samuel Weiser,
1995).

Matenal proíeqido por derechos de autor
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Figure 5. The Enochian Tablet of Union.
The letters EHNB rule their respective names and elements,

making EHNB the ruler of the rulers of the Elements.

up of the name of the four great spirits of the elements:
EXARP-great pirit of Air who rules the entice Elemental Tab-
let of Air; HCOMA-who rules the entire Elemental Tablet of
Water; ANTA-who rules the entire Elemental Tablet of Earth;
and BlTOM-who rules the entire Elemental Tablet of Fire. See
figure 5.

These four great spirits rule the entire Elemental universe
and the spirit represented by the first letter of each of their names
(EHNB) rules the four great spirits! Anyway you look at it EHNB
is one big spirit in the Enochian system. One side of each of the
four pyramids of its name is attributed to an element (E-Air, H-
Water, -Earth, B-Fire). The remaining three ides are pure Spirit.
(ln other words, the elemental structure of EHNB is a powerful
yet balanced mixture of twelve parts Spirit, one part Air, one part
Water, one part Earth, and one part Pire.)

As a group we avoided the Tablet of Union for nearly a year
because of a comment made by Aleister Crowley in his Book of
Thoth:

Generally speaking, the attributions of Spirit are not dear
and simple like those of the other elements. It is very
remarkable that the Tablet of Spirit in the Enochian 515-
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tern is the key to all mischief; as, in the Hindu system,
Akasha is the Egg of Darkness.'

He doesn't go on to explain what he means by "...the key to all
mischíef.," but it was enough to keep us away from working the
Tablet of Union for a very long time. When we finally got up the
nerve to do it, we were most pleasantly surprised. Fearing "mis-
chief:' David and I decided to first do it privately a day or so
before class.

First of all, EHNB is extremely easy to call fortb. The temple
opening ceremony is very brief and only tbe first and second
Calls are intoned. David immediately described a circular temple
setting with circular well in the center of tbe íloor and a domed
ceiling with a circular bole in the top. EHNB in humanoid form
(and dressed rather ostentatiously and wearing an enormous ring)
stood near the welL

I began with the same question I had asked aU the Enochian
spirits upon their appearance. ''What is tbe nature of your be-
ing?"

It did not answer verbally, but stretched forth its hand, and,
with its finger, pointed to the circumference of the temple floor.
David interpreted, "Its nature is universal."

"What are its specific dune ?"
David answered in the first person. "The mechanism of the

universe you understand or can ever understand is contained
within me. I am everything. J do everything. Iknow everything."

I didn't know what to say. 1didn't know what to ask. Finally
Iasked David what EH B was doing now.

"Just standing by tbe weUlooking bored."
1wanted time to think. EHNB was more than I was pre-

pared for. I asked David to thank it for coming and ask it if it
would readily appear again for other members of the class if we

> The Book of Thoth, by Aleister Crowley (York Beach, ME. Samuel
Weíser, 1974), p. 177.
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called it in the same manner. It agreed. We then bade it farewell
and clo ed the temple.

At the next class David and J did not share the EHNB story
with the others. Instead I asked another class member if she would
be willing to kry a pirit from the Tablet of Union. Our volun-
teer was not as skilled as David, nor wa he possessed with his
rich vocabulary of visual image. evcrthele s, EHNB appeared
to her standing before a circular campfire surrounded by a circle
of stones. He wore a fringed leather coat and fringed pants. I
asked he.r if she had anything she wished to ask EHNB. She de-
clined, feeling almost intimidated by it presence,

After I banished and closed, David and I related the story of
our first EHNB encounter with the other members of the class.
Everyone was struck by the similarities of the two visions. We
decided for the time being that EH B would be the focus of our
elemental workings.

lo the months and years that followed, EHNB proved with-
out question to be the mo t cooperative and informative spirit
in the Enochian elemental system. In my opinion it is the da sic
pirit guide. One evening. while questioning it on the nature of

time, I asked if it was aware of the periods of life and conscious-
ness that we humans view as incarnation .EHNB an wered in
the affirmative. I then asked if it could how u vi ion of our
previou incarnations. Again the answer was yes.

"Then how me one of mine," I foolishly asked. "Show me
bow I died."

The seer began to describe an urban cene of what appeared
to be a city in the ear Ea t. A young man with a bu hy mus-
tache was on the rooftop of a building about two or three storie
high. Telegrapb poles and lines were in view telling us that we
were no farther back in time than the mid-19th century. There
was laughter. The young man stepped to the edge of the roof
and put hi foot on a wire that stretched over the street 10 an-
other building. He fell. He died. The end.

Mater al protegido por derechos de alotar
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Iwant to make it perfectly dear that although I believe in
the continuity of existence, Ido not hold to the implistic theory
that upon death a vaporous ghost containing our oul floats out
of our dead body and goes to orne cosmic waiting room while a
karmic committee talLie up our unfulfilled need and desires
and matches us up with two unsuspecting fool who de erve the
hell that we will put them through as much as we deserve the
hell they will put us through. I am ver)' confident, however, in
the cycles of nature, and J do not see any reason to believe that
the same cyclic behavior we observe in the universe around us
cannot apply to consciousness and the continuity of our exist-
ence. Perhaps, because of tbe fragile nature of time, we are living
all our "incarnations" imultaneou Iy.'

That being said, I will remind you that a an infant I had
many memorie tbat could be interpreted a stemming from pre-
vious incarnations. I confess not one of them, to my recollec-
tion, had the remotest semblance to the one described by EHNB
00 that evening, Be that as it may, in my first year of college I
volunteered to be tbe subject in a study of hypnotic age regres-
sion.' I was hypnotized by a licen ed and experienced hypno-
therapist and regressed past infancy to tbe last moments of a
theorized previou incarnation. I was a young man. I had a thick
black moustache that I could easily see when [lowered myeyes.
I was dres ed in loo e white pant and a white hirt that was
open to my navel. Iwas on a rooftop looking aero s to a build-
ing of the same heigh t across the street. A wire joined the two
buildings, Motivated by a wire-walking act I had recently seen,
and urged on by my mischievous friends, I picked up a length of
pipe to use as my balancing pole and stepped onto the wire. I
fell. J died. The end.

• This wouldcertainlybe the casein a dimensionalenvironmentwbere
time is transcended.
s Thi information was not known to the seer.



CHAPTER 23

Enochian Spirits
-A Postscript

As 1mentioned before, the Guild of Enochian Studies met twice
a week for nearly three years. The lodge grew surprisingly fast
and put increasing demands upon my time. Even though I have
not resurrected the G.O.E.S. per se, I still make Enochian skrying
sessions part of my regular magick class, and encourage even
beginning students to learn the basics and start a personal pro-
gram of exploration.

Today, scholarship on Enochian magick is greater than at any
other time in history. Aspects of the system that our little class
never even approached are currently the ubject of thorough
examination and lively discussion. I am thrilled at the conversa-
tions I foUow 00 the Enochian "chat" lines and am gratified to
see that a new generation of brilliant Enochian magicians is giv-
iog this marvelous system the attention it deserves. My personal
Enochian work for the last ten years has for the most part been
limited to my repeated exploration of the thirty Enochian heav-
ens, or Aethyrs.

M aterial protegido por derechos de autor
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Figure 6. The thirty heavens, or Aethyrs; of the
Enochian IIniverse surround the four Elemental

Watchtowers in thirty concentric spherees.

ln read of da ifying the material and celestial universe and
the levels of human consciousness in terros of the ten sephiroth
and twenty-two path of the Qabalistic diagram called the Tree
of Life. Enochian magick see the world arranged a little differ-
ently. Surrounding the four Elemental Tablets (or watchtowers)
that form the matter and energies of the phenomenal universe,
there are thirty spherical Aethyrs, one enveloping another like
layers of an onion, Like the paths and sephiroth of the Tree of

Material protegido por derechos de autor
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Life, eacb Aethyr i reflected in the "software" of the human con-
sciousne S matrix.

The qabalistic magician engages in a program of "path-
workings" and sy ternatically explores tbe paths and sephiroth
of the Tree of Life in skrying sessions. It i common, even for
beginners, to obtain some visions in all levels of the Tree. But, to
tho e who are truthful with themselves, it is always obviou when
they have reached a level where their current level of initiation
(the highest le el of consciousness they can currently achieve)
prevent them from obtaining an undistorted vision of that plane,

The Enochian magician explores the thirty Aethyrs in pre-
cisely the arne manner. Over the years I have sy tematically
skryed all thirty Aethyr half a dozen times. Each time starts out
very strong, the early Aethyrs clear and full of useful informa-
tion and insight. Then, inevitably, there comes a point where
the vision is seen as through a glass darkly. The messages are
jumbled and cryptic, the angelic governors unstable and crabby.
It is then that I know tbat I have reached the limit of my per-
sonallevel of initiation. I mu t do something with myself and to
myself to break through to the next higher level of conscious-
ness. More often than not, I find that the key to achieving the
next level is to be found in my own diary, in the note from the
last Aethyr I could succe fully penetrate.

I confe ,I still don't get very far before I bit the "gla darkly"
stage. evertheless, I feel that by periodically visiting the Aethyr ,
no matter how di torted most of them may be, a magician can
gain real insight a to hi or her personal spiritual progre . Fur-
thermore, unlike qabalistic pathworkings that are often "jump-
started" by guided imagery exercises telling the seer what they
"should" be seeing at any given point ("In Hod you will meet a
man in an orange cloak eating fishsricks with his toes."), the
Enochian seer is obliged to view vi ion that are entirely unique
to rus or ber vocabulary of images.

'v1alenal p'otegldo por derechos de autor



CHAPTER 24

The Curse of Belial
(Never Share a

Fiend with a Friend)
Aleister CeO\ ley wrote, "the ingle upreme Ritual i . the t-

tainment of the Knowl dge and Conver ation of the H Iy
uardi n Angel. It is the raising of the complete mall in verti-

cal straight line, Any deviation from thí line tend to be orne
bl k magi, ny other operation is bla k magi ...If the a-
gician needs to perform any other operation than this, it is
only la fui in ofar as it is a necessary pre1imin ry to That

De V ork,"
Th Western magical tradition teache there are ten maj r

I ndmark.s in th initiate' journey, Th of u ren't co-
graphic landmark , rather, they are ten pr gressively higher lev-
I of con dousn , rodent of Ea tern my ticism are qui k to

point our tbat at lea t ven of th landm rks r co n
correspond nicely with tbe even chakra or p chi centers in
the human body, Either way you look at it, nainment to the

I Ma 'de-BooIcPour=Liber AM-Part m-Ma 'dein TlltOry lidPrac-
tia, by A1eister Crowle (YorkBeach,ME: Samuel '" 'ser, )997), p, 275,
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next le el endov s the initiate with gre ter insight, wisdom, and
P fW r.

When Crowley wrote about Knowledge and Conversation of
UteHoly Guardian Ange~ he W referring pecificaJJy to achiev-
ing and maintaining the le el of consciousn COTT pending to
the ixth ephira of the Tree of Life. In Ba tern term. this coin-
cide with the opening of the Anahata chakra (heart, or hri t

center) in the human psychic bod .
Until lh initiate ha chie ed thi ) vel of cons iousn , h

or he is ro re or I blind to the true nature of hi or her spiri-
tual condition, nd therefore ill equipped lo m ke competent
magical decision The only acts of magid< that are lawful be-
fore this grad is achieved are those d igned to break. down ob-
tade that prevent the magi ian' magi al progress toward that

goal.
More often than not, the ne magi ian doesn't have a du

as to what th ob tad really are. Con uently, magical wor -
íngs at thi tage of one' career are a bit and miss affair, and

ften m t with le than roaring ucce . So high is the failur
rate that many magical in tructor forbid their tuden from
dabbling in anything other than the invocation of the Holy
Guardian Angel. Thi, T feel, i a mi take. Unle few thing
blow up in your face you will never learn what you will need to
do, and who yoll will need to become to a oíd such mistak in
the future.

It i true that if I h d listened to my te cher before I evoked
Orob for th first tim I could h ve pared myself the agoniz-
ing pain of burning my eY' with cinnamon oil On the other
hand, 1 w uld have missed the opportunir to learn a score of
inv luable magical le n: I would have denied my elf a price-
I e ()- b nering exp rience; 1 might have never have becorm
aware of the v Ti u part of my oul; 1 might have remained

Z See chapters 16 and 17.



committee would omehow approv th p cica without read-
in it. r figured it ~ m unambl u us . ill to k p working
I f lisbJy sugg edtbat w enter inr j int evocation of Goetic
spirit.

Matt loved the idea. We thumbed through the text tog ther
and seníed on Señal, the 6 th spirit of the Go tin. a spirit [ had
beret fore n t evok d. Th text read :

BELlAL--He is a Mighty and Powerful King, and was
created next aftu Iud r.He app areth in the Perm of
Two Beautiful AJlgels sittin in a Chariot of Pire. He
peoketh with a Cornel ~ice,and declareth that he fell

fir. t from among the worthier $ort, that were before
Michael, and other Heavenly Angels. His office is to dis-
tribut. P~ ntatiansand natorships; etc, and to cause
favour of Friends and of Poes. He giWlh excdlent Pa-
miliars; and govem tit O Legions of pirits. ote well
that this mg Belial must llave Offi rings, crifiw lUId
Gifts presented unto him by the Exorcist. OT else he will
not give True AJlSwers unto his Demand». But then he
tarrieth not one hour in the Truth, unless he be con-
trained by Divine Power ... '

S use Belial appear two iot , I thought it particularly
appropriate for an opec lion in 01 in magician. I h d n ver
p rmed a dual ev cation before' I wa un ure a lo the
best y to proc ed, I decided Matt and I hould operate imul-
tan ou I from diRi rent locati (our r pe ti h ro ).1
et to work making two po ter-board triangles and two pap r

) The Goetia, The LesserKey of olomon the Kú¡g,trans, amuel Liddell
MacGregor Mathe.r , edit d, annotated. introduced, and enlarged by
Aleister Crowl . M recent edition b Hymenaeus Beta (Yor Bea h,
ME: mue! eiser, 1995).
• J didn't realize at the tim t.hatit wa t.h tupid I idea in the world!
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Figure 7. igil of Goetic pirit Belial

versions of Belial's igil.I al o engraved the demon' sigil on two
opper di ks, On the back of ea b di k I engraved the da ic

Terragrarnmaton Pentagram. he e we would wear around our
necks during the evocations.

I wr te up two outline ritual . Mine would be the more elabo-
rate version similar to the one I used for the evocation of Orobas
and others, Matt' version wa ver impl and de ign d prima-
rily to link his temple with mine.

Matt lived Ie s than t\ o mile from my borne, so it was
very easy for me to go to hi house and help him er up hi
circle and triangle and as ure myself that he and bis temple
were in order. Matt had never done anything like thi bef re
and was under tandably a little nervou . We ca t hi circle
around a gigantic ea y chair in hi living room so he could sit
comfortably during the ten or fifteen minute I e timated it
wouJd take for the evocation.

Before I left Matt' hou e 1bani bed the room and con e-
crated his circle. We briefly reviewed what he wa to do in the
joint ceremony. It was very simple. After 1 left he was to take
a bower while he repeated the appropriate ver e.s He wa
then to put on his bath robe (he didn't have a magical robe)
and enter hi living room temple. He was to place bis paper
igil (\ hich wa drawn on the ba k of a letter igned by one

of the bank loan officers) in the triangle and hi copper igil
around his neck. Then, for the duration of the pecified time

, Seechapter 16 (Evocationof OTObal.
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he was to remain in the chair within the circle and repeat a
hort mantra;

Belial thou migbty King,
e ept thou now thi offering.
end forth your legion to ecure,

The Loan Committee' ignature.'

Matt wa then to wait in the circle until I returned to banish and
do his temple.

We synchronized our watcbe and r ru hed home to begin
the conjuration at the designar d moment. Belial demand
offering and iti, r decided, with unchara teristic rna-
chisme, tbet I would initiate the proceedings by scratching the
sigil of demon n my left arm with comp point and th n
s mping the mark with my blood onto a round piece of parch-
ment. This 1placed in the triangle to serve a the material basis
for tb pirir' manifestation.

My conjurati n wa accompanied by no strange occurrences
whatsoever. Although I didn't actually ee the spirit in the tri-
angle, my inner sen e II informed me loud and de r that Belial
greedily accepted my sacrifice of bl od and that the object of
our operation uld succeed. After giving th pirit hi barge. (
bani bed the temple and ru hed ba to Matt' ho e.

1 found Matt in his black bathrobe itting in his big easy
chair. He seemed a linle haken. I P rf rmed th bani bing ritu-
al of thepentagram and hexagram, then asked him how it went.
He id, "Well ... I'm not ure, But I think I'd like to take anomer
h wer, Don't it in that chair."

Matt dí ppeared into the bathroom and took a quick shower.
He returned with a t wei and bottle of pine nted di infectant.
Without saying a word he proceeded to thoroughly clean hi chair.

• I know.I kno . I~ hopei Iy corny. 1am emb rrassed \O even write
about it, At the time Marl and I thought il incredibly heavy.
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This was very strange. I didn't know if I wanted lo know
what was going OD.

"Let's go get something to eat," he finally said. "My treat."
Over dinner he told me the most remarkable story.
ID my first draft of this chapter Iwrote dOWDas much as

I could remember concerning bis story. I read it to Matt to
see if there was anything he could add. He said it was fine,
but got out his journal of that period just to double cbeck. It
was the first time I had ever seen his diary. After reading it I
asked him if I he would allow me to reproduce his diary notes
instead of using what I had written. He graciously consented.
Please excuse his abbreviations and shorthand use of the lan-
guage. (Compared to some of my diary entries, Matt's note
read like Shakespeare.)

7/23-6:30-8:15 p
Black magic ceroDemon Belial w/Milo to bewitch for
bank loan. Did simul. Milo at his house, me at mine.
My part did DOtgo as planned but think it worked.
Very strange. See below.

M. strung dothesline cirde around my Lazyboy.
Inside a cardboard .ó we put a letter signed by _
from the bank. On the back M. drew magic symbol
of Belial

[hand drawn symbol in diary here]
M. also scratched the same sign on two copper

circles for us to wear around our necks. M. vanished
(sic.) my house before he went home to do his thing.
AlII to do was shower and "feel holy" and at 6:30 sit
in my cbair and repeat a poem M. made up-

Belialthou mighty king, accept thou now this offering.
Send forth your legions to secure,
the loan committee's signature.

I to stay in chair till he returns back lo vanish (sic.)
my house again. Around 6:10 showered and tried to

Mat~n II pr?tegldo por derechos de autor
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read another poem M. wrote fOT me to say. Got it
wet-couldn't read it. I put on bathrobe and tried to
put medallion around my neck The chain got snagged
on robe and broke. 6:25 sat down in my chair and
tried to relax. Too hot for bathrobe. Took off. Put
medallion 00 the chair between my legs. unlight com-
ing in from partially opened front door uncomfort-
ably bright in my eye. Closed eyes and tried to re-
member the poem.

Hard to ay what happeoed oext b/e so unlike any-
thing that every (sic)

I fell asleep. Sitting up in the chair witb the sun in
my face. lo dream J saw myself reclined in chair with
K. naked and astride me like Thes. night, It was so
unlike her to make love in the daylight, Great sex, and
started to climax, but in back of my mind knew I was
upposed to be doing something else. ( ote: first wet

dream since tarting my journals. nearly six.years!) I
tried to wake up. J was laughing at crazines of whole
thing. But I didn't know if [ was laughing in dream
tate or awake. The climax brought me fullyeonsOou .

Confused/embarrassed. Chair wet with i ue. Medal-
lion covered. Am sure not what M. had in mind for
my part of ceremony. Clock read 6:45. M. due back
soon to vani h (sic.). I put on my robe aod cleaned
up the chair as much can (sic.) and waited in ide the
circle for him to return.

I wasn't ure I was going to but I told M. pretty
much everything that happened. He thought I was
joking at first and said that nothing like that had ever
happened to him=-told me ound like I got the good
half of tbe demon.

I wa a bit uncomfortable with the sexual componen! of Matt's
experience, especially because it was not part of the original op-
eration. It seemed uncomfortably like an act of spiritual vampir-
ism. Still, I did not hare my concerns with Matt because [ did

Material protegido por derechos de autor
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Each morning (Saturdays and Sundays included) at 10:00A.M.

he arrived to "open" his favorite bar. He drank beer. smoked ci-
gars and ate lightly (mostly pickled eggs and burritos) until 5:00
P.M. (wben he bad to be borne to feed hi dog). He did what
chores he could manage until around 8:00 P.M. when he passed
out. He awoke every morning at 3:00 A.M.) showered and drank
black coffee while he drew in bis studio-drew wonderful things;
terrible things; little things that he sent out regularly for publi-
cation; big things that covered his wall with monstrous specters
from his tortured soul

Matt and J appeared at rus home at 5:30 A.M. the next day
and talked to him about the project. He was perfectly sober and
enthusiastic about the project. We told bim what we could pay
and he accepted without quibbling.

Old Jack Barr served us weU throughout the entire project,
but in order for us to exploit rus talent, Matt and Iwere obliged
to radically adjust the schedule of oUI lives to accommodate the
old man's nightmarish daily cycle. The three of us met daily at
6:00 A.M. to see the newest drawings and layout plans for the
next night's work. We had to carefully write out every detail of
instrucrion because when lack woke up at 3:00 A.M. he would be
unable to remember the previous day's conversation.

Jack Barr was just one of the "demon" helpers who labored
fOT u on this venture. Each one executed bis or her assigned
task to our satisfaction, but each also brought with them some
vice or infernal flaw that managed to extract from Matt and me
some painful measure of personal concession. Iam not exagger-
ating when I say it was truly like working with pack of demons.

Still, the results were impressive. Matt's career was off with a
bang. The books were printed. The "game" was manufactured.
Matt lectured at a local University and was "discovered" by a
newspaper reporter. who plashed his picture and story across
the front page of the Accent section of the Sunday Los Angeles
Times. This publicity led to the direct-mail sale of the entire first

'v1atenal p'otegldo por derechos de autor
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would incur while he was away. Matt accepted. The treatment
took fiveweeks, during which time Charles confided in Matt the
nature of his busines . In keeping with the theme of this chapte.r
J need only say that Charles wa a creature of the underworld
and Matt had unwittingly become one of his minion.

Predictably, Charles paid Matt in cash-cash that Matt put
in hi briefca e for the return flight home-a brief ca e that was
opened by airport officials in the Midwe t-airport officials that
had questions---questions Matt would not answer.

In all likelihood the authorities realized that Matt was more
or les an innocent acquainrance of Charles who was in the wrong
place at the wrong time carrying a large amount of questionable
cash. everthel s, they mistakenly believed Matt could give them
useful information concerning Charles' operation, and io order
to pre sure him to cooperate, they arrested him 00 a.number of
charge (none of which included the charges of stupidity and iIl-
placed loyalty). Bail and subsequent legal fees devastated Matt'
finances. He lost his house to foredo ure. As the home loan was
the original object of our magical operation I called Matt and
told him that it wa dear that Belial had turned against the game
plan and urged that we exorcise him from our lives. He agreed.

I conjured Belial one last time and gave him license to de-
part and dismissed him from my service. I then burned his pa-
per sigil and sanded his sign from the copper medallion. I drove
to Matt's "new" home on the beach and together we performed
a brief exoro m. Instead of anding down his copper medallion,
Matt wanted to destroy it by casting it into the sea where it wouLd
quickly corrupt in the salt water.

We stepped to the water's edge. Mart hurled it with a mighty
weep and it shot out to ea like a tiny flying saucer, The ea

breeze caught it like a Frisbee and lifted it a few feet higher than
its original trajectory. Suddenly, a eagull intercepted the disk in
mid air and caught it firmly in its beak. Matt and J couldn'r be-
lieve what we were eeiog. We waved our arm and screamed at
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Figure 8. Sigil of Goetic Spirit Andromalius

tion. I can never be sure that my advice i correct because I have
no way of knowing another person's karmic profile or the depth
of their commitment to the operation.

A few years after my experience with Belial, two of our dear-
est friends, Pat and Terry, bought the most beautifully appointed
Volkswagen camper. They were wildly generous with it and seized
any excuse to take Constance and me and other lodge members
on road trips, carnpouts, baseball games, and mini-vacation.
Then, less than two months after buying it, the new van was to-
len from the parking lot of a movie theater.

The police held out no hope of its recovery. Pat and Terry
lived less than ixty miles from the Mexican border, and it
was likely that the car was out of the country before they came
out of the theater and discovered it missing. We were all heart-
broken. Just out of frustration and outrage Iwanted to evoke
Andromalius, I who brings back stolen things. But then I re-
membered my experience with Belial and reconsidered. Idid,
however, in truct Pat how he might easily evoke Andromaliu .

Pat was not very enthu ia tic about performing that kind of
magick and Iwas sure that a half-hearted effort would fail. Pat

, The Goetia, Tile Lesser Key of Solotllon the King, trans. Samuel Liddell
MacGregor Mathers, edited, annotated, introduced, and enlarged by
Aleister Crowley. Most recent edition by Hymenaeus Beta (York Beach,
ME. Samuel Weiser,1995)."...He is an Enr/, Grearand Mighty, appear-
ing in the Form of ti Man holding a Grear Serpent in his HIlJId. His
Office is to bring back both a Thief, and rhe Goods wlrich be stolen; and
to discover aU Wickedlless, and Underhand Dealing; and ro punish all
Thieves and other Wicked People; and aiso to discover Treasures that be
Hid. He ruleth of 36 Legions of Spirits ..."
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performed some kind of conjuration of Andromalius (he never
told me exactly what he did) and gave the spirit two weeks to
recover the car.

To everyone's surprise, the car was recovered exactly two
week later at the Mexican border-the thieves had taken it
to Mexico and were trying to cross back into the United States
with a shipment of contraband parrots. Andromalius was a
hero.

A few days later I told the story to the accountant at work
who immediately demanded that I tell her how to whip up
Andrornalius. Her sister's car had just been stolen by her ex-hu -
band. I sketched out the spirit's sigil and gave ber a crash course
in Solomonic evocation. Tbe next morning she related to me
how she drew a chalk circle and triangle on the floor of her ga-
rage and stood in the circle with a bottle of tequila and screamed
curses at her former brother-in-law in the form of the sigil of
Andromalius in the triangle. That night when I left work he
greeted me in the parking lot in her sister's recovered car (a VW
van) and rewarded me with a big kiss and a gift box of Boodles
British Gin (my favorite).

Since then, I have "given" Andromalius to four other in-
dividuals for the return of their stolen automobiles.' He hasn't
failed yet-and I am at a loss to explain why. In my opinion
none of these people even came near plumbing the infernal.
depths of their ephesh Hell to harne s the blind power of
their personal demons.' Their stolen cars, wbile a painful lo ,

• One person didn't even get a chance to evoke him. She left our
house in a cab with Andromalius' sigildrawn on the back of an enve-
lope.When she returned home her car (a VWbus) waswaiting for her
in her driveway.
) Constance evoked Andromalius to recover a large box of vitamins
and other motherly giftswhich shesent at great expenseto our son in
Iapan.I had no doubts that "Andy"would complyto a mother's wrath,
especiallywben the nourishment of the baby bird is at stake. Sure
enough, the box showed up in Japan. All our subsequent shipments
bear the sigilof Andrornaliusconspicuouslydisplayedfront and back.
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presented more of an inconvenience than gut-wrenching out-
rage. Most of them, to my knowledge, merely went through
the motions of standing for a moment in a circle and making
a wish at a paper sigil in a triangle. Why did it work? Is
Andromalius that easy to enlist? Is he that cooperative?

I feel I must apologize to the reader because J have no clean
explanation for this spirit's behavior. It runs counter to my magi-
cal field theory about what these spirits are and how they oper-
ate. The only thing I can say is this. If your car gets stolen and
you want it back (especially if it is a VW bus)-it sure couldn't
hurt to evoke Andromalius,



CHAPTER 26

Attack of Aunt Gladys' Ghost

I am often asked if [ have ever been attacked personally by a
spirit. People are disappointed if I can't terrorize them with some
tale of spiritual mayhem. Alas, [ have to tell you that (with the
exception of my first evocation of Orobas when it was more a
case of my own stupidity than the malice of the spirit) I have
never been attacked by any spirit that I have formally evoked. I
was, however, nearly killed by a spirit I didn't evoke.

Crime statistics show that if you are going to be murdered,
it will most likely be by a family member. This is obviously also
the case in the spirit world.

As you may recall from chapter two, my Aunt Gladys lived
nearly her entire life in Wallace, NE. Her story is one of tragedy
and triumph. Crippled at an early age, with a disease that virtu-
ally gelatinized her bones, she bravely overcame the harsh cruel-
ties of prairie life to become one of the most beloved and re-
spected matriarchs of her community. She was charming. She
was witty. All who came near her immediately found themselves
willing slaves of her charisma. Through pure will and strength
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of character she transformed her wheelchair into a throne from
which she dictated the lives of aU within her gravitational field.

Her favorite servants were little boys-neighbor boys-c-rela-
tives-c-it didn't matter. I can't recall ever seeing her without a
tiny footman tirelessly running errands, emptying her chamber
pot, and doing a thousand household chores. When they grew
older she allowed them to drive her to the outermost reaches of
her queendom. While we were living with her, she even attempted
to recruit Marc and me into her service, but years of self-cen-
tered laziness made us poor candidates for martyrdom.

Please do not misunderstand me, Aunt Gladys was a good
woman. She didn't have a malicious gelatinized bone in her body.
She did what she had to do and she did it with great style. Nev-
ertheless, it remains a sad fact tbat many of the dear souls she
dominated docilely allowed their lives and personalities to be
drained of any semblance of independence or will. Her little boys
eventually grew older, but few, it can be said, grew to manhood.
Without her dynamic direction many of them drifted into lives
of tragic loneliness.

One summer, about a year before she died, Gladys traveled
to California for a visit. Constance suggested that we take her to
the Huntington Library and Botanical Gardens in San Marino. I
heartily agreed. Since Jean-Paul was old enough to walk, we vis-
ited the gardens regularly and pretended we lived there. It is one
of the most beautiful places on earth; one hundred and forty-
four acres of magnificent grounds-pine forest, Japanese garden,
Shakespearean garden, fish and turtle ponds, Greek gardens, mas-
sive rose arbors, herb gardens and the world's most extensive
desert garden. It's paradise-and all of it accessible by wheel-
chair.

As we predicted, Gladys loved the Huntington gardens. It was
a thrill just watching her prairie-parched eyes drink in the exotic
colors and forms. Jean-Paul was our guide and I, of course,
pushed the wheelchair. Gladys was visibly affected. Several times

pre ido por dar



CHAPTE.27

How to End an
Autobiography
Without Dying

And now I am faced with the awkward task of ending an autobi-
ography while still alive. I certainly do not intend to die anytime
soon just to provide a clean ending, but as I conclude this little
book it might not be a bad idea to pause for a moment to pon-
der that undiscovered country from whose bourtle "0 traveler re-
turns and share with you my thoughts on death.

Do I believe in an afterlife? Do I believe in karma and rein-
carnation? Do I believe in heaven or hell? Am I afraid to die?
The answer to all these questions is a qualified "Yes."

On the other hand, if you ask me if I believe that when I die
I will be hauled into some celestial courtroom to appear before
the God of Judgment who will convict me on evidence of my
failure in life to sacrifice my intelligence and common sense in
order to believe unquestioningly in a particular cult's interpreta-
tion of the details surrounding an historical or mythological
event, and/or my inability, or disinclination to submit to a par-
ticular collection of ancient superstitions and tribal taboos, then
my answer is an unqualified "No!"

pre oopo oer
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the death coma. On the contrary, I think it highly likely that one's
visions at the moment of death mirror, in perhaps nightmarish
detail, the crystallized "reality" of whatever spiritual worldview
has captured and enslaved the decedent's imagination in life.

For this reason, Iam particularly saddened when I think of
the untold millions of my fellow human beings who have exited
this' plane of existence still harboring tortuous doubts as to their
worthiness to pass such an impossible judgment. Shouldn't reli-
gion be satisfied with terrorizing their devotees into social and
economic obedience during life? Is it really necessary to demand
from these pour souls one last act of tragic self-condemnation
insidiously designed to trigger horrifying visions and unspeak-
able terror during the death experience!

In 1954, I was 6 years old and loved to listen to the radio.
That year one of my favorite songs was Rosemary Cloony's "This
Ole House." The refrain went something like:

Ain't a-gonna need this house no longer
Ai,,'t a-gonna need this house /10 more
Ai,,'t got time to fix the shingles
Ain't got time to fix the floor
Ain't got time to oil the hinges
Nor to mend tire windowpane
Ain't a-gollna need this house 110 longer
I'm a-gettín' ready to meet the saints

It's a perky little tune and I didn't give the words much thought
until my mother was sensitive enough to point out that the house
in the song was really someone's body and they were singing
about getting ready to die. From then on the song gave me the
creeps and Inever sang it again. Istill can't stand the song. but it
makes a very good point. We are not bodies possessing souls. We
are souls inhabiting bodies.

I This Old House, written by Stuart Hamblen. Copyright e 1954
Hamblen Music, renewed. Used by permission. Music available from
Hamblen Music Co, Box 1937, Canyon Country. CA 91386.
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Epilogue:
Holy Man?

I turned 50 on Saturday. I spent the morning writing, and in
the afternoon made a half-hearted attempt to clean up my
office. Constance, bless her heart, spent the whole day getting
our home ready for an invasion of out-of-town guests who
will be arriving in a few days to take their O.T.O. Fifth De-
gree. Last night, my Monday night magick class marked my
half centennial with homemade ice cream and cream puffs.
There was much laughter and wonderful cards and gifts. I can't
deny it, I am a very lucky man. I am surrounded by good
spirits.

Now that I think about it, I've always been surrounded by
good spirits-spirits who execute their various charges on my
behalf through the human vehicles of friends, family, busi-
ness associates, and even strangers. By the same token, it is
clear that Iam also surrounded by "evil" spirits who tirelessly
labor with diabolic tenacity to effect my ultimate undoing.
Ironically these devils also manifest through the human ve-
hicles of friends, family, business associates, and complete
strangers.

Please don't think that r am so presumptuous as to actually
believe that all these people are actually possessed with objective
entities that are the angels or demons of Lon Milo DuQuette.
On the contrary. it is painfully obvious to me that all the spirits
are my own children, creatures of my unique and personal magi-
cal universe. Everyone else on the planet has their own magical
universe. and I am sure there are a great many people for whom

pr oopo oer
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Bishops Lon and Constance DuQuette celebrating the
Mass of the Gnostic Catholic Church.

Lon Milo DuQuette a urnes the role, from time to time, of good
or evil pirit.

I continue to do my best to identify and capture my "evil"
pirit and redirect their destructive energy toward con tructive

end . It is the magician's great work and my piritual occupa-
tion. ometimes I succeed. Sometimes I fail. Elipba Le i put it
perfectly in a stanza of hi poem "The Magician":

Their face and their shape are terrible and trange,
The e devil by my migbt to angel I will change.

M It n II pn el cor er cno d III r
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These nameless horrors I address without affright:
On them will impose my will, the law of light.'

At the beginning of this book, I acknowledged without apology
that I have scorned and rejected the faith of my fathers; that I
invoke and worship strange and terrible gods; that I summon
devils and hold congress with angels, spirits, and demons. Ialso
asked whether or not these pursuits disqualify me for a place in
the august fellowship of the holy ones. In the absence of a tan-
trum-throwing god of judgement, I guess the only person who
can answer that question is yours truly.

Do I think that I am a holy man?
Sometimes.

I The Magician, translated from Eliphas Levi's version of the famous
Hymn, in The Equinox Vol. 1 (1) (London: Spring, 1909); Reprint York
Beach, ME: Samuel Weiser, 1992), p. 109.
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Prologue:
Sons of the Desert

It was thirty-one years ago this morning, February 26, 1967. I
was 18 years old and my brother Marc was 24. We sat atop one
of the monstrous boulders that are heaped like petrified dino-
saur droppings across California's Mojave desert and watched the
moon bury itself in the western sands. 180 degrees away, the east-
ern horizon split in a lewd and blood red invocation of the sun.
Shortly before this celestial orgy we shared a mystic feast of far
too much LSD) and vowed in deadly earnest that we would not
return from the wilderness until we were holy men. Daybreak
found us shish kebabed to death-skewered through by the sun
and moon's perfect opposition-flat on our backs emitting short
grunts and giggles.

It would be an understatement to say we were naive, but we
were not entirely green behind the psychedelic ears. Between the
two of us we had at least two dozen carefully programmed "trips"
under our belts. In our pitiful way we were serious seekers. We
followed the "set-setting-guide" procedures outlined by Drs.
Leary and Albert, and crammed the days and weeks between our
sessions with healthy doses of Eastern Mysticism and spiritual
practices.

I I think it is important for the reader to know that, while the methodical
use of psychedelicsubstances playedan important and generallypositive
role in my earlyspiritual career,Ino longer use nor do I advocate the use
of drugs for magical or recreational purposes.

M aterial protegido por derechos de autor



xiv ~ My LIFE WITH THE SPIRITS

My life, on the other hand, took a dramatically different
turn-so different in fact, that many people, perhaps even my
brother, believe my chosen path to be patently evil.

It is true. I have scorned and rejected the faith of my fathers.
I invoke and worship strange and terrible gods. I summon devils
and hold congress with angels, spirits, and demons; but does it
naturally follow that these pursuits are spiritual transgressions
that bar me from the fellowship of holy ones? In this little book
I search for an answer to that question.

I hope the reader will appreciate the fact that I have departed
from the textbook format of some of my earlier works on magick
and have nestled a great deal of technical information within
narratives of my experiences. The first chapters are filled with
much autobiographical material. Please forgive me if such mem-
oirs seem at first irrelevant to the subject of rnagick. I assure you
they are not. I firmly believe that in order for us both lo under-
stand what I do it will first be necessary to understand who I am
and where I came from.

Magick is an art-as much an art as painting or music or
dance. To understand and appreciate the artist's portfolio it is
helpful. perhaps even essential, to know something of the char-
acter and motivations that drive him or her to produce a body
of work. I am a practitioner of the "black ad' (or so it has been
called for the last two thousand years). I am a spiritual crafts-
man. I fashion my creations from thought and dream and will.
No easel can suffer the subtle burden of such elements. They
must be splashed against the canvas of my own soul. It is no
more possible to gaze directly upon these objects d'art than it is
to look upon the essence of my being. The most that can be
done is to study the shadows they cast upon my memory.

For my silhouette studio I have been graciously allowed the
tissue-thin pages of this book. The reader may wish to start al
the beginning of the exhibition or leisurely wander the halls at
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Prologue: Sons of the Desert ~ xv

random. I hope you enjoy your visit and will come away with a
greater appreciation of your own life as a magical artist.

The gallery doors are now open, and the images of light and
darkness that hang from the walls are the intangible tales of my
life with the spirits.

M aterial protegido por derechos de autor
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